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We derive a general relation between the ground state entanglement Hamiltonian and the physical
stress tensor within the path integral formalism. For spherical entangling surfaces in a CFT, we
reproduce the local ground state entanglement Hamiltonian derived by Casini, Huerta and Myers.
The resulting reduced density matrix can be characterized by a spatially varying “entanglement
temperature.” Using the entanglement Hamiltonian, we calculate the first order change in the
entanglement entropy due to changes in conserved charges of the ground state, and find a local first
law-like relation for the entanglement entropy. Our approach provides a field theory derivation and
generalization of recent results obtained by holographic techniques. However, we note a discrepancy
between our field theoretically derived results for the entanglement entropy of excited states with a
non-uniform energy density and current holographic results in the literature. Finally, we give a CFT
derivation of a set of constraint equations obeyed by the entanglement entropy of excited states in
any dimension. Previously, these equations were derived in the context of holography.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

For a given quantum state of a many-body system with density matrix ρ, measurements of observables OA supported
inside a spatial subregion A are determined by the reduced density matrix ρA, defined by

Tr(ρOA) = TrA(ρAOA). (I.1)

The relation above is defined to hold for all operators OA in A. It follows that ρA = TrB(ρ), where the trace is taken
over the complement B = Ac . Since an observer in A has no direct access to degrees of freedom in B, he/she suffers
a loss of information that can be quantified by the entanglement entropy:

SA = −TrA(ρA ln ρA). (I.2)

SA provides a measure of the entanglement between A and B, since increasing the entanglement between A and
B will increase the loss of information upon restriction to A. The study of entanglement entropy was originally
motivated by attempts to interpret black hole entropy as information loss by an observer restricted to the outside of
the event horizon [1]. More recently, entanglement entropy has become an important tool in condensed matter physics,
where it plays a role as a diagnostic of many body states. Indeed, the scaling of entanglement entropy characterizes
the amenability of systems to numerical simulations such as the density matrix renormalization algorithm (DMRG)
in 1d, and the nature of the challenge in higher dimensions. An important class of applications of entanglement
entropy studies are topological states. Such states have no local observables which reveal their nature, and thus the
entanglement entropy may be used in such a situation where no obvious way exists to identify the topological order.
For example in [2] the interplay of DMRG and entanglement entropy on a torus has been used to identify the nature
of topological degeneracy.

While entanglement entropy provides an important measure of entanglement, the reduced density matrix ρA is a
more fundamental object. In particular, the study of the entanglement spectrum, i.e. the eigenvalues of ρA, has
picked up pace as it has been recognized as a tool for probing topological order in a more detailed way. For example,
the relation between the entanglement entropy of Quantum Hall wave functions and the edge theory associated with
such states has been elaborated in [3–6]. Entanglement spectrum also holds a direct relation to the gluing function
as well as the gapless edge modes in topological insulators [7, 8]. These remarkable relations between a bulk property
and edge physics highlight the wealth of information encoded in the entanglement spectrum.

As stated above, the entanglement spectrum of quantum systems may reveal a lot about their nature. Even more
detailed information is available if one knows the actual eigenstates of ρA. Since any ρA is Hermitean and positive
semidefinite, it may be expressed as:

ρA = e−HA (I.3)

for some Hermitean operator HA. If HA is known, the detailed study of ρA follows immediately to the exploration
of HA. Unfortunately, in most cases HA does not offer a particular simplification or advantage as it is in general a
highly nonlocal operator.
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However, in particular special cases HA may become local and simple enough to be used for calculations. The
prime example for such a situation has arisen as a result of studies of Hawking and Unruh radiation. According to the
Bisognano-Wichmann theorem [9, 10], the causal evolution of a quantum field theory where A is taken to be a half
space may be described by a modular operator which is generated by a Lorentz boost. The Minkowski ground state
in a causal wedge is then shown to satisfy a Kubo-Martin-Schwinger condition with respect to the boost, establishing
HA as the generator of Lorentz boost.

Recently this result was extended by Casini, Huerta and Myers [11]. For a spherical region A in a CFT, they find
that the entanglement Hamiltonian may be written explicitly in a local form using the physical energy density T00:

HA =

∫
A

β(x)T00(x). (I.4)

In this paper, we use the locality property of entanglement Hamiltonians such as (I.4) to compute the entanglement
entropy of excited states.

The starting point of our story is an elementary derivation of the above formula using the representation of the
ground state reduced density matrix 〈φ|ρA|φ′〉 as a Euclidean Path integral integral with boundary conditions for the
fields φ and φ′ along the cut at A [12].

Deferring the explicit derivation to section II, let us first discuss the basic idea. Treating ρA as a propagator, we
derive the expression (I.4) by performing the path integral along a Euclidean ”time” s that evolves the upper edge of
A to the bottom. The resulting path integral may be expressed as:

ρA = Z−1
A T exp{−

∫ sf

si

K(s)ds}, (I.5)

where T denotes ”time” ordering in s and K is the quantum operator generating s evolution.
If the path integral of our theory is invariant under translations in s, then K is a conserved charge independent of

“entanglement time” s. Hence:

ρA = exp (−(sf − si)K) . (I.6)

A well studied situation is the case where the theory is rotationally invariant, and A = x1 > 0 is a half space. Taking
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FIG. I.1: Evaluating ρA along Euclidean time s

s to be the angular variable on the x1, x0 = tE plane, we find the standard result that K is the angular new operator
(or the boost generator in Minkowski signature) [13].
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From a more general perspective, K can be viewed as a Killing energy that can be written in terms of the energy
momentum tensor. For any constant s slice Σ we can write

K =

∫
Σ

Tabk
adΣb, HA = (sf − si)K, (I.7)

where ka = dxa

ds is the Killing vector for the boost and {xa} is a set of flat space coordinates. Choosing to evaluate
K on Σ = A we find ka ∼ δa0 and Σa ∼ δa0 , which reproduces the relation (I.4).

Given a spherically symmetric region A′ in a Euclidean CFT of any dimension, we will determine the entanglement
Hamiltonian for ρA′ by making use of a conformal map u taking A to A′, which induces a mapping ρA → ρA′ =
UρAU

−1 1. The vector field k′a = dxa

ds′ for the new entanglement time s′, is just the image of k under u. Thus, the
entanglement Hamiltonian for A′ is given by (I.4) with

β(x) = 2πk′0(x), (I.8)

where x ∈ A and the factor of 2π is simply sf − si. We will interpret β(x) as a local “entanglement” temperature,
that is determined by the shape of A and the background geometry of the CFT. In this interpretation, equation (I.4)
resembles a density matrix for the original, physical system in local thermal equlibrium with temperature β(x). The
entanglement entropy is the thermal entropy of this system. It must be emphasized, however, that the appearance of
β(x) does not correspond to a ”real” temperature in the sense that all inertial observers will find that local observables
are at their vacuum values in accordance with (I.1)2. However, the point of view of a local ”entanglement temperature”
is appealing: indeed β(x) must vanish at boundary of the region, signaling a high effective temperature close to the
boundary. This behavior may be understood as the statement that the degrees of freedom close to the boundary are
the ones most entangled with the external region, and thus have a larger entropy.

Consistent with this interpretation, we have checked that for two dimensional CFT’s in various backgrounds with
central charge c, the ground state entanglement entropy can be obtained by integrating the equilibrium thermal
entropy per unit length

dSthermal
dx

=
cπ

3β(x)
(I.9)

over the region A using (I.8). Moreover, for excited states β(x) relates the increase in entanglement entropy to an
increase in energy inside A via a local first law-like equation:

dδSA(x) = β(x)TrA(δρAT00)dx, (I.10)

Here dδSA

dx (x) is the local entanglement entropy density3 relative to the ground state and δρA is the variation in the
reduced density matrix due to the increase in energy. To first order in δρA, the total increase in entanglement entropy
is obtained by integrating (I.10) over A.

Under a general variation of the ground state ρA → ρA + δρA we find that the first order change in entanglement
entropy is

δSA = TrA(δρAHA). (I.11)

For ground states with other conserved charges Qa that preserve conformal invariance (e.g. momentum in 1+1 D) ,
the corresponding charge densities qa and the associated chemical potentials µa will appear in the form

HA =

∫
A

β(x)(T00 − µaqa), (I.12)

leading to a generalized first law:

dδSA(x) = β(x)δ〈T00〉dx− β(x)µaδ〈qa〉dx. (I.13)

While preparing this manuscript, a paper [15] was posted where a set of constraint equations for δSA and an
expression for ”entanglement density” were derived using AdS/CFT. In section (VI) we provide a CFT derivation of
those results in two spacetime dimensions and generalize the constraint equations to arbitrary dimensions4. We will
also comment on the relation between our results and those in calculations in [17] and [18].

1 This is essentially a Euclidean version of the arguments in [11].
2 However, non-inertial observers whose proper time coincides with s will observe thermal radiation due to the local temperature [13].
3 This is not to be confused with the ”entanglement density”, introduced in [14] and discussed later in this paper.
4 The constraint equation was recently generalized to holographic CFT’s in 3 space-time dimensions in [16]
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II. PATH INTEGRAL DERIVATION OF THE ENTANGLEMENT HAMILTONIAN

Consider a Euclidean QFT on a manifold M and some spatial region A. The path integral expression for the
reduced density matrix on A is similar to the propagator of the theory except that the initial and final states live on
the upper and lower edge of a branch cut defined along A. Thus, to switch to a canonical description, it is natural
to choose a foliation of M by constant s-slices Σ(s) such that the initial/final slice at “time”(si, sf ) lie on the branch
cut (see Fig. I.1). The manifold M is then parametrized by coordinates (s, ya) where ya are coordinates on Σ . The
reduced density matrix on A in the Schrödinger picture is

〈φ0(sf )|ρA|φ′0(si)〉 =

∫
D[φ]e−S[φ]δ[φ(sf )− φ0(sf )]δ[φ(si)− φ0(si)], (II.1)

where S[φ] is the action functional. To find the entanglement Hamiltonian, we divide the “time” interval [si, sf ] into
small steps [sn+1, sn] of size ∆s and consider a discretization of the path integral in (II.1). For notational simplicity
we will write ρA[sn+1, sn] = 〈φ(sn+1)|ρA|φ(sn)〉, so that

〈φ0(sf )|ρA|φ′0(si)〉 =

∫
d[φ(sN−1)]...d[φ(s2)]ρA[sf , sN−1]...ρA[sn+1, sn]...ρA[s2, si]. (II.2)

Next we will regard the matrix element ρA[sn+1, sn] as a function of the final time sf and final field configuration
φ(sn+1, y). We wish to show that this function satisfies a heat equation

∂

∂sn+1
ρA(sn+1) = −K(sn+1)ρA(sn+1) (II.3)

and identify the operator K(sn+1). For a given field configuration in the path integral we need to evaluate
∂

∂sn+1
S[φ(sn+1, y), sn+1] at fixed φ(sn+1, y). One way of doing this is to keep the final time at sn+1, but trans-

form the background metric by a diffeomorphism that enlarges the proper size of the integration region. Explicitly
we want a coordinate transformation s→ s′(s) such that

S + dS =

∫ sn+1+ds

sn

ds

∫
Σ(s)

dd−1yL[gab, φ] =

∫ sn+1

sn

ds′
∫

Σ(s′)

dd−1yL[gab + dgab, φ], (II.4)

where gab(s, y) is the metric on M . Therefore,

dS =

∫ sn+1

sn

ds′
∫

Σ(s′)

dd−1y
δL
δgab

dgab. (II.5)

In a general coordinate system this transformation and the response of the path integral ρ(sn+1) is

xa → xa = xa′ − εa (II.6)

dρ(sn+1) = − 1
2

∫
[sn,sn+1]×Σ

〈Tab〉∇(aεb)
√
gddx =

∫
Σ(sn+1)

〈Tab〉εbdΣa. (II.7)

Here 〈〉 refers to the path integral average on [sn, sn+1]. In the last equality we assumed the quantum conservation
law ∇a〈Tab〉 = 0 and applied the divergence theorem; this means that Tab includes a possible anomalous contribution
due to the transformation of the Jacobian in the path integral measure. The coordinate transformation that will
satisfy equation II.4 is

εa =
dxa

ds
f(s)ds, (II.8)

where the function f(s) smoothly goes from 0 to 1 as s goes from sn to sn+1. This is so that we do not change the
lower endpoint of the s integration.

Defining

K(sn+1) =

∫
Σ(sn+1)

〈Tab〉
dxb

ds
dΣa, (II.9)

we find
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∂

∂sn+1
ρA[sn+1, sn] =

∫
D[φ]e−S[φ](−K(sn+1)) = 〈φ0(sn+1)| −K(sn+1)ρA|φ′0(sn)〉 = −(K̂ρA)(sn+1). (II.10)

The solution to this heat equation with initial condition ρA(sn) = 0 is ρA[sf , sN−1] = 〈φ(sn+1)|1 − ∆sK|φ(sn)〉.
Inserting this into equation (II.2) gives

〈φ0(sf )|ρA|φ′0(si)〉 =

∫ N−1∏
n=1

D[φ(sn)]〈φ(sn+1)|1−∆sK|φ(sn)〉 (II.11)

= 〈φ0(sf )|T exp

(
−
∫ sf

si

K(s)ds

)
|φ′0(si)〉. (II.12)

This is the most general form of the entanglement Hamiltonian in a QFT. Since equation (II.12) only depends

on the geometric data provided by the vector field dxa

ds which in turn is determined by the region A, it represents a
universal relation between the entanglement Hamiltonian and the quantum stress tensor.

To recover the local Entanglement Hamitonian (I.4), we consider regions A for which s → s + ds is a spacetime
symmetry of the path integral (II.1) so that K[s] is the corresponding conserved charge. Since K is independent of s,
we can evaluate it on any time slice (say at si) and the time ordered product in (II.12) reduces to

ρA = exp(−(sf − si)K(si)). (II.13)

Below we will show that s → s + ds is indeed a spacetime symmetry of the path integral if A is a half space in a
rotationally invariant QFT or a spherical region in a CFT, and we will derive the corresponding local entanglement
Hamiltonians. Here we would like to note that given a small deformation of the region A away from translational or
spherical symmetry, one could perform a systematic expansion of equation (II.12) using the deformed entanglement
Hamiltonian K0 + εK1. To first order in ε this would just add a perturbation to the local entanglement Hamiltonian
which is localized near the boundary of A. A similar strategy can be applied to deformations of the theory away from
rotational or conformal invariance. We leave this for future work.

III. EXAMPLES OF LOCAL ENTANGLEMENT HAMILTONIANS

A. Entanglement Hamiltonians in 2D

To illustrate how to compute K and its entanglement entropy, we first review the case of a rotationally invariant
QFT on R2 with A the region A being the half line A = {x1 > 0} [19]. Since A is mapped to itself by a 2π rotation,
we choose s to be the angular coordinate on the Euclidean plane so that Σ(s) are rays emanating from the origin as
in Figure III.1.

Then

dxa

ds
∂a = x1∂0 − x2∂1 (III.1)

is a Killing vector field generating rotations of the plane. Since the path integral measure is assumed to be rotationally
invariant, K is just the angular momentum [20]

K =

∫
Σ(s=0)

x1T00 − x0T01 =

∫
A

x1T00. (III.2)

The entanglement Hamiltonian is given by equation (I.4) with the entanglement temperature

β = 2πx1. (III.3)

Upon Wick rotating s → is, the circular flow generated by K becomes hyperbolas representing the worldlines of
uniformly accelerated observers, and β(x) is the proper temperature they experience. Thus in Minkowski signature
K is the boost generator. The form of the entanglement Hamiltonian implies that ρA represents an ensemble with
the physical energy density T00 in local thermal equilibrium with local temperature β(x); its entanglement entropy is

therefore just the thermal entropy, obtained by integrating the thermal entropy density dSthermal

dx over A [20].
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FIG. III.1: Foliation of the Euclidean plane corresponding to angular quantization

In particular, for a CFT with central charge c, it is well known that [12]

dSthermal
dx

=
cπ

3β(x)
(III.4)

so the entanglement entropy is

SA =

∫ L

δ

dx
cπ

6x
=
c

6
Log

L

δ
, (III.5)

where we have introduced a UV and IR cutoff on A restricting the integration to [δ, L]. The local temperature is
higher near the boundary of A and diverges at x = 0 due to the zero of the vector field, which is also the singularity
of the foliation defined by s. As a result, most of the contribution to the entanglement entropy arises from near the
edge.

For a CFT on R2 we can easily generalize the previous results to an arbitrary interval A′ = [u, v]. Let z = x1 + ix0

so that dz
ds = iz is the rotational vector field appropriate to the region A discussed previously. The conformal map

z = −w − u
w − v

(III.6)

induces a transformation U on the reduced density matrices:

ρA → ρA′ = UρAU
−1, (III.7)

by transforming the boundary conditions of the path integral. The path integral measure is conformally invariant
because there is no anomaly in flat space. Meanwhile, the vector field dz

ds′ is mapped to

dw

ds′
=
dw

dz

dz

ds′
=
i(w − u)(w − v)

u− v
. (III.8)

It is clear that the periodic flow defined by this vector field will evolve A′ → A′. Moreover, the transformation
w → w + dw

ds′ ds
′ is a symmetry of the CFT on the w plane, because it can be decomposed into a combination of a

conformal transformation between z and w, and an ordinary rotation on the z plane.
Thus, the entanglement Hamiltonian for ρA′ is

HA′ =

∫
A

2π
(y1 − u)(y1 − v)

u− v
T00dy, (III.9)

where we defined w = y1 + iy0 and evaluated the integral along A for convenience. As before, the entanglement
entropy is obtained from integrating dSthermal

dx using the entanglement temperature

β(y) = 2π
(y1 − u)(y1 − v)

u− v
. (III.10)
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FIG. III.2: A rotation on the z plane (represented as a Riemann sphere) is mapped to a conformal rotation on
the w plane

This gives

SA′ =
c

3
log

v − u
δ

, (III.11)

as expected5.
For a CFT at finite temperature (w ∼ w + iβ′) or on a spatial circle (w ∼ w + L), we can similarly derive the

entanglement Hamiltonian by finding the conformal map from the z-plane to R×S1 or S1×R. Given A′ = [−l, l]×{0},
the conformal map and entanglement temperature for a CFT at the (ordinary) temperature β′ is

z =

− exp

(
2πw
β′

)
+ exp

(
− 2πl

β′

)
exp

(
2πw
β′

)
− exp

(
2πl
β′

) , β = 2β′csch

(
2lπ

β′

)
sinh

(
π(l − y)

β′

)
sinh

(
π(l + y

β′

)
. (III.12)

The results for a CFT at finite size can be obtained from equation (III.12) by the substitution β′ → iL. Below
we summarize the results for the entanglement temperature and entanglement entropy obtained by integrating the
thermal entropy density in various CFT backgrounds.

TABLE I: Entanglement Temperature for A = [−l, l] in different CFT backgrounds

CFT Background Entanglement Temperature β(y) Entanglement Entropy SA =
∫
A

πc
3β(y)

Zero Temp. and infinite size: M = R2 2π(l2−y2)
2l

c
3

ln l
δ

Finite temperature β′ : M = R× S1 2β′csch
(

2lπ
β′

)
sinh

(
π(l−y)
β′

)
sinh

(
π(l+y)
β′

)
c
3

ln
(
β′

πδ
sinh( 2πl

β′ )
)

Finite Size L : M = S1 × R 2Lcsc
(
2lπ
L

)
sin
(
π(l−y)
L

)
sin
(
π(l+y)
L

)
c
3

ln
(
( L
πδ

sin( 2πl
L

)
)

5 Note that even though TrA(ρAlogρA) is invariant under the similarity transformation (III.7) of the reduced density matrix, we get a
different result for the entanglement entropy of ρA′ because we have to transform the regularized boundary of A.
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The results for the entanglement entropies were derived previously using the replica trick, [12, 21–23], and serve as
a check on our results for the entanglement temperature and Hamiltonian.

B. Entanglement Hamiltonians in higher dimensions

Here we generalize the results of the previous section to spherical entangling surfaces in dimensions d > 2. As
before, we first consider a rotationally invariant CFT on Rd with A = {x1 > 0}. We choose polar coordinates on the
x1, x0 plane x1 = z cos( sl ), x

0 = z sin( sl ), so the flat metric is

dτ2 = (
z

l
)2ds2 + dz2 + d~x2. (III.13)

At this point l is an arbitrary length parameter introduced to make s dimensionful. Then the result (III.2) for the
entanglement Hamiltonian of ρA is still valid. Now we map Rd → Hd−1 × S1, by multiplying the metric above by a
conformal factor ( lz )2.

dτ2
Hd−1×S1 = ds2 + (

l

z
)2(dz2 + d~x2). (III.14)

The Hd−1 factor refers to hyperbolic space, which is the image of the half space A. Thus we see that ρA is transformed
into a thermal density matrix ρHd−1 on hyperbolic space. Since this conformal map does not change the original
coordinates on Rd, the vector field generated by the new entanglement Hamiltonian is just ∂

∂s .
Now consider a new reduced density matrix ρA′ for a ball of radius l. We will obtain the entanglement Hamiltonian

HA′ by mapping ρHd−1 → ρA′ as follows. First we choose coordinates (u,Ωd−2, s) on Hd−1 × S1 and spherical
coordinates (r,Ωd−2, t) on Rd so that the metrics are

dτ2
Hd−1×S1 = ds2 +R2(du2 + sinh(u)2dΩ2

d−2), (III.15)

dτ2
Rd = dt2 + dr2 + r2dΩ2

d−2. (III.16)

Then, defining complex coordinates σ = u+ i sl and w = r + it on the respective two dimensional slices, we consider
the mapping introduced in [24]

e−σ =
l − w
l + w

. (III.17)

This is an analogue of equation (III.6) mapping ρA′ → ρHd−1 . The entanglement vector field and entanglement
Hamiltonian is

dw

ds
=
dw

dσ

dσ

ds
= i

l2 − r2

2l
, HA = 2π

∫
A

l2 − r2

2l
T00. (III.18)

This agrees with the result of [11], where a Minkowski signature version of the conformal mapping (III.17) was used
to derive the entanglement Hamiltonian.

IV. CFT DERIVATION OF ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY FOR EXCITED STATES

Consider a state |ψ〉 in a QFT in R1,d−1 with a density matrix ρ0 = |ψ〉〈ψ|. As in [17] we make a small perturbation
ρ = ρ0 + δρ and consider the entanglement entropy of a region A. Expanding to first order in δρA we find

SA = −TrA(ρA ln ρA) = −TrA(ρ0
A ln ρ0

A)− TrA(δρ0
A ln ρ0

A)− TrA(δρA), (IV.1)

where δρA = TrB(δρ). The normalization Tr(ρA) = TrA(ρ0
A) = 1 implies Tr(δρA) = 0, so the first order change in

entanglement entropy due to the perturbation δρ is simply

δSA = −TrA(δρA ln ρ0
A) = TrA(δρAHA). (IV.2)

Note that there is also a term proportional to Tr(δρ) which vanishes due to the normalization Tr(ρ) = 1. When
the state ρ0 is the ground state, we will refer to δSA as the renormalized entanglement entropy6 [12]. It is just the

6 This is only a first order approximation to the renormalized entropy, but we will just call it renormalized entropy for short.
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increase in “entanglement energy” of the new state, measured according to the ground state entanglement Hamiltonian.
However we emphasize that equation (IV.2) applies to an arbitrary deformation δρ for any initial state ρ0. When the
region A is a half space in a QFT or a spherical ball in a CFT, we can use the entanglement temperatures previously
derived to obtain HA for the ground state as in equation (I.4). From equation (IV.2) we have:

δSA = TrA(δρA

∫
A

β(x)T00(x)) =

∫
A

β(x)Tr(δρT00(x)) :=

∫
A

β(x)δ〈T00(x)〉 (IV.3)

In the second to last equality, we noted that the operator T00(x) is only being evaluated inside A so that δρA can
be replaced with δρ. Note that in (IV.2) the operator δρA and HA are defined on a subregion A with boundaries,
which implies boundary conditions have to be imposed at ∂A on their quantization. On the other hand, in (IV.3) the
operator T00 is interpreted as the energy density quantized with the boundary conditions appropriate to the whole
space; we have merely chosen to evaluate it inside A. These two interpretation must agree by the definition of the
reduced density matrix. As a check, in appendix B we will show that for a particular excitation of a free scalar field
with non-uniform energy density, (IV.3) and (IV.2) do indeed give the same result for δSA.

When δ〈T00〉 is spatially uniform7 inside A, we can remove it from the integration, so that

δSA = β0δ〈T00〉V ol(A) := β0δEA, (IV.4)

where δEA = δ〈T00〉Vol(A) is the excitation energy inside region A, and β0 is the average entanglement temperature
inside A

β0 =

∫
A
β(x)

Vol(A)
. (IV.5)

When the region A has radius l, we find8 β0 = 2π
d+1 l in agreement with the result of [18]. However, we note that the

holographic results of [18] only strictly apply to nonabelian gauge theories with holographic duals, at large N and
assuming a small region A (i.e. for small radius l), whereas our result is valid to order O(δρ) for any CFT and any
radius l. We also note that there is a discrepancy between our results when δ〈T00〉 is spatially varying. Given a state
with δ〈T00〉 =

∑∞
n=0 anr

n in a d > 2 dimensional CFT9, we find

δSA = 2πVol(Sd−2)
∑
n=0

anl
d+n

(d+ n)2 − 1
(IV.6)

which disagrees with the holographic calculation of the same quantity in equation (20) of [18]. In section IV, we will
discuss the holographic version of eq IV.2 and speculate on a possible source of the discrepancy. As noted earlier, we
have checked in appendix B that our results (IV.2) and (IV.3) are consistent for a non-uniform excitation of a free
scalar field, where δSA can be computed explicitly.

V. A GENERALIZED FIRST LAW FOR ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY

Equation (IV.3) resembles a local first law of thermodynamics inside the region A:

dδSA(x) = β(x)δ〈T00(x)〉dx. (V.1)

When other conserved charges are present, a generalization of equation (V.1) can be derived as follows. Consider
a state at finite temperature T and with conserved charges Qa that preserve conformal invariance and chemical
potentials µa weighted with the following density matrix

ρ =

exp

(
− (H−µaQa)

T

)
Z

. (V.2)

7 Since our entanglement Hamiltonian was derived for a CFT on Rd, we will assume the energy density starts to die off somewhere outside
A, in order for the energy to be finite.

8 As already noted in [18], this is also consistent with the computation of δSA for primary states of a two dimensional CFT which was
performed in [25] via the replica trick.

9 We will explain the restriction to d > 2 in the section VI.
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After tracing over the complement of A we arrive at a path integral representation of ρA similar to the one given
in equation (II.1), except that adding the charges has effectively shifted our Hamiltonian from H to H ′ = H − µaQa.
The corresponding shift in the energy density is T ′00 = T00 − µaqa, where we introduced the charge densities qa by
Qa :=

∫
space

qad
d−1x. Going through the same path integral derivation as in section II, we would reproduce equation

(I.4) with T00 replaced by T ′00. Under a deformation δρ that changes the charge densities and energy inside A, equation
(V.1) now becomes

dδSA(x) = β(x)δ〈T ′00(x)〉dx = β(x){δ〈T00(x)〉dx− µaδ〈qa(x)〉dx} (V.3)

A simple way to check the above argument for the entanglement Hamiltonian leading to equation (V.3) is to consider
a state ρ ∼ exp[−β′(H − µP )] for a two dimensional CFT with total central charge c. In this case the conserved
Virasoro charges are the Hamiltonian H = L0 +L0− c

12 and momentum P = L0−L0. The entanglement Hamiltonian
for an interval A = [0, l] is

HA =

∫ l

0

β(x)(T00 − µT01)dx =

∫ l

0

β(x)(1− µ)T++ + β(x)(1 + µ)T−−, (V.4)

where T±± = 1
2 (T00±T01) are the right and left moving components of the stress tensor, and β(x) is the entanglement

temperature (III.12) for a CFT at finite temperature10 β′. The operator in equation (V.4) is the sum of two commuting
entanglement Hamiltonians corresponding to non-interacting ensembles at finite (ordinary) temperature β± = β′(1±µ)
and with energy density T±±. Assuming that the left and right central charges are equal, each ensemble has an effective
central charge of c

2 . Thus the entanglement entropy is:

SA =
c

6
ln

(
β+

πδ
sinh(

πl

β+
)

)
+
c

6
ln

(
β−
πδ

sinh(
πl

β−
)

)
. (V.5)

This agrees with the result of [26] obtained via the replica trick and holographic calculations.

VI. HOLOGRAPHIC DERIVATION AND DISCUSSION OF RELATED PAPERS

According to the holographic prescription of [27], the entanglement entropy for a state |ψ〉 in a region A of a
d-dimensional CFT with a holographic dual gravity theory is

SA =
Area(γA)

4G
, (VI.1)

where γ is a minimal surface, anchored on ∂A, in the bulk spacetime representing the gravity dual of the corresponding
CFT, G is the bulk Newton’s constant. The geometry dual to the ground state in the CFT corresponds to pure AdS

dτ2 = (
R

z
)2(−dt2 + dz2 + r2dΩ2

d−2), (VI.2)

and the minimal surface for A = {r = l} is a half sphere extending into the bulk: γA = {r2 = l2 − z2}.
For general excited states, it is difficult to find the exact bulk metric and compute the minimal surface. However,

just as in the CFT computation of the previous section, a drastic simplification occurs if we consider only the first
order deformation of the entanglement entropy, which is proportional to the variation of area functional :

δArea(γA) = δ

∫
γA

√
g =

∫
γA

δ
√
g. (VI.3)

In the last equality, we observed that the area variation due to the deformation of the surface γA vanishes by the
definition of a minimal surface. Thus, the area variation is entirely due to the change in the metric, and there is no need
to solve for the minimal surface in the new geometry. Comparing this equation to (IV.4), we see that δρA corresponds

10 Technically, to get a discrete spectrum for P we should put the CFT on a spatial S1 of length L. Here we will assume β′ >> L, so that
we can ignore the periodicity along L in computing the entanglement temperature.
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to the deformation of the metric while HA corresponds to the ground state minimal surface. The second fact is less
obvious from the usual AdS/CFT correspondence, but it is consistent with ideas proposed in [11]. In reference [11]
it was shown that for spherical regions A, there exists a foliation of AdS by hyperbolic slices H = Hd−1 × R such
that one of the slices is a causal horizon γ′Athat is anchored on ∂A. Since a horizon is also a minimal surface, we can
identify γ′A = γA. The new foliation of AdS is dual to a CFT on the boundary slice H, which is in a thermal state
that is conformally related to ρA . It is thus tempting to identify the foliation of AdS and the associated horizon γA
with the reduced density matrix ρA and therefore HA.

As in [18]11 we consider an excited state with energy density 12 〈T00〉 = dRd−1m
16πG . As established in ref. [29], the

holographic stress tensor associated with this energy density and the boundary metric determines the asymptotic form
of the bulk metric near the boundary at z ∼ 0 to be:

dτ2 = (
R

z
)2(−g−1(z)dt2 + g(z)dz2 + r2dΩ2

d−2), with g(z) = 1 +mzd + ... (VI.4)

where the ellipsis denotes higher order terms in z. In this approximation, the first order variation of the entanglement
entropy for spherical regions A is

δS′A
δm

∣∣∣∣
m=0

δm =
δArea(γA)

4G

∣∣∣∣
m=0

= Rd−1Ωd−2

∫ l

0

r(z)d−2

zd−1
δ
√
g(z) + r′(z)2

= β0δEA, (VI.5)

where we evaluated the integral along the half sphere r2 = l2 − z2 corresponding to the ground state at m = 0,
β0 = 2π

d+1 l, and δEA is defined as in the section IV. The notation δS′A is a reminder of the additional approximation

due to the expansion (VI.4), where sub-leading in terms in z were dropped. However, in this case, this approximation
(truncation) leads to a result which agrees with the field theoretic one in eq. (IV.5)

Next, we consider a a non-uniform state with energy density 〈T00〉 = dRd−1m
16πG

∑
n≥0 cnr

n in a d > 2 dimensional
CFT. Note that this state is not allowed d = 2 spacetime dimensions, because the energy density has to satisfy a wave
equation, as explained later in this section. The dual metric has the same form as in (VI.4) with

g(z) = 1 +mzd
∑
n≥0

cnr
n + . . . , (VI.6)

using (VI.3) we find:

δS′A =
mldRd−1Vol(Sd−2)

8G

∑
n≥0

cnl
n

1 + d+ n
. (VI.7)

The above expression reproduces and generalizes the results in [18], without recourse to a an explicit evaluation of
the minimal surfaces. This time, we note that above δS′A differs from our result (IV.6) for the entropy of a sphere,
although both are supposed to represent entropy of a system with the same non-uniform energy density.

In [18], use of equation (VI.4) was justified by taking the small region limit, that is, the l → 0 limit in which γA
approaches the z = 0 boundary. However, neglect of higher order terms in z, while not affecting the energy density
〈T00〉, may affect the computed entropy. For example, adding a correction of the form mzd+krµ will yields, using
(VI.3), a contribution proportional to ld+k+µ to the holographic entropy. Neglect of such terms may be the reason
that our results agree with those of [18] only for the case of uniform energy density. In this way, our result provides
an easy consistency check for the z → 0 limit metric used in holographic calculations.

A. Dynamical equations for entanglement entropy and entanglement density

While this project was being completed, we noticed a recent paper [15] where a set of dynamical equations were
derived for δSA in the case of time dependent excited states by using the holographic formula (VI.1). In d = 2

11 see also [28] for an extension of results in [18]
12 To facilitate comparisons with [18], in this section we write δ〈T00〉 = 〈T00〉, with the understanding that the energy density in the latter

expression is normal ordered so as to subtract the vacuum energy. Note that there is a typo in eq. (2) of [18] where d was replaced with
d− 1.
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spacetime dimensions they are:

(∂2
t − ∂2

ξ )δSA(ξ, l, t) = 0 (VI.8)

(
∂2
l

4
− ∂2

t

4
− 1

2l2
)δSA(ξ, l, t) = 0 (VI.9)

where A = [ξ−l, ξ+l]. In the holographic setting these equations arose from solving Einstein’s equations perturbatively
to determine the evolution of the metric for the excited state. Here we will provide a simple field theoretic derivation
of these equations. First note that in terms of the variable x′ = x − ξ, the renormalized entanglement entropy for a
CFT on a plane is

δSA = 2π

∫ l

−l
dx′

l2 − x′2

2l2
〈T00〉(x′ + ξ, t), (VI.10)

so the entanglement temperature is independent of ξ. Thus,

(∂2
t − ∂2

ξ )δSA(ξ, l, t) = 2π

∫ l

−l
dx′

l2 − x′2

2l2
(∂2
t − ∂2

ξ )〈T00〉(x′ + ξ, t) = 0, (VI.11)

where in the last equality we used the fact that in d = 2 the conservation of the energy momentum tensor combined
with its tracelessness imply that T00 = T++ + T−− is a sum of left and right movers, and therefore satisfy the
wave equation. The second equation (VI.8)can be obtained straightforwardly by applying the differential operator
to (VI.10) and integrating by parts using ∂2

t T00 = −∂2
ξT00 = −∂2

x′T00. As in [15], we can also generalize and (VI.8)

to the case when we couple an operator O(x, t) to a source J(x, t) so that our physical Hamiltonian is deformed to
H ′ = H −

∫
JOdd−1x. Provided that O(x, t) preserves conformal symmetry, this deformation changes the ground

state Hamiltonian by deforming the energy density T00 → T ′00 = T00 − JO in I.4. The equations (VI.8) are now
modified by source terms that arise form the differential operators hitting J(x, t)O(x, t). Thus

(∂2
t − ∂2

ξ )δSA(ξ, l, t) =

∫ l

−l
β(x′, l)(∂2

t − ∂2
ξ )(J(x′ + ξ, t)〈O(x′ + ξ, t)〉J), (VI.12)

(
∂2
l

4
− ∂2

t

4
− 1

2l2
)δSA(ξ, l, t) = −

∫ l

−l
β(x′, l)

∂2
t

4
(J(x′ + ξ, t)〈O(x′ + ξ, t)〉J), (VI.13)

with

β(x′, l) = 2π
l2 − x′2

2l2
. (VI.14)

To facilitate a comparison with the result of [15], we take the Fourier transform of 〈O(x′ + ξ, t)〉J and make explicit
the dependence of J(x′ + ξ, t) on 〈O(k1, w1)〉J :

〈O(x, t)〉J =

∫
dω1

∫
dk1〈O(k1, ω1)〉Jei(k1ξ+ω1t)eik1x

′
, (VI.15)

J(x′ + ξ, t) =

∫
dω2

∫
dk2f(k2, ω2)〈O(k2, ω2)〉Jei(k2ξ+ω2t)eik2x

′
. (VI.16)

Above we chose the source J corresponding to the perturbation of the bulk scalar given in equation (3.17) of [15].
Inserting these in (VI.12) and integrating over x′ gives equations of the form

(∂2
t − ∂2

ξ )δSA(ξ, l, t) =

∫
dω1

∫
dω2

∫
dk1

∫
dk2F (k1, k2, ω1, ω2, l)〈O(k1, ω2)〉J〈O(k2, ω2)〉Jei((k1+k2)ξ+(ω1+ω2)t),

(VI.17)

and similarly (VI.13). These equations have the same form as (3.22) and (3.23) of [15], which were interpreted as the
holographic dual to the perturbative Einstein’s equations with the right hand side serving as the matter source.

In general dimensions,we can derive a constraint equation similar to VI.9 for a ball A of radius l centered on ~ξ :

(∂2
l − (d− 2)

∂l
l
−∇2

ξ −
d

l3
)δSA(~ξ, l, t) = 0 (VI.18)
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As in the case of 2 dimensions , this can be verified straightforwardly by applying the differential operator above to
the expression for δSA in (VI.10) and integrating by parts after noting that:∫

A

β(r)∇2
~ξ
T00(~ξ + ~r)drdΩ =

∫
A

β(r)∇2
~rT00(~ξ + ~r)drdΩ = −

∫
A

∇β(r) · ∇~rT00(~ξ + ~r)drdΩ (VI.19)

For d = 3, [16] recently derived the same equation holographically. In[30], a general argument was proposed explaining
why (VI.10) leads to the perturbative Einstein’s equations via the holographic entanglement entropy formula (VI.1).
In addition, a quantity called entanglement density was introduced in [15]. In d = 2, for an interval A = [u, v] of
length l = v − u and midpoint ξ, this is defined as

n(ξ, l, t) =
1

2

δ2SA
δuδv

, ∆n(ξ, l, t) =
1

2

δ2∆SA
δuδv

, (VI.20)

where in the second equality we present the shifted entanglement density in terms of the renormalized entanglement
entropy ∆SA. Writing ∆SA in terms of u and v as in equation (III.9) and computing the derivatives gives

l2∆n(ξ, l, t) + ∆SA = 0, (VI.21)

lim
l→0

∆n(ξ, l, t) = T00(ξ) lim
l→0

2π

∫ l

−l
dx′

l2 − x′2

2l2
=
π

3
T00(ξ). (VI.22)

which agrees with the holographic results of [15]. Finally, we note some overlap with [17]. The author of [17] considered
a gravitational theory on Rindler space and derived the change in entanglement entropy across the Rindler horizon
as in equation (IV.2) due to a metric perturbation gab → gab + hab. There the entanglement Hamiltonian (I.7), was

evaluated along the event horizon H and was shown to be equal to an operator ÂH that measures the area of the
event horizon. The crucial ingredient deriving this relation was the universal coupling

∫
habT

ab of the graviton with
the energy momentum tensor, which results in a perturbative Einstein’s equation that relates Tab to �hab. Thus, the
renormalized horizon entanglement entropy was found to be

δSH =
Tr(AHδρH)

4G
=
δArea(H)

4G
. (VI.23)

Even though this equation was not derived from AdS/CFT, there is an obvious parallel here with equation (VI.3),
where the minimal surface γA is identified with the horizon H.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we employed path integral methods to find a universal relation between the ground state entanglement
Hamiltonian for an arbitrary region A and the physical stress tensor. For spherical entangling surfaces in a CFT
we find, as in [11], that the entanglement Hamiltonian is the integral of a local density against a local entanglement
temperature. We further generalize this result to include states with conserved charges preserving conformal invariance
and derive new expressions for the entanglement Hamiltonians in various cylindrical backgrounds in 2 dimensions.
Along the way, we show that the standard results for entanglement entropy in d = 2 dimensions that are traditionally
derived from the replica trick can be obtained easily by evaluating the thermal entropy density using the entanglement
temperature, and integrating over A. While completing this paper, we became aware that the same method was used
in [31] to obtain the leading area law behavior of entanglement entropy for a half space A in a d+ 1-dimensional CFT
and to derive the exact result for a finite interval A in a d = 2 CFT on the plane. It was also argued there that at high
temperatures the entanglement entropy for theories with a mass gap m can be estimated by cutting off the size of the
integration region A at x1 = 1

m , and indeed this gives the exact result for d = 2. In this paper, we made the additional
observation that the entanglement temperature relates the change in entanglement entropy to changes in conserved
charges of the ground state via equation (V.3). However, we should note that the spatially varying entanglement
temperature is not physical in the sense that it does not determine the expectation value of local observables such as
T00 (Indeed, 〈T00〉 is a constant.). This is because the entanglement Hamiltonian (I.4) is an integral over operators
that do not commute, so the reduced density matrix does not factorize. Indeed the entanglement temperature is not
even conformally invariant; however equation V.3 shows that in a fixed conformal frame, it gives a universal relation
between the expectation value of physical charges inside a region A and the renormalized entanglement entropy.

The relation (I.4) between the entanglement Hamiltonian and the stress tensor, when combined with our CFT
expression (IV.2) for renormalized entanglement entropy provides a direct connection between the expectation value
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of the stress tensor and the increase in entanglement entropy, as was first noted in the holographic calculations of
[18] and further generalized in [15]. We also want to point out that it was recently observed in [32] that for spherical
and cylindrical regions A, the holographic prescription [27] for the ground state entanglement entropy coincide with
setting the finite part of 00 component of the holographic stress tensor to zero on a 4D slice of the bulk spacetime.
The idea is that given a parametrization r = f(z) of the 4D slice, setting

〈Th00〉 = 〈Kab − habK〉 = 0, (VII.1)

where hab is the induced metric and Kab is the extrinsic curvature gives a differential equation for f(z) that is identical
to the minimal area equation. A heuristic field theory justification might go as follows. Demanding that a state in a
CFT has the same entanglement entropy of the ground state corresponds to setting

δSA =

∫
A

βA〈TCFT00 〉 = 0. (VII.2)

If we follow [11] we identify the region casual development of A with a curved 4D slice of AdS, then identifying 〈TCFT00 〉
with 〈Th00〉 would gives equation VII.1.
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Appendix A: Evaluating the ground state entanglement entropy from the entanglement Hamiltonian

In this section we would like to point out a subtlety in evaluating the ground state entanglement entropy directly
from equation (I.4). The discussion will also serve to provide some background for the calculation in appendix B.
Given the normalized reduced density, ρA = exp(−HA)/ZA, the entanglement entropy is

SA = −TrA(ρA ln ρA) = TrA(ρAHA) + lnZA. (A.1)

Equation (I.4) implies the entanglement energy vanishes:

Tr(ρAHA) =

∫
A

β(x)Tr(ρT00) =

∫
A

β(x)〈0| : T00 : |0〉 = 0. (A.2)

In the last equality, we have normal ordered T00 with respect to the usual Minkowski annihilation operators, so SA
comes entirely from the ”free energy ” term13 ln : ZA :.

However there is an alternative way to evaluate the entanglement energy by conformally mapping ρA to a thermal
density matrix with uniform temperature [11]. In the case of a a free scalar field in 2 spacetime dimensions and for
A = {x > 0}, HA = 2π

∫
x≥0

x[(∂xφ)2 + (∂tφ)2]dx is the Rindler Hamiltonian [20]. In terms of Rindler coordinates

x = eξ cosh(η), t = eξ sinh(η), (A.3)

it can be written as

HA = 2π

∫ ∞
−∞

(∂ξφ)2 + (∂ηφ)2dξ. (A.4)

13 Even though ZA is not an operator, we use the normal ordering symbol to highlight the fact that its value depends on normal ordering.
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Thus HA can be quantized by expanding the field in terms of plane waves in Rindler coordinates [13],

φk =

∫
dk√
4πk

bke
ik(ξ−η) + c.c., HA =

∫
dk[b†kbk + (1/2)δ(0)]k. (A.5)

The delta function term represents the Casimir energy and is removed by normal ordering with respect to the Rindler
annihilation operator bk. It is well known that under Rindler normal ordering, the Minkowski vacuum is thermal [13]
so that

Tr[ρAHA] = 〈0|
...HA

...|0〉 =
1

12
ln
L

δ
(A.6)

where L and δ are IR and UV cutoff’s so that A = [δ, L]. This result can be obtained by a standard computation
of the average thermal energy for a free relativistic gas of massless (Rindler) particles at temperature 1

2π , subject to
Dirichlet boundary conditions in the Rindler spatial coordinate ξ. Note that this differs from equation (A.2) due to
the difference in Rindler mode vs. Minkowski mode normal ordering, which we denote by 3 and 2 dots respectively.
We can also obtain the corresponding Rindler free energy by usual statistical mechanics arguments:

... lnZA
... =

1

12
ln
L

δ
. (A.7)

Adding this term to the entanglement energy (A.6) gives

SA =
1

6
ln
L

δ
, (A.8)

which is consistent with the known result [23]. Since adding a normal ordering constant a to HA corresponds to a
shift lnZA → lnZA − a, (A.7), (A.6) and (A.2) implies : lnZA := 1

6 ln L
δ , which is the same as SA as it should be.

The lesson here is that while SA is conformally invariant, neither the entanglement energy or free energy is.
To drive home this point we can derive the same result in a two dimensional Euclidean CFT, in the same spirit as

[11] and [12]. The Euclidean version of the coordinate change from Minkowski to Rindler coordinates is the conformal
map

w = logz, z = x+ it, w = ξ + iθ, (A.9)

where z and w are the Euclideanised Minkowski/Rindler coordinates respectively and θ is the angular coordinate on
the z plane. The z plane is mapped to a strip of length 2π and the Entanglement hamiltonian on the z plane is
mapped to physical hamiltonian Hθ that evolves states along the θ direction14. For the ground state on the plane,
T (z) = 0 so that the transformation of the stress tensor 15 gives T (w) = c/24 [33] . Integrating along ξ to gives the
expectation value of the Hamiltonian on the z plane:

〈Hθ〉 = 2π

∫
w(A)

dξ
(〈T (w) + T (w̄)〉)

2π
=

c

12
ln
L

δ
(A.10)

which is the desired result16. In the last equality we have again set A = [δ, L] on the t = 0 slice of the z plane, so
that it is mapped to w(A) = [ln δ, ln(L)].

Appendix B: Non-uniform excitation of 2D free scalar field

In this appendix we provide an explicit evaluation of the entanglement energy δSA = Tr(δρAHA) in equation (IV.3)
for a spatially non-uniform excitation of a 2D free scalar field and show that it is indeed equal to eq (IV.2). First note
that normal ordering is irrelevant in this case because shifting HA by a constant does not change the entanglement

14 This is the d=2 dimensional analogue of the conformal transformation to the hyperbolic space H III.17 for the half infinite line A.
15 To conform with the conventions of [33] Tab is defined so the Hamiltonian is H = 1

2π
T00.

16 One of the 2π’s are from the length of the strip and the other from the definition of H in terms of T (w).
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energy due to the normalization condition Tr(δρA) = 0. Now following [34] we consider a particular excitation labelled
by a positive Rindler momentum k:

d†k|0〉 =

∫ ∞
0

dpD(k, p)a†p|0〉, D(k, p) = (2kSinh(πk))1/2Γ(−ik)|p|ik− 1
2 , k > 0 (B.1)

where a†p are the conventional Minkowski creation operators. It is then straight forward to compute the (unnormalized)

energy density by quantizing the energy density T00 = 1
2{(∂ξφ)2 + (∂ηφ)2} in terms of Minkowski modes:

〈0|dk : T00 : d†k|0〉 =
(−1 + e2kπ)kπ2csch2(kπ)

2πx2
. (B.2)

Now we compute the δSA for the half space A using the entanglement Hamiltonian in equation (III.2). Dividing by

the (infinite) normalization constant N = 〈0|dkd†k|0〉 = 2π
∫∞

0
dp
p and inserting into the equation (IV.3) gives17

δSA = πk(1 + coth(kπ)). (B.3)

Alternatively, we can evaluate δSA using equation (IV.2) via an explicit representation of the reduced density
matrix δρA corresponding to the state in equation (B.1). If we define the following reduced density matrices for the
kth mode,

ρ0(k) =

∞∑
nk=0

e−2πnk(1− e2πk)|nk〉〈nk|, (B.4)

ρ1(k) =

∞∑
nk=0

(4nk sinh2(πk))|nk〉〈nk|, (B.5)

where |nk〉 denotes the occupational number basis for the Rindler particles, then results of [34] imply that δρA =
ρ1(k)

∏
l 6=k ρ0(l) −

∏
l ρ0(l). Inserting this into (IV.3) and evaluating the trace using the Rindler Hamiltonian (A.5)

gives

δSA = 2π
∑
n≥1

e−2πnk(4n sinh2(πk)− (1− e−2πk)〈nk|
...HA

...|nk〉 (B.6)

= 2π
∑
n≥1

e−2πnk(4n sinh2(πk)− (1− e−2πk))nk

= πk(1 + coth(πk)),

which is the same result as equation (B.3).
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Detecting topological order in a ground state wave function

Michael Levin and Xiao-Gang Wen
Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

A large class of topological orders can be understood and classified using the string-net condensa-
tion picture. These topological orders can be characterized by a set of data (N, di, F

ijk

lmn, δijk). We
describe a way to detect this kind of topological order using only the ground state wave function.
The method involves computing a quantity called the “topological entropy” which directly measures
the quantum dimension D =

P

i
d2

i .

PACS numbers: 11.15.-q, 71.10.-w

Introduction: Until recently, the only known physical
characterizations of topological order [1] involved proper-
ties of the Hamiltonian - e.g. quasiparticle statistics [2],
ground state degeneracy [3, 4], and edge excitations [1].
In this paper, we demonstrate that topological order is
manifest not only in these dynamical properties but also
in the basic entanglement of the ground state wave func-
tion. We hope that this characterization of topological
order can be used as a theoretical tool to classify trial
wave functions - such as resonating dimer wave functions
[5], Gutzwiller projected states, [6–10] or quantum loop
gas wave functions [11]. In addition, it may be useful as
a numerical test for topological order. Finally, it demon-
strates definitively that topological order is a property of
a wave function, not a Hamiltonian. The classification
of topologically ordered states is nothing but a classifi-
cation of complex functions of thermodynamically large
numbers of variables.

Main Result: We focus on the (2+1) dimensional case
(though the result can be generalized to any dimension).
Let Ψ be an arbitrary wave function for some two di-
mensional lattice model. For any subset A of the lattice,
one can compute the associated quantum entanglement
entropy SA.[12] The main result of this paper is that one
can determine the “quantum dimension” D of Ψ by com-
puting the entanglement entropy SA of particular regions

A A

AA
R

1

4

2

3

r

FIG. 1: One can detect topological order in a state Ψ by
computing the von Neumann entropies S1, S2, S3, S4 of the
above four regions, A1, A2, A3, A4, in the limit of R, r → ∞.
Here the four regions are drawn in the case of the honey-
comb lattice. The geometry ensures that the number of sites
n1, n2, n3, n4 along the boundaries of the 4 regions obey the
relation n1 − n2 = n3 − n4.

A in the plane. Normal states have D = 1 while topo-
logically ordered states have D 6= 1 (e.g. in the case of
topological orders described by discrete gauge theories, D
is equal to the number of elements in the gauge group).
Thus, D provides a way to distinguish topologically or-
dered states from normal states.

More specifically, consider the four regions
A1, A2, A3, A4 drawn in Fig. 1. Let the corresponding
entanglement entropies be S1, S2, S3, S4. Consider the
linear combination (S1 − S2) − (S3 − S4), computed in
the limit of large, thick annuli, R, r → ∞. The main
result of this paper is that

(S1 − S2) − (S3 − S4) = − log(D2) (1)

where D is the quantum dimension of the topological
field theory associated with Ψ.

We call the quantity (S1 − S2) − (S3 − S4) the “topo-
logical entropy”, −Stop, since it measures the entropy
associated with the (non-local) topological entanglement
in Ψ. The above result implies that Stop is an univer-
sal number associated with each topological phase. It is
invariant under smooth deformations of Ψ.

Physical picture: The idea behind (1) is that topo-
logically ordered states contain nonlocal entanglement.
Consider, for example, a spin-1/2 model with spins lo-
cated on the links i of the honeycomb lattice and with
a Hamiltonian realizing a Z2 lattice gauge theory. [13–
15] The ground state wave function Ψ is known exactly.
The easiest way to describe Ψ is in terms of strings. One
can think of each spin state as a string state, where a
σx

i = −1 spin corresponds to a link occupied by a string
and a σx

i = 1 spin corresponds to an empty link. In this
language, Ψ is very simple: Ψ(X) = 1 for all string states
X where the strings form closed loops, and Ψ vanishes
otherwise.

All local correlations 〈σx
i σx

j 〉 vanish for this state.
However, Ψ contains nonlocal correlations or entangle-
ment. To see this, imagine drawing a curve C in the plane
(see Fig. 2). There is a nonlocal correlation between
the spins on the links crossing this curve: 〈W (C)〉 =
〈
∏

i∈C σx
i 〉 = 1. This correlation originates from the fact

that the number of strings crossing the curve is always
even. Similar correlations exist for more general states
that contain virtual string-breaking fluctuations. In the
general case, the nonlocal correlations can be captured
by “fattened” string operators Wfat(C) that act on spins
within some distance l of C where l is the length scale
for string breaking.

http://arXiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0510613v2


2

C

l

FIG. 2: The state Ψ contains nonlocal correlations originating
from the fact that closed strings always cross a closed curve C

an even number of times. These correlations can be measured
by a string operator W (C) (thin blue curve). For more general
states, a fattened string operator Wfat(C) (light blue region)
is necessary.

j
m

im

R

FIG. 3: A simply connected region R in the honeycomb lat-
tice. We split the sites on the boundary links into two sites
labeled im and jm , where m = 1, ..., n.

To determine whether a state is topologically ordered,
one has to determine whether the state contains such
nonlocal correlations or entanglement. While it is diffi-
cult to find the explicit form of the fattened string oper-
ators Wfat,[16] one can establish their existence or non-
existence using quantum information theory. The idea is
that if the string operators exist, then the entropy of an
annular region (such as A1 in Fig. 1) will be lower than
one would expect based on local correlations.

The combination (S1−S2)−(S3−S4) measures exactly
this anomalous entropy. To see this, notice that (S1 −
S2) is the amount of additional entropy associated with
closing the region A2 at the top. Similarly, (S3 − S4) is
the amount of additional entropy associated with closing
the region A4 at the top. If Ψ has only local correlations
with correlation length ξ then these two quantities are the
same up to corrections of order O(e−R/ξ), since A2, A4

only differ by the region at the bottom. For such states,
limR→∞(S1−S2)− (S3−S4) = 0. Thus, a nonzero value
for Stop signals the presence of nonlocal correlations and
topological order.

The universality of Stop can also be understood from
this picture. Small deformations of Ψ will typically mod-
ify the form of the string operators Wfat and change
their width l. However, as long as l remains finite,
(S1 −S2)− (S3 −S4) will converge to the same universal
number when the width r of the annular region is larger
than l.

A simple example: Let us compute the topological en-
tropy of the ground state wave function Ψ of the Z2 model
and confirm (1) in this case. We will first compute the
entanglement entropy SR for an arbitrary region R. To
make the boundary more symmetric, we split the sites on

the boundary links into two sites (see Fig. 3). The wave
function Ψ generalizes to the new lattice in the natural
way. The new wave function (still denoted by Ψ) has the
same entanglement entropy.

We will decompose Ψ into Ψ =
∑

l Ψ
in
l Ψout

l where Ψin
l

are wave functions of spins inside R, Ψout
l are wave func-

tions of spins outside R, and l is a dummy index. A
simple decomposition can be obtained using the string
picture. For any q1, ..., qn, with qm = 0, 1, and

∑

m qm

even, we can define a wave function Ψin
q1,...,qn

on the spins

inside of R: Ψin
q1,...,qn

(X) = 1 if (a) the strings in X form
closed loops and (b) X satisfies the boundary condition
that there is a string on im if qm = 1, and no string if
qm = 0. Similarly, we can define a set of wave functions
Ψout

r1...,rn
on the spins outside of R.

If we glue Ψin and Ψout together - setting qm = rm for
all m - the result is Ψ. Formally, this means that

Ψ =
∑

q1+...+ql even

Ψin
q1,...,qn

Ψout
q1...,qn

(2)

It is not hard to see that the functions {Ψin
q1,...,qn

:
∑

m qm even}, and {Ψout
r1...,rn

:
∑

m rm even} are or-
thonormal up to an irrelevant normalization factor.
Therefore, the density matrix for the region R is an
equal weight mixture of all the {Ψin

q1...,qn
:
∑

m qm even}.

There are 2n−1 such states. The entropy is therefore
SR = (n − 1) log 2. [12]

This formula applies to simply connected regions like
the one in Fig. 3. The same argument can be applied to
general regions R and leads to SR = (n − j) log 2, where
n is the number of spins along ∂R, and j is the number
of disconnected boundary curves in ∂R,

We are now ready to calculate the topological entropy
associated with Ψ. According to (1) we need to calculate
the entropy associated with the four regions shown in
Fig. 1. From SR = (n − j) log 2, we find S1 = (n1 −
2) log 2, S2 = (n2−1) log 2, S3 = (n3−1) log 2, and S4 =
(n4−2) log 2, where n1, n2, n3, n4 are the number of spins
along the boundaries of the four regions. The topological
entropy is therefore −Stop = (n1−n2−n3 +n4−2) log 2.
But the four regions are chosen such that (n1 − n2) =
(n3 − n4). Thus the size dependent factor cancels out
and we are left with −Stop = −2 log 2 = − log(22). This
is in agreement with (1) since the quantum dimension of
Z2 gauge theory is D = 2.

General string-net models: To derive (1) in the gen-
eral case, we compute the the topological entropy for the
exactly soluble string-net models discussed in Ref. [17].
The ground states of these models describe a large class
of (2 + 1) dimensional topological orders. The models
and the associated topological orders are characterized
by several pieces of data: (a) An integer N - the num-
ber of string types. (b) A completely symmetric tensor
δijk where i, j, k = 0, 1, ..., N and δijk only takes on the
values 0 or 1. This tensor represents the branching rules:
three string types i, j, k are allowed to meet at a point
if and only if δijk = 1. (c) A dual string type i∗ cor-
responding to each string type i. This dual string type
corresponds to the same string, but with the opposite
orientation. (d) A real tensor di and a complex tensor
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FIG. 4: A typical string-net state on the honeycomb lattice.
The empty links correspond to spins in the i = 0 state. The
orientation conventions on the links are denoted by arrows.

F ijm
kln satisfying certain algebraic relations [17]. For each

set of F ijm
kln , di, δijk satisfying these relations, there is a

corresponding exactly soluble topologically ordered spin
model.

The spins in the model are located on the links k of
the honeycomb lattice. However, the spins are not usual
spin-1/2 spins. Each spin can be in N +1 different states
which we will label by i = 0, 1, ..., N . Each spin state
can be thought of as a string-net state. To do this, one
first needs to pick an orientation for each link on the
honeycomb lattice. When a spin is in state i, we think
of the link as being occupied by a type-i string oriented
in the appropriate direction. If a spin is in state i = 0,
then we think of the link as empty. In this way spin
states correspond to string-net states (see Fig. 4). The
Hamiltonian of the model involves a 12 spin interaction
[17]. The model is known to be gapped and topologically
ordered and all the relevant quantities - ground state de-
generacies, quasiparticle statistics, etc., can be calculated
explicitly.

The ground state wave function Φ of the model is also
known exactly. It is easiest to describe in terms of the
string-net language. If a spin configuration {ik} corre-
sponds to an invalid string-net configuration - that is, a
string-net configurations that doesn’t obey the branching
rules defined by δijk - then Φ({ik}) = 0. On the other
hand, if {ik} corresponds to a valid string-net configura-
tion then the amplitude is in general nonzero. We would
like to have an explicit formula for these amplitudes. Un-
fortunately, this is not possible in general. However, we
can write down linear relations that determine the am-
plitudes uniquely. These relations relate the amplitudes
of string-net configurations that only differ by small local
transformations. The relations are given by

Φ

(

i
)

=Φ

(

i

)

(3)

Φ

(

i
)

=diΦ

( )

(4)

Φ

(

i l

k
j

)

=δijΦ

(

i l

k
i

)

(5)

Φ

(

mi

j k

l
)

=
∑

n

F ijm
kln Φ

(

j
i

n k
l

)

(6)

where the shaded areas represent other parts of the
string-nets that are not changed. Also, the type-0 string

is interpreted as the no-string (or vacuum) state. The
first relation (3) is drawn schematically. The more precise
statement of this rule is that any two string-net configura-
tions on the honeycomb lattice that can be continuously
deformed into each other have the same amplitude. In
other words, the string-net wave function Φ only depends
on the topologies of the network of strings.

By applying these relations multiple times, one can
compute the amplitude for any string-net configuration
(on the honeycomb lattice) in terms of the amplitude of
the vacuum configuration. Thus, (3-6) completely specify
the ground state wave function Φ.

Let us first compute the von Neumann entropy SR of
the exact ground state wave function Φ for a simply con-
nected region R (see Fig. 3). Again we split the site on
the boundary links into two sites. We decompose Φ into
Φ =

∑

l Φin
l Φout

l where Φin
l are wave functions of spins

inside R, Φout
l are wave functions of spins outside R, and

l is some dummy index.
A wave function Φin on the spins inside of R can be

defined as follows. Let {ik} be some spin configuration
inside of R. If {ik} doesn’t correspond to a valid string-
net configuration - that is one that obeys the branching
rules, then we define Φin({ik}) = 0. If {ik} does corre-
spond to a valid string-net configuration, then we define
Φin({ik}) using the same graphical rules (3-6) that we
used for Φ.

However, there is an additional subtlety. Recall that in
the case of Φ, the graphical rules could be used to reduce
any string-net configuration to the vacuum configuration.
To fix Φ, we defined Φ(vacuum) = 1.

In this case, since we are dealing with a region R with

a boundary, string-net configurations cannot generally be
reduced to the vacuum configuration. However, they can
be reduced to the tree-like diagrams X{q,s} shown in Fig.

5a. Thus, to define Φin, we need to specify the amplitude
for all of these basic configurations. There are multiple
ways of doing this and hence multiple possibilities for Φin.
Here, we will consider all the possibilities. For any label-
ing q1, ..., qn, s1, ..., sn−3 of the string-net in Fig. 5(a),
we define a wave function Φin

{q,s} by Φin
{q,s}(X{q′,s′}) =

δ{q},{q′}δ{s},{s′}. Starting from these amplitudes and us-

ing the graphical rules (3-6) we can determine Φin
{q,s}(X)

for all other string-net configurations. In the same way,
we can define wave functions Φout

{r,t} on the spins outside

of R through Φout
{r,t}(Y{r′,t′}) = δ{r},{r′}δ{t},{t′}, where the

Y{r,t} are shown in Fig. 5(b).

Now consider the product wave functions Φin
{q,s}Φ

out
{r,t}.

These are wave functions on the all the spins in the sys-
tem - both inside and outside R. They can be gener-
ated from the amplitudes for the string-net configurations
Z{q,s,r,t} in Fig. 6:

Φin
{q,s}Φ

out
{r,t}(Z{q′,s′,r′,t′}) = δ{q},{q′}δ{s},{s′}δ{r},{r′}δ{t},{t′}

On the other hand, it is not hard to show that for the
ground state wave function Φ, the amplitude for Z{q,s,r,t}

is

Φ(Z{q,s,r,t}) = δ{q},{r}δ{s},{t}

∏

m

(
√

dqm
)
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FIG. 5: The basic string-net configurations (a) X{q,s} for in-
side R and (b) Y{r,t} for outside R.
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FIG. 6: The string-net configuration Z{q,s,r,t} obtained by
“gluing” the configuration X{q,s} to the configuration Y{r,t}

in Fig. 5.

Comparing the two, we see that

Φ =
∑

{q,s,r,t},

Φin
{q,s}Φ

out
{r,t}δ{q},{r}δ{s},{t}

∏

m

(
√

dqm
) (7)

It turns out that the wave functions {Φin
{q,s}} are or-

thonormal, as are the {Φout
{r,t}} (up to an irrelevant nor-

malization constant). This means that we can use them
as a basis. If we denote Φin

{q,s}Φ
out
{r,t} by |{q, s, r, t}〉, then

in this basis, the wave function Φ is

〈{q, s, r, t}|Φ〉 = δ{q},{r}δ{s},{t}

∏

m

(
√

dqm
) (8)

The density matrix for the region R can now be obtained
by tracing out the spins outside of R, or equivalently,

tracing out the spin states |{r, t}〉:

〈{q′, s′}|ρR|{q, s}〉 = δ{q},{q′}δ{s},{s′}

∏

m

dqm
(9)

Since the density matrix is diagonal, we can easily obtain
the entanglement entropy for SR. Normalizing ρR so that
Tr(ρR) = 1, and taking −TrρR log ρR, we find

SR = −
∑

{q,s}

∏

m dqm

Dn−1
log

(∏

l dql

Dn−1

)

(10)

where D =
∑

k d2
k. The sum can be evaluated explicitly

(with the help of the relations in [17]). The result is

SR = − log(D) − n

N
∑

k=0

d2
k

D
log

(

dk

D

)

(11)

This result applies to simply connected regions like the
one shown in Fig. 1. The same argument can be applied
to general regions R. In the general case, we find

SR = −j log(D) − n

N
∑

k=0

d2
k

D
log

(

dk

D

)

(12)

where n is the number of spins along ∂R, and j is the
number of disconnected boundary curves in ∂R.

We can now calculate the topological entropy associ-
ated with Φ. Applying (12), we find S1 = −2 logD −
n1s0, S2 = − log D − n2s0, S3 = − logD − n3s0, and
S4 = −2 logD − n4s0 where n1, n2, n3, n4 are the num-
bers of spins along the boundaries of the four regions, and

s0 =
∑N

k=0

d2

k

D log
(

dk

D

)

. The topological entropy is there-
fore −Stop = −2 logD+(n1−n2−n3 +n4)s0 = −2 logD
in agreement with (1).

Near the completion of this paper, we become aware of
a similar result, obtained independently in the recent pa-
per, Ref. [18]. This research is supported by NSF Grant
No. DMR–04–33632 and by ARO Grant No. W911NF-
05-1-0474.
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Topological entanglement entropy
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We formulate a universal characterization of the many-particle quantum entanglement in the
ground state of a topologically ordered two-dimensional medium with a mass gap. We consider a
disk in the plane, with a smooth boundary of length L, large compared to the correlation length.
In the ground state, by tracing out all degrees of freedom in the exterior of the disk, we obtain a
marginal density operator ρ for the degrees of freedom in the interior. The von Neumann entropy
S(ρ) of this density operator, a measure of the entanglement of the interior and exterior variables,
has the form S(ρ) = αL−γ+ · · ·, where the ellipsis represents terms that vanish in the limit L → ∞.
The coefficient α, arising from short wavelength modes localized near the boundary, is nonuniversal
and ultraviolet divergent, but −γ is a universal additive constant characterizing a global feature of
the entanglement in the ground state. Using topological quantum field theory methods, we derive
a formula for γ in terms of properties of the superselection sectors of the medium.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 71.10.Pm, 73.43.Nq

In a quantum many-body system at zero temperature,
a quantum phase transition may occur as a parameter
varies in the Hamiltonian of the system. The two phases
on either side of a quantum critical point may be charac-
terized by different types of quantum order; the quantum
correlations among the microscopic degrees of freedom
have qualitatively different properties in the two phases.
Yet in some cases, the phases cannot be distinguished by
any local order parameter.

For example, in two spatial dimensions a system with a
mass gap can exhibit topological order [1]. The quantum
entanglement in the ground state of a topologically or-
dered medium has global properties with remarkable con-
sequences. For one thing, the quasiparticle excitations of
the system (anyons) exhibit an exotic variant of indistin-
guishable particle statistics. Furthermore, in the infinite-
volume limit the ground-state degeneracy depends on the
genus (number of handles) of the closed surface on which
the system resides.

While it is clear that these unusual properties emerge
because the ground state is profoundly entangled, up un-
til now no firm connection has been established between
topological order and any quantitative measure of en-
tanglement. In this paper we provide such a connection
by relating topological order to von Neumann entropy,
which quantifies the entanglement of a bipartite pure
state.

Specifically, we consider a disk in the plane, with a
smooth boundary of length L, large compared to the
correlation length. In the ground state, by tracing out
all degrees of freedom in the exterior of the disk, we
obtain a marginal density operator ρ for the degrees
of freedom in the interior. The von Neumann entropy
S(ρ) ≡ −trρ log ρ of this density operator, a measure of
the entanglement of the interior and exterior variables,
has the form

S(ρ) = αL − γ + · · · , (1)

where the ellipsis represents terms that vanish in the limit
L → ∞. The coefficient α, arising from short wavelength
modes localized near the boundary, is nonuniversal and
ultraviolet divergent [2], but −γ (where γ is nonnegative)
is a universal additive constant characterizing a global
feature of the entanglement in the ground state. We call
−γ the topological entanglement entropy.

This universal quantity reflects topological properties
of the entanglement that survive at arbitrarily long dis-
tances, and therefore can be studied using an effective
field theory that captures the far-infrared behavior of
the medium, namely a topological quantum field theory
(TQFT) that describes the long-range Aharonov-Bohm
interactions of the medium’s massive quasiparticle exci-
tations. We find

γ = logD , (2)

where D ≥ 1 is the total quantum dimension of the
medium, given by

D =

√

∑

a

d2
a ; (3)

here the sum is over all the superselection sectors of the
medium, and da is the quantum dimension of a particle
with charge a.

Any abelian anyon has quantum dimension d = 1;
therefore, for a model of abelian anyons, D2 is simply
the number of superselection sectors. Thus for a Laugh-
lin state [3] realized in a fractional quantum Hall system
with filling factor ν = 1/q where q is an odd integer, we
have D =

√
q. For the toric code [4], which has four sec-

tors, the topological entropy is γ = log 2, as has already
been noted in [5].

However, nonabelian anyons have quantum dimension
greater than one. The significance of da (which need not
be a rational number) is that the dimension Naaa···a of
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the fusion vector space spanned by all the distinguishable
ways in which n anyons of type a can be glued together
to yield a trivial total charge grows asymptotically like
the nth power of da. For example, in the SU(2)k Chern-
Simons theory, we have

D−1 =

√

2

k + 2
sin

(

π

k + 2

)

. (4)

A B

C

A B

C

D D

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) The plane is divided into four regions, labeled
A, B, C, D, that meet at double and triple intersections. (b)
Moving the triple intersection where B, C, D meet deforms
the regions as shown.

To justify computing the entropy using effective field
theory, we require that the boundary have no “sharp”
features that might be sensitive to short-distance physics;
yet for a boundary drawn on a lattice, sharp corners are
unavoidable. Furthermore there is an inherent ambigu-
ity in separating the term that scales with the length L
from the constant term. We can circumvent these diffi-
culties by the following construction. We now divide the
plane into four regions, all large compared to the corre-
lation length, labeled A, B, C, D as in Fig. 1a. Let SA

denote the von Neumann entropy of the density operator
ρA that is obtained from the ground state by tracing out
the degrees of freedom outside region A, let SAB denote
the von Neumann entropy of the density operator ρAB

obtained by tracing out the degrees of freedom outside
region AB ≡ A ∪ B, etc. Then we define the topological
entropy Stopo as

Stopo ≡ SA + SB + SC − SAB − SBC − SAC + SABC .

(5)

This linear combination of entropies has been strategi-
cally chosen to ensure that the dependence on the length
of the boundaries of the regions cancels out. For exam-
ple, the term proportional to the length of the double
intersection of A and D appears in SA and SABC with
a + sign, and in −SAB and −SAC with a minus sign.
Similarly, the double intersection of A and B appears in
SA and SB with a + sign, and in −SAC and in −SBC

with a minus sign. (The observation that the ultraviolet
divergent terms cancel in a suitably constructed linear
combination of entropies has also been exploited in [6]
and applied there to (1+1)-dimensional systems.)

Assuming the behavior eq. (1) in each term, we find
Stopo = −γ. But the advantage of defining Stopo using a
division into four regions is that we can then argue per-
suasively that Stopo is a topological invariant (dependent
only on the topology of how the regions join and not on
their geometry) and a universal quantity (unchanged by
smooth deformations of the Hamiltonian unless a quan-
tum critical point is encountered).

To see that Stopo is topologically invariant, first con-
sider deforming the boundary between two regions, far
from any triple point where three regions meet. Deform-
ing the boundary between C and D, say, has no effect
on regions A, B, and AB; therefore if all regions are
large compared to the correlation length, we expect the
changes in SA, SB, and SAB to all be negligible. Thus
the change in Stopo can be expressed as

∆Stopo = (∆SABC − ∆SBC) − (∆SAC − ∆SC) . (6)

We expect, though, that if the regions are large compared
to the correlation length, then appending region A to BC
should have a negligible effect on the change in the en-
tropy, since A is far away from where the deformation is
occuring; similarly, appending A to C should not affect
the change in the entropy. Thus both terms on the right-
hand side of eq. (6) vanish, and Stopo is unchanged. The
same reasoning applies to the deformation of any other
boundary between two regions.

Next consider deforming the position of a triple point,
such as the point where B, C, and D meet as in Fig. 1b.
Again we may argue that SA is unchanged by the defor-
mation. We recall that for a bipartite pure state (like the
ground state), the marginal density operators for both
subsystems have the same nonzero eigenvalues and there-
fore the same entropy; thus SABC = SD and SBC = SAD.
We see that the change in Stopo can be expressed as

∆Stopo = (∆SB − ∆SAB)

+(∆SC − ∆SAC)

+(∆SD − ∆SAD) . (7)

All three terms on the right-hand side of eq. (7) van-
ish because appending A does not affect the change in
the entropy. The same reasoning applies when any other
triple point moves; we conclude that Stopo is unchanged
by any deformation of the geometry of the regions that
preserves their topology, as long as all regions remain
large compared to the correlation length.

Now, what happens to Stopo as the Hamiltonian of
the system is smoothly deformed? We assume that the
Hamiltonian is a sum of local terms, and that the corre-
lation length remains finite during the deformation (and
in fact that the correlation length stays small compared
to the size of regions A, B, C, D). If the Hamiltonian
changes locally in a region far from any boundary, then
this change has a negligible effect on the ground state
in the vicinity of the boundary, and therefore does not

2



affect Stopo. If the Hamiltonian changes locally close to
a boundary, we can exploit the topological invariance of
Stopo to first move the boundary far way, then deform
the Hamiltonian, and finally return the boundary to its
original location. Thus we see that Stopo is a universal
quantity characteristic of a particular kind of topologi-
cal order, which remains invariant if no quantum critical
point is encountered as the Hamiltonian varies.

A B

C

D

A

a

b c

a d

AB

b c

FIG. 2. The planar medium is glued at spatial infinity to
its time-reversal conjugate, and wormholes are attached that
connect the two conjugate media at the locations of the triple
intersections, creating a sphere with four handles. Each re-
gion, together with its image, becomes a sphere with three
punctures, and each union of two regions, together with its
image, becomes a sphere with four punctures. The punctures
carry charges labeled a, b, c, d. Anyons that wind around a
cycle enclosing a wormhole throat as shown detect a trivial
charge.

To facilitate the computation of Stopo, it is convenient
to imagine joining together the planar medium we wish
to study with its time-reversal conjugate. We glue to-
gether the medium and its conjugate at spatial infinity,
and then attach “wormholes” that connect the two planes
at the positions of the four triple intersections, as in-
dicated in Fig. 2. The resulting closed surface has the
topology of a sphere with four handles. If an isolated
planar medium is punctured, then massless chiral modes
propagate around the edge of the puncture, but the edge
states of the medium and its conjugate have opposite
chirality, so the edge states acquire masses when the two
surfaces are coupled; therefore, the wormholes can be cre-
ated adiabatically without destroying the mass gap. No
anyons are produced during this adiabatic process, so
that the mouth of each wormhole carries trivial anyonic
charge.

The boundaries that separate regions in the plane and
in its double can be joined through the wormholes as
in Fig. 2; then each region of the doubled surface has
the topology of a sphere with three punctures, and each
union of two adjacent regions becomes a sphere with four
punctures. The topological entanglement entropy of the
medium and its conjugate are both equal to Stopo, so that

the topological entanglement entropy of the doubled sur-
face is twice Stopo. The entropy of a region depends only
on its topology, so for the doubled surface we have

2Stopo = 4S3 − 3S4 , (8)

where S3 denotes the entropy for the sphere with three
punctures and S4 denotes the entropy for the sphere with
four punctures.

The quantities S3 and S4 can be computed using the
appropriate effective field theory, a TQFT [7]. We use
the property that no charge is detected by an anyon that
winds around the throat of a wormhole. A cycle that
encloses a puncture in the double of (say) region A is
complementary to a cycle that winds around the worm-
hole throat; it follows that the puncture carries charge a
with probability

pa = |Sa
1 |2 = d2

a/D2 , (9)

where Sa
b is the topological S-matrix of the TQFT, and

1 denotes the trivial charge. To find the joint probabil-
ity distribution pabc governing the charges a, b, c on the
punctures of the sphere with three punctures, we may
use standard TQFT methods to compute the probability
pab→c̄ that when charges a and b fuse the total charge is
c̄. The result is

pab→c̄ = Nabcdc/dadb , (10)

where Nabc is the dimension of the fusion vector space
spanned by all the distinguishable ways in which charges
a, b, and c can fuse to yield trivial total charge; it follows
that

pabc = papb · pab→c̄ = Nabcdadbdc/D4 . (11)

Evaluating the entropy in the basis in which each punc-
ture has a definite charge, and summing over all the dis-
tinguishable fusion states that occur for specified values
of the charges, we find

S3 =
∑

a,b,c

Nabc
∑

µ=1

− pabc

Nabc

log

(

pabc

Nabc

)

= 4 logD −
∑

a,b,c

pabc log (dadbdc)

= 4 logD − 3
∑

a

pa log da . (12)

For the sphere with four punctures, a similar calculation
yields

pabcd = papbpc · pabc→d̄ = Nabcddadbdcdd/D6 (13)

and

S4 = 6 logD − 4
∑

a

pa log da . (14)

Plugging into eq. (8), we find
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Stopo = 2S3 −
3

2
S4 = − logD ≡ −γ . (15)

Eq. (15) is our main result. Note that it follows if we
use eq. (1) to evaluate the entropy of each region, since
γ appears four times in the expression for Stopo with a
negative sign and three times with a positive sign. We
also observe that Stopo actually depends on the topol-
ogy of the regions A, B, C. For example, consider the
arrangement shown in Fig. 3, in which B and AC both
have two connected components, and ABC is not sim-
ply connected. Since regions B, AC, and ABC each
have boundaries with two components, now γ appears
six times with a negative sign and four times with a pos-
itive sign, so that Stopo = −2γ.

B

B

A C

FIG. 3. If the regions A, B, C have the topology shown,
then Stopo = −2γ.

Using a different approach, we can formulate a sim-
pler but more heuristic derivation of the formula for γ.
First we write the marginal density operator ρ for the
disk as ρ = e−βH . This is just a definition of H and
has no other content in itself; furthermore the param-
eter T = β−1 is arbitrary — so we are free to choose
it to be small compared to the bulk energy gap of the
two-dimensional medium. Now we make a natural but
nontrivial assumption: that H can be regarded as the
Hamiltonian of a (1+1)-dimensional conformal field the-
ory (CFT). This CFT ignores short-distance properties
of the bulk medium, and therefore will not account cor-
rectly for the term in the entropy proportional to L, but
it should reproduce correctly the universal constant term.

To compute the entropy for the case of a disk that con-
tains an anyon with charge a (far from the boundary),
we evaluate the partition function Za = trae−βH for the
associated conformal block of the CFT. Za can be ex-
pressed as a path integral on a torus of length β in the
Euclidean time direction and length L in the spatial di-
rection, in the presence of a Wilson loop carrying anyon
charge a that winds through the interior of the torus in
the timelike direction. After a modular transformation,
we have

Za =
∑

b

Sb
aZ̃b, (16)

where Z̃b is the partition function for the b block on a
torus of length L in the Euclidean time direction and
length β in the spatial direction, and S is the modular
S-matrix of the CFT, which matches the topological S-
matrix of the anyon model. In the limit L → ∞, the sum
is dominated by the trivial block Z̃1, and we find

log Za ≈ log
(

S1
aZ̃1

)

≈ logS1
a +

π

12
(c + c̄)L/β , (17)

where c and c̄ are the holomorphic and antiholomorphic
central charges of the CFT, and S1

a = da/D is a topo-
logical S-matrix element. Applying the thermodynamic
identity S = −∂F/∂T (where F = −T log Z is the free
energy), we then find

S(ρ) =
∂

∂T
(T log Z) = αL − log (D/da) . (18)

Thus when a is the trivial charge and da = 1, we recover
the result of eq. (1) and (2). While this derivation is not
on so firm a footing as the derivation leading to eq. (15),
it is more transparent and it generalizes readily to the
case where the disk contains an anyon.

We have found an intriguing connection between en-
tanglement entropy and topological order in two dimen-
sions. We note that there are close mathematical ties
between the topological entanglement entropy and the
(1+1)-dimensional boundary entropy discussed in [8],
and we expect that further insights can be derived from
studying higher-dimensional analogs of Stopo. We also
hope that our results can provide guidance for the im-
portant task of constructing explicit microscopic models
that realize topological order.

Results similar to ours have been obtained indepen-
dently by Levin and Wen [9].
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The effect of interactions on topological insulators and superconductors remains, to a large extent,
an open problem. Here, we describe a framework for classifying phases of one-dimensional interacting
fermions, focusing on spinless fermions with time-reversal symmetry and particle number parity
conservation, using concepts of entanglement. In agreement with an example presented by Fidkowski
et. al. (Ref. [1]), we find that in the presence of interactions there are only eight distinct phases,
which obey a Z8 group structure. This is in contrast to the Z classification in the non-interacting
case. Each of these eight phases is characterized by a unique set of bulk invariants, related to the
transformation laws of its entanglement (Schmidt) eigenstates under symmetry operations, and has
a characteristic degeneracy of its entanglement levels. If translational symmetry is present, the
number of distinct phases increases to 16.

I. INTRODUCTION

Topological phases of matter are not characterized
by a broken symmetry, but rather by an underlying
topological structure that distinguishes them from other,
topologically trivial phases. Such phases have attracted
a great deal of attention recently, especially since the
theoretical prediction2–5 and subsequent experimental
observation6,7 of both two- and three-dimensional real-
izations of time-reversal invariant topological insulators.
These (as well as their predecessor, the integer quan-
tum Hall effect) can be thought of as band insulators
characterized by the topological structure of their Bloch
bands. Similarly, topological superconductors8–10 are
characterized by the topological nature of their fermionic
quasi-particle spectrum. All these systems can be under-
stood from a non-interacting point of view. A complete
classification of all topological phases of non-interacting
fermions, given their symmetries, has been given in Refs.
9–11.
In the presence of electron-electron interactions, the

Hamiltonian cannot be reduced to a single particle ma-
trix. Therefore, strictly speaking, the above classification
scheme of topological phases cannot be used. Neverthe-
less, in some classes of topological insulators, the topo-
logical order has been argued to be robust even in the
presence of interactions, by generalizing the correspond-
ing topological invariant to the many-body case11–13. In
other classes, however, the situation in the interacting
case remains unclear.
In a recent breakthrough, Fidkowski and Kitaev stud-

ied a one-dimensional model of spinless superconductors
with time reversal symmetry.1 They found that in the
presence of interactions, the free-fermion classification
breaks down from Z to Z8, i.e. there are only eight

distinct phases that survive in the presence of interac-
tions (as opposed to an infinite number without interac-
tions). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case
where the non-interacting picture in a class of topological
phases is found to be radically modified by interactions.
Ref. 1 constructs an explicit path in Hamiltonian space
through which phases with different Z numbers mod(8)
can be connected, and also discusses the stability of the
edge states. However, a more general understanding of
the classification of distinct phases in the presence of in-
teractions (in particular, in terms of bulk properties of
the ground state wavefunction) is left open.

In this paper, we develop a framework for classifying
phases of interacting fermions in one dimension based on
bipartite entanglement of the ground states wave func-
tion. The fact that entanglement is a useful quantity
to probe topological properties of wave functions has
been shown in several recent publications, see for exam-
ple Refs. 14–17. Our technique is based on a method
which was introduced in Ref. 18 for classifying phases in
spin systems spins. This method has also been developed
more fully and shown to give a complete 1D classification
by Ref. 19 (at least when translational symmetry is not
required). Here we generalize the method to fermionic
systems. We find that the eight phases found in Ref. 1
are indeed topologically distinct, and characterize them
in terms of a set of invariants. These phases cannot be
continuously connected by any kind of interaction as long
as time-reversal symmetry and fermion parity conserva-
tion are preserved.

The basic idea is to examine the behavior of the entan-
glement (Schmidt) eigenstates of a segment in the bulk
of the system under the symmetry group of the system.
Topologically nontrivial phases can be recognized by the
presence of “fractionalized” modes in the entanglement

http://arxiv.org/abs/1008.4346v2
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spectrum, which transform differently under the symme-
try group from the constituent microscopic degrees of
freedom of the system (analogous to the half-integer spins
at the ends of the spin one Heisenberg chain). The char-
acter of the entanglement spectrum cannot change with-
out a bulk phase transition, at which the nature of the
ground state changes abruptly or the correlation length
diverges.
The behavior of the entanglement modes reflects the

character of the physical topologically-protected modes
at the boundary of the system. However, unlike the edge
modes, the entanglement spectrum represent a truly bulk
property of the ground state wavefunction, and as such,
it is not sensitive to symmetry-breaking perturbations at
the surface.
We start in Sec. II by introducing fermionic Hamil-

tonians with pairing terms, through the example of a
single Majorana chain model. The general framework to
classify topological phases based on symmetry proper-
ties of the entanglement eigenstates is presented in Sec-
tion III. We apply it to fermionic systems with time-
reversal invariance and fermion number parity conserva-
tion, and derive the invariants characterizing the eight
distinct phases and the degeneracies in their entangle-
ment spectrum. These phases are shown in the next sec-
tion to have a Z8 group structure, defined through the
rules for combining phases with different invariants. In
Sec. IV, we demonstrate how to construct each phase by
combining single chains. In Sec. V, we discuss the ad-
ditional phases which arise if translational symmetry is
imposed. The results are summarized and discussed in
Sec. VI.

II. FERMIONIC MODELS WITH PAIRING

TERMS

We will investigate time-reversal invariant one-
dimensional systems of spinless fermions, in which the
particle number is conserved modulo two. (The classi-
fication of topological phases is most interesting in this
case.) Such a situation can be realized in a system in
contact with a superconductor. As a simple example,
consider the following Hamiltonian20:

H0 = − t

2

∑

j

(

c
†
jc

†
j+1 + c

†
jcj+1 +H.c.

)

+ u
∑

j

c
†
jcj ,

(1)

with t, u ≥ 0. The operators c†j (cj) create (annihilate)
a spinless fermion on site j. The first term comprises
hopping of fermions as well as the creation and annihila-
tion of pairs of fermions while the second term acts as a
chemical potential. The fermion parity operator

Q = eiπ
∑

j nj

with nj = c
†
jcj commutes with H0 as the total number of

fermions Ntotal modulo two is conserved. Furthermore,

the Hamiltonian is time-reversal symmetric. (For spin-
less fermions, time reversal is represented by complex
conjugation.)
Let us begin by considering only the conservation of

the fermion number parity. This symmetry of H0 allows
us to distinguish two different phases. The system un-
dergoes phase transitions at t = u, but no local order
parameter can be used to distinguish the two phases on
either side of the transition. However, they can be dis-
tinguished by their edge states. In the phase u > t, the
ground state for an open chain is unique while it is two-
fold degenerate for t > u.20 If u = 0, one can check that
these states are given by the equal weighted superposi-
tion of all configurations with fixed fermion parity (i.e.,
an even number or an odd number of particles). The
ground state degeneracy in this case can be understood
in term of degrees of freedom at the two ends. The two
ground states cannot be distinguished by any local ob-
servable in the bulk, because in any finite region of either
state, the parity can be either even or odd. However, the
two states are distinguishable when the opposite ends are

compared to one another: c†Nc1 + c
†
Nc

†
1 + H.c. has a dif-

ferent eigenvalue for the two states. Furthermore, we can
transform the two ground states into each other by acting

with either c1+c
†
1 or cN−c†N on the two ends of the chain.

In other words, there is a single fermionic state that is
split between the ends of the chain, and the observable
described above measures its occupation number. The
two states are degenerate because the only distinction
between them is long-range, while energy measures only
local correlations. In the phase t < u, however, there is
no such degeneracy. The picture provided remains true
even if we include interactions as the arguments can be
stated in a way that only requires the Hamiltonian to
conserve the fermion parity.
The edge properties have a simple explanation in a

different representation defined by the following trans-
formation:

aj = cj + c
†
j (2)

bj = −i(cj − c
†
j). (3)

aj and bj are Majorana operators; they obey the relations

{ai, aj} = {bi, bj} = δij , {ai, bj} = 0, ai = a
†
i and bi =

b
†
i . The fermion parity, 1 − 2nj of a site, is given by
ibjaj . Using these operators, H0 can be written (up to a
constant) as

H0 =
i

2



t
∑

j

bjaj+1 + u
∑

j

ajbj



 . (4)

Observe that each unit cell now contains two operators.
In the case where t = 0, u = 1, the ground state is de-
scribed by iajbj = −1, i.e., each site is vacant. In terms
of these variables, the phase t = 1, u = 0 is also simple:
ibjaj+1 = −1 when t is large. (This can be regarded
as the parity of a fermion shared between sites j and
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FIG. 1: Illustration of a bipartition of a 1D chain into a seg-
ment (S) of length L and a surrounding environment (E). The
operators OA and OB act on the edges of the segment.

j + 1.) This requirement does not completely determine
the ground state wave function in an open chain, though,
because it leaves a1 and bN free. There are therefore two
degenerate states characterized by the occupation of the
fermion shared between the ends, ibNa1.
The presence of time-reversal symmetry leads to ad-

ditional distinctions between phases. Quadratic, time
reversal invariant fermionic Hamiltonians with conserva-
tion of the fermion number mod (2) have been shown9,10

to support phases classified by an integer n ∈ Z (class
BDI, according to Ref. 9). Each phase is character-
ized by having n gapless Majorana modes at each edge,
and the different phases cannot be smoothly connected
to each other without closing the bulk gap. It was later
found1 that in the presence of interactions this classifi-
cation breaks down to Z8. Now we will begin the main
discussion, whose goal is to show how the eight distinct
phases in the general (interacting) case can be under-
stood and classified according to properties of their en-
tanglement eigenstates under the symmetries of the sys-
tem, namely time-reversal and fermion number parity
conservation.

III. CLASSIFYING PHASES BY SYMMETRY

PROPERTIES OF THE ENTANGLEMENT

EIGENSTATES

In the preceding section, we discussed physical edge
properties to characterize different phases. Below, we
present an alternative method of classifying the phases,
which involves only the bulk. This is achieved by exam-
ining the “entanglement spectrum”16,18,21–23 of a finite
(but arbitrarily large) segment14,15, embedded in an infi-
nite system. The transformation law of the entanglement
(or Schmidt) states under the symmetry group of the sys-
tem can be used to distinguish between different phases,
as we describe below.
We consider a bipartition of a 1D chain with periodic

boundary conditions into a segment (S) of length L and a
surrounding environment (E) of length N ≫ L as shown
in Figure 1. For the segment S, the reduced density
matrix of the ground state wave function |ψ〉 is given by

ρS = trE (|ψ〉〈ψ|) . (5)

It is convenient to define an “entanglement Hamiltonian”

HS such that

ρS = e−HS . (6)

Then, the low “energy” states of HS are the most
likely states of the segment S, when the entire system
is in its ground state. We call the eigenstates |φγ〉S
of HS “entanglement eigenstates” and the eigenvalues
Eγ “entanglement eigenvalues”. (These are the same as

the Schmidt states defined by |ψ〉 =
∑

e−
Eγ
2 |φγ〉S |χγ〉E ,

where |χγ〉E are the corresponding Schmidt states of the
environment.)
Our approach is based on an important observation for

the entanglement Hamiltonian HS : The low “entangle-
ment energy” excitations of HS in a d-dimensional sys-
tem may be well described by a d− 1 dimensional effec-
tive Hamiltonian (see also Ref. 24 for an interesting dis-
cussion of this concept). We consider the entanglement
spectrum of a sufficiently large one-dimensional segment
S, and focus on the “low-lying” entanglement states with
Eγ < Ecut (where Ecut is an arbitrary constant).
We now make a crucial observation: in a gapped sys-

tem with a finite correlation length ξ,25 these states can
only be distinguished from each other by their behav-
ior within a certain distance of the ends of the segment
S. This is justified by the following argument: suppose
that we measure a correlation function C(ℓ) = 〈OEOS〉ψ,
where OE acts on sites in the environment E and OS

acts on sites in the segment (far away from the edges),
respectively. ℓ is the minimal distance between the sites
on which OE and OS act. We expect that as ℓ becomes
large, C(ℓ) → 〈OE〉ψ〈OS〉ψ . Let us take for OE an op-
erator that projects onto a particular Schmidt state of
the environment, say |χγ〉E . (OS can be any operator
as long as it acts far from the edges of S.) When ap-
plied to the ground state, OE projects (through the en-
tanglement between E and S) also onto the correspond-
ing entanglement eigenstate |φγ〉S of S. Thus, we have
〈OS〉φγ

≈ 〈OS〉ψ. That is, 〈OS〉 in each eigenstate of HS

is the same as in the ground state; i.e., far enough from
the edge of S, any eigenstate of HS behaves essentially
like the ground state. Therefore, an operator acting far
from the edge of S cannot distinguish different Schmidt
states; its expectation value must be the same in all of
them. (A simple generalization of the above argument,
using an off-diagonal OE , shows that OS cannot connect
different low-energy entanglement eigenstates if it is suf-
ficiently far from the boundary.)
Furthermore, one can show (see App. A for the case

of bosons) that any linear transformation applied to the
subspace of low-entanglement energy eigenstates of S can
be represented by a local operator acting on sites within
a distance ℓ from either boundary of S, with an accuracy
that improves exponentially with ℓ. In particular, every
symmetry operation of the system is a unitary operation
acting on the entanglement eigenstates,26 and thus can
be represented (within the low-entanglement basis) as a
product of two operatorsOA, OB (Fig. 1), acting on sites
near the left and right edges of S, respectively. (Note
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that OA, OB are specific for a particular ground state
|ψ〉.) Thus, OA and OB form a (projective) representa-
tion of the symmetry group. Classifying the representa-
tions formed by OA, OB distinguishes different phases,
which cannot be adiabatically connected unless a phase
boundary is crossed. At the phase boundary, either the
character of the ground state changes discontinuously, or
else the correlation length diverges and the two ends are
no longer independent.
Let us demonstrate these principles through the case

of an SU(2)-symmetric integer spin chain. If the segment
S is sufficiently long, there can be situations in which en-
tanglement states come in degenerate sets18 This can be
seen from the fact that, according to the argument above,
any SU(2) rotation can be represented accurately (within
the low-entanglement energy subspace) in terms of two
generators, SA and SB, which act only within a distance
ℓ of the left and right edges of S, respectively. Within this
subspace, Stot ∼ SA + SB, where Stot is the total spin.
Both SA, SB can be block-diagonalized into irreducible
representations of SU(2) with well-defined angular mo-
menta. Now, since Stot is an integer spin, there are two
possibilities: either all the blocks in SA and SB form inte-
ger representations, or they all form half-integer represen-
tations. This distinguishes two phases: a “trivial” phase
in which SA, SB are both integer (e.g., a fully dimer-
ized chain), and a “non-trivial” phase in which they are
half-integer (such as the Haldane phase of the spin-one
chain27). In the latter phase, all the entanglement ener-
gies of S must have a degeneracy of at least four18, due to
the even degeneracy at each end, guaranteed by the pres-
ence of the half-integer spin operators SA and SB . This
is an alternative explanation of the symmetry–protection
of the Haldane phase, discussed in Refs. 18,28–31.

A. Fermion parity

We now turn to discuss fermionic systems. Let us con-
sider a Hamiltonian H that conserves the fermion par-
ity Q as defined in (II) with Q2 = 1. We show that
one can distinguish two phases, a “trivial” phase and a
“non-trivial” one. In the “non-trivial” phase, a segment’s
entanglement spectrum is doubly degenerate. The dou-
ble degeneracy is related to a single fermionic degree of
freedom, which is split between the opposite ends of the
segment.
Any eigenstate ofH , and in particular the ground state

|ψ〉, is also an eigenstate of Q. Hence the resulting re-
duced density matrix ρS and the entanglement Hamil-
tonian HS both commute with Q. The eigenstates |φγ〉
of HS may therefore be classified by their Q-eigenvalues
(qS = +1 if the fermion number NF is even and qS = −1
if NF is odd.)
We now posit that it is possible to find an effective ex-

pression for Q within the low-entanglement energy sub-
space, of the form Q ∝ QAQB, where QA and QB are
local operators which act near the left and right edges

of S, respectively. This is analogous to the example of
spin described in the previous section, in which the total
spin can be represented as a sum of operators acting on
the left and right edges. [In the fermionic case, the de-
coupling of Q is multiplicative, since Q is itself a unitary
symmetry rather than an SU(2) generator.]
Now, QA and QB can have interesting relationships:

QA and QB may be two fermionic operators (that is,
each contains an odd number of creation or annihilation
operators) or they may both be bosonic. Note that QA

or QB cannot contain a sum of bosonic and fermionic
terms, becasue Q ∝ QAQB is bosonic.42

If QA, QB contain an odd number of fermionic oper-
ators, QAQB = −QBQA. To emphasize this “statistical
correlation” between the two ends define an angle µ = 0
or π to distinguish between the two cases, so that

QAQB = eiµQBQA. (7)

For µ = 0 (π), Q = QAQB (−iQAQB). The factor of i
must be introduced in the latter case for consistency with
the anticommutation of QA and QB, given that Q2 =
(

QA
)2

=
(

QB
)2

= 1.
For example, consider the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 with

u = 0, t = 1. In this case, it is not difficult to show that
there are only two entanglement eigenstates on the seg-
ment S (with a nonzero weight in the density matrix),
the same two states as the ground states of the origi-
nal Hamiltonian restricted to this segment. The fermion
parity of these states is given by

Q = −iQAQB, (8)

where

QA = c1 + c
†
1

QB = −i(cL − c
†
L). (9)

We see immediately that QA and QB anti-commute, and
therefore µ = π. Furthermore,

[

HS , Q
A
]

=
[

HS , Q
B
]

=
0.
For any system with µ = π, the above commutation

relations imply that all the eigenvalues of HS come in de-
generate pairs. To see this, note that Q and HS can be
diagonalized simultaneously. Then, if HS |φλ〉 = Eλ|φλ〉
and Q|φλ〉 = qλ|φλ〉 (where qλ = ±1), then the state
|ψλ〉 = QA|φλ〉 is such that HS |ψλ〉 = Eλ|ψλ〉 and
Q|ψλ〉 = −qλ|ψλ〉, i.e. |ψλ〉 is an independent eigenstate
with eigenvalue Eλ. Indeed, for the Hamiltonian (1) with
u = 0, we find a doubly degenerate entanglement level
with E = log 2. (All other entanglement levels in that
system have E = ∞.)
Note that, unlike the Haldane chain example in Sec.

III, the entanglement spectrum is two-fold (rather than
four-fold) degenerate. This is a consequence of the fact
that the degeneracy is not associated with either QA or
QB alone; it is related to the occupation of the fermionic
level formed by combining QA + iQB, i.e., it is shared
between the two edges.
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In a bosonic system, the states of the entanglement
eigenstates can be represented by |φγ〉 = |αβ〉. Here α, β
describe the states of the left and right ends of the chain;
that is, they enumerate the eigenvalues of certain low-
“energy” combinations of observables that are functions
of ℓ sites at the respective ends. This factorization is pos-
sible for fermionic chains with µ = 0 as well. However, for
chains with µ = π, the extra qS variable describing the
two-fold degeneracy cannot be written in terms of local
observables belonging to either end (i.e., the fermionic
degrees of freedom cannot be measured independently at
the two ends of the segment). Therefore, the entangle-
ment states should be labelled by three variables, |αβqS〉,
with the fermion parity qS of the entire chain represented
explicitly.43

In a noninteracting system, the entanglement Hamilto-
nian is also noninteracting.32,33 It can be represented in
terms of entanglement modes. The only subtlety is that
some of these modes may be Majorana modes, which
satisfy m2 = 1; m† = m. There are two topologi-
cally distinct phases, depending on whether there are
an even or an odd number of Majorana modes at each
end of the segment. The QA and QB operators de-
fined above can be found explicitly. Given that the left
edge has Nf low–energy fermionic entanglement modes,
fA,α (α = 1, . . . , Nf ), and Nm Majorana modes, mA,β

(β = 1, . . . , Nm), QA is given by

QA =

(

∏

α

(−1)
f†

A,α
f
A,α

)





∏

β

mA,β



 , (10)

and similarly for QB. Note that QA is a bosonic operator
if Nm is even (corresponding to µ = 0) and a Majorana
operator if Nm is odd (µ = π).
When interactions are included, only the “total pari-

ties” QA, QB are well-defined. The separate modes fα,
mβ can “decay” into other combinations of modes, but
their total is closely related to the symmetry Q, as we
have just outlined.

B. Time Reversal Symmetry

We shall now examine the consequences of time-
reversal symmetry on the degeneracies of the entangle-
ment energies. It turns out that the combination of time-
reversal and fermion parity conservation can have non-
trivial effects.
Bosonic models. Let us introduce the approach by re-

iterating the results for a bosonic chain in the presence
of time reversal symmetry with [HS , T ] = 0. The eigen-
states |φγ〉 can be represented by |φγ〉 = |αβ〉, where α, β
enumerate the low-“energy” states associated with the
two edges. Entanglement eigenstates which differ in their
α (β) index can be connected by a local operator close to
the left (right) edge, respectively. The transformation of
the eigenstates of HS factors into parts referring to the
two ends (see App. A).

It can therefore be represented as a product of two
unitary transformations UA, UB acting on the ends of
the segment, so that

T |α, β〉 =
∑

α′,β′

UAα′αU
B
β′β |α′β′〉 (11)

and [UA, UB] = 0. For a discussion of subtleties related
to the anti-unitarity of T , see App. B. Applying T to an
eigenstate twice yields

T 2|αβ〉 =
∑

α′,β′,α′′,β′′

UAα′′α′UBβ′′β′(UA)∗α′α(U
B)∗β′β |α′′β′′〉.

(12)

Using T 2 = 1 and that the two ends of the segment are
independent, it follows that

UA(UA)∗ = UB(UB)∗ = exp(iκ)1, κ = 0, π (13)

We can thus distinguish two different phases, correspond-
ing to κ = 0, π. Let us now focus on the consequences
for the entanglement spectrum. Assume that |φγ〉 is
an eigenstate of HS with eigenvalue Eγ , then UA|φγ〉,
UB|φγ〉, UAUB|φγ〉 are also eigenstates with the same
eigenvalue because HS commutes with UA and UB. If
κ = π, the unitaries UA, UB are anti-symmetric and
thus the four states are mutually orthogonal, resulting
in a four fold degeneracy of the entanglement spectrum.
If κ = 0, the entanglement spectrum does not necessar-
ily have any degeneracies. For example, in the Haldane
phase of spin-1 chains, we find κ = π and therefore the
entire entanglement spectrum of a segment S is four fold
degenerate.18,44

This method may be generalized to give a classification
of phases with any given set of symmetries. For each re-
lationship between the physical symmetries (e.g., T 2 = 1

in the case just described), there is a corresponding rela-
tionship between the factored symmetries of the entan-
glement spectrum34, in which certain phases (e.g., κ) can
appear. Certain combinations of these phases are “gauge
invariant” (independent of how the phases of the fac-
tored symmetries are chosen). These combinations dis-
tinguish between topological phases. In fermionic mod-
els, an additional possibility is that symmetry operators
at opposite ends may either commute or anticommute,
as described in the previous section.
Fermionic models. We now consider a Hamiltonian

which has both fermion parity conservation with Q2 = 1

and time reversal symmetry with T 2 = 1. In the pres-
ence of both symmetries, we show that each of the two
phases defined in the previous section (µ = 0, π) can be
subdivided into four different phases. Furthermore, we
discuss the consequences for the entanglement spectrum
in each case. As T simply takes the complex conjugate
(spin degrees of freedom are not considered here), it does
not change the total fermion number and thus [T,Q] = 0.
We will now classify the phases by examining how the
properties of the factored versions of Q and T depart
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from the relations of the full transformations, T 2 = 1,
[T,Q] = 0.
We first consider the case µ = 0, i.e.,

[

QA, QB
]

=

0. Then, both QA and QB are bosonic operators, and
can be diagonalized simultaneously. Then, we distinguish
two cases: QAT = eiφTQA with φ = 0, π, and similarly
for QB. Note that φ has to be the same for QA and
QB, since Q = QAQB satisfies [T,Q] = 0. If φ = π,
time reversal changes the parity of the fermion number in
either end. (A similar situation occurs at the vortex cores
of time-reversal invariant topological superconductors35.)
We now examine the two cases φ = 0, π separately.
(µ = 0, φ = 0, κ = 0 or π)– The case φ = 0 is anal-

ogous to the bosonic case considered above, with two
phases, one corresponding to κ = π, characterized by
a four-fold degenerate entanglement spectrum of a seg-
ment, and one to κ = 0, in which there is no necessary
degeneracy in the entanglement spectrum.
(µ = 0, φ = π, κ = 0 or π)– If φ = π, UA

and UB (defined through T = UAUB; see App. B)
are both fermionic operators, since they change the
fermion parity. We know that T 2 = UAUB

(

UAUB
)∗

=

−UAUA∗UBUB∗ = 1. This can only be satisfied if
UA(UA)∗ = exp(iκ)1 and UB(UB)∗ = − exp(iκ)1 with
κ = 0, π. Note that

{

QA,UA
}

= 0 and
{

QB,UB
}

= 0,

where both UA and UB commute with HS . ({·, ·} de-
notes an anti–commutator.) Therefore, each entangle-
ment level is four–fold degenerate, where the degeneracy
corresponds to states with all possible combinations of
QA = ±1 and QB = ±1.
Next, we consider the case µ = π. In this case,

{

QA, QB
}

= 0, so these two operators cannot be di-
agonalized simultaneously. Rather, every entanglement
eigenstate can be labelled by the eigenvalue q = ±1 of
the parity operator Q = −iQAQB, where |αβ, q = ±1〉
are degenerate. Since [T,Q] = 0, we must have either
[

T,QA
]

= 0 and {T,QB} = 0, or vice versa. Therefore,

we define a parameter φ = 0, π such that TQA = eiφQAT
and TQB = ei(φ+π)QBT .
In this case (µ = π), phases with φ = 0 and π be-

have very similarly. To see this, we just note that if
φ = π then QT commutes with QA. Therefore, we will
define a modification of time reversal that commutes with
QA, T ′ := QT if φ = π and T ′ := T if φ = 0. Let
the factors of T ′ be T ′ = UA

′

UB
′

. One can check that
UA

′

, UB
′

are bosonic. The entanglement spectrum can
be divided into two sectors with a fixed value of q. The
operator UA

′

, being bosonic, depends only on α, β and
hence acts the same way on both sectors. Define κ by
eiκ1 = UA

′

UA
′∗ = UB

′

UB
′∗. The possible values for κ

are 0 and π:
(µ = π, φ = 0 or π, κ = 0)– If κ = 0, each entangle-

ment eigenstate in each q sector can be singly degenerate.
Therefore, counting the q = ±1 degeneracy, each entan-
glement eigenstate has a minimal degeneracy of 2.
(µ = π, φ = 0 or π, κ = π)– If κ = π, the spectrum

in each of the ±q sectors is fourfold degenerate (for the
same reasons as in the bosonic case above with κ = π,

i.e., there is a Kramer’s doublet at each edge). Taking
the q = ±1 degeneracy into account, every entanglement
eigenstate is at least eight fold degenerate.
There are therefore eight different phases classified by

triplets (µ, φ, κ), where each entry is 0 or π. µ = π if
there are Majorana modes at the ends of the segment,
φ = π if time reversal and QA anticommute, and κ = π
if UA(UA)∗ = −1 (leading to Kramers’ doublets at the
edges of the segment). Since, as long as the time-reversal
and fermion parity symmetries are preserved, (µ, φ, κ)
can only take the values 0 or π, they cannot change
smoothly; the only way for them to change is through
a non-analytic change of the ground state wave function,
i.e. a quantum phase transition.
The eight different phases and their corresponding

minimal degeneracies are summarized in Table I in Sec-
tion VI. The degeneracies illustrate a distinction between
interacting and noninteracting systems. As we will show
in Sec. IV, the eight distinct phases can be realized by
taking M copies of a single chain in the large t phase,
where M = 1, . . . , 8. Without interactions, the degen-
eracy of the Schmidt spectrum would be equal to 2M .
Interactions can partly lift this degeneracy but cannot
connect the eight phases defined by (µ, φ, κ) adiabati-
cally.

IV. ADDITION OF PHASES

The eight phases we have just obtained obey a group
structure, which is defined by the rules of “adding” them
together. This group turns out to be Z8. The addition
rules reveal interesting distinctions between bosons and
fermions. We will work out the addition table in some
detail.
Two systems can be added together by placing them

side by side: hence if one system is in phase P1 and an-
other is in P2, then the combined “ladder” system is in
phase P1 + P2. (The combined system then remains in
P1 + P2 even when the two constituent systens are cou-
pled, as long as the coupling Hamiltonian is symmetric
under time-reversal and fermion parity, and the bulk gap
does not collapse.) This rule creates a finite group for
a given set of symmetries. In particular, every element
in this group has an inverse and the trivial phase is the
identity element.
The distinction between fermionic and bosonic systems

is related to the inverse operation. If the system consists
only of bosons, then the inverse element of any phase P
is its complex conjugate (i.e., its time reversal):

P + P ∗ = trivial phase. (14)

For an example, consider a spin one Heisenberg chain.
A single chain cannot be adiabatically connected to the
trivial phase because its ends transform as spin 1/2 de-
grees of freedom. However, as shown in Ref. [36], two
coupled chains can be connected continuously to the rung
singlet phase (i.e., a product state of spin zeros on the
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rungs). The two chains are no longer distinguished from
the trivial phase by their ends because the two half-
integer spins couple to form integer spin states.
In general, phases of bosonic chains are distinguished

by the projective representation of the symmetry groups
acting on the entanglement eigenstates (see Ref. 18).
Each element in the symmetry group

∑

is represented in
the entanglement eigenbasis as a left-hand unitary matrix
UA (Σ) acting on the left index of the state, and a right-
hand matrix UB (Σ) acting on the right index. Then the
combined operation of two elements Σ1 and Σ2 is repre-
sented by UA (Σ1Σ2) = eiρA(Σ1,Σ2)UA (Σ1)U

A (Σ2), and
similarly for UB. To see that P + P ∗ is trivial, consider
the eigenstates of the entanglement Hamiltonian for a
segment in the combined system

|αβ〉coupled = |α1β1〉P |α2β2〉P∗ . (15)

The left-hand matrix UA representing a symmetry Σ for
the coupled system is

U
A,coupled
α′

1
α′

2
;α1α2

(Σ) = UAα′
1
α1
(Σ)UA∗

α′
2
α2
(Σ) (16)

where the second factor is complex-conjugated be-
cause the second chain is time-reversed. Hence, the
phase factors cancel, UA,coupled(Σ1)U

A,coupled(Σ2) =
UA,coupled(Σ1Σ2), and the resulting system is in a trivial
phase.
Now we can try to build more complicated phases out

of simpler ones by placing them side-by-side. For bosonic
systems, this procedure does not generate new phases
in the presence of time reversal symmetry. Time re-
versal symmetry and Eq. (14) imply that P + P = 0.
Hence starting from one phase, it is not possible to get
more than two phases (the original phase and the trivial
phase). There may be additional phases that would have
to be built up from independent starting points. The
group is always a product of Z2’s, in other words.
However, for fermionic spin chains, P and P ∗ are not

necessarily inverses. The p-wave superconducting state
P1 described by Eq. (1) with t > µ which is an order
eight phase, as discovered by Fidkowski and Kitaev1, is
an illustration. Eq. (16) breaks down because operators
on the two chains can anticommute with each other. In
fact, starting from a single Majorana chain, we can gen-
erate all possible combinations of µ, φ, and κ. We now
demonstrate this idea for a number of examples:

1. Consider the Majorana chain, the ground state of
Eq. (1) with t > u which is in the (µ, φ, κ) =
(π, 0, 0) phase. When two copies are combined to-
gether, the resulting phase has (µ, φ, κ)coupled =
(0, π, 0), i.e., the ends are not Majorana fermions
any more, but time reversal changes the fermion
parity of the ends. The fermion parity for the
segment of the combined chain is given by Q =
Q1Q2 = (iQA1 Q

B
1 )(iQ

A
2 Q

B
2 ) = (QA1 Q

A
2 )(Q

B
1 Q

B
2 ),

where the QAn , Q
B
n are fermionic parity operators

of a chain n with Majorana ends (see Sec. III A).

One can measure the parities of the ends separately
because QA = −iQA1 QA2 and a similar operator on
B are bosonic operators, so µcoupled = 0. On the
other hand φcoupled = π because T anti-commutes
with QA on account of the factor of i. Furthermore,
one finds that κcoupled = π. (See App. B.)

2. Consider two chains with (µ, φ, κ) = (0, π, π). QA1 ,
QA2 are bosonic, therefore QAcoupled = QA1 Q

A
2 is

bosonic as well, and µcoupled = 0. Time reversal
acting on the left edge is represented as UAcoupled =

UA1 U
A
2 . It anti-commutes with QA1 , Q

A
2 , but com-

mutes with their product, therefore φcoupled = 0.
Since both UA1 , UA2 change the fermion parity, they
both have to be fermionic. Therefore

{

UA1 , U
A
2

}

=
0 and we get that

UAcoupledU
A∗
coupled =

(

UA1 U
A
2

) (

UA1 U
A
2

)∗

= −UA1 UA∗
1 UA2 U

A∗
2

= −1. (17)

Hence κcoupled = π, and the resulting phase is la-
belled by (0, 0, π).

3. Combining two chains with (0, 0, π) finally gives the
trivial phase, because all the symmetries are rep-
resented by bosonic operators, therefore κ simply
doubles to give 0 mod (2π). This conforms with
the fact that the Majorana chain is an order eight
element of the group.

Working out the addition rule in general gives the table
of phases which are summarized in Table I. A concise
way to describe the general addition rule is to define λ ≡
κ + φ(mod 2π). Then we represent a state by a 3-digit

binary number
(

λ
π ,

φ
π ,

µ
π

)

. These numbers add modulo 8

when the phases are combined.

V. TRANSLATIONAL INVARIANCE AND θ

If, in addition to fermion parity conservation, transla-
tional invariance is also present, the number of distinct
phases is doubled. Below, we derive the associated invari-
ant, θ, which can take the values 0 or π, independent of
the invariants (µ, φ, κ) described above. The degeneracy
of the entanglement spectrum, however, is not modified
in either the θ = 0 or π phases, and is given by Table I.
Let us consider a fermionic chain with translational in-

variance. According to the Sec. III A, the fermion parity
of a segment S = [1, L] extending from j = 1 to j = L
(where L is much larger than the correlation length ξ)
can be written as

Q (1, L) = e−i
µ
2 f (L)QA (1)QB (L) . (18)

Here, we have kept track explicitly of the position of the
operators QA and QB, and of an overall constant sign
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f (L) (which was absorbed into the definition of QA and
QB before). Translational invariance removes the neces-
sity of choosing the sign of QB (and QA) separately for
each segment. This symmetry also allows us to write the
parity operator of the segment [1, L] in terms of those of
the two segments S1 = [1, L′] and S2 = [L′ + 1, L] (where
L′, L− L′ ≫ ξ) as

Q (1, L) = Q (1, L′)Q (L′ + 1, L)

= e−i
µ
2 f (L′) f (L− L′) (19)

×QA (1)
[

e−i
µ
2QB (L′)QA (L′ + 1)

]

QB (L) .

Equating Eq. 18 and 19 gives that, within the low–
entanglement subspace, we must have

f (L′) f (L− L′)
[

e−i
µ
2QB (L′)QA (L′ + 1)

]

= f (L) .

(20)
Eq. 20 can hold for every state in the low-entanglement
subspace only if these states are all eigenstates of
e−i

µ
2QB (L′)QA (L′ + 1). QA and QB can be defined in

such a way that the corresponding eigenvalue is 1. Then,
we get that f (L′) f (L− L′) = f (L), which is solved by

f (L) = eiθL. (21)

From the requirement that [Q (1, L)]
2
= 1, we get that θ

can only take the values 0 or π. Thus, each of the eight
phases found in the previous section is further split into
two distinct phases, corresponding to the two allowed
values of θ. For example, for the Majorana chain model
(Eq. 1), t = 0, u = +1 and t = 0, u = −1 describe
distinct phases, although both have µ = 0. The ground
state has all sites occupied or unoccupied, corresponding
to θ = π or θ = 0, respectively.
Note that both θ and µ have a concrete consequence

not only for the entanglement spectrum but also for the
parity of the ground state in periodic chains. If the length
of the chain is much larger than the correlation length,
the parity depends only on µ and θ and the chain length,
(−1)(µ+θL)/π. Thus, a phase with µ = π has an odd
number of fermions on a chain of an even length.20 The
phase θ determines whether the parity of the ground state
alternates as a function of L or not. This is shown in
appendix C.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have described a systematic procedure for classify-
ing the phases of 1D interacting fermions. We focussed on
spinless fermions with time-reversal symmetry and par-
ticle number parity conservation. In the non-interacting
case, these models are classified by an integer number,
i.e., by Z.9,10 We used concepts of entanglement to clas-
sify the phases in the presence of interactions. We de-
rive an effective description of the dominant entangle-
ment states which then allows us to recognize “topolog-
ical” features based on projective representations of the

symmetries. We found, in agreement with the results
of Fidkowski et. al. (Ref. [1]), that in the presence of
interactions there are only eight distinct phases. Each
of these eight phases is characterized by a unique set of
bulk invariants (µ, φ, κ), which can take the values 0 or π.
These invariants are related to the transformation laws
of the entanglement eigenstates under symmetry oper-
ations, and the phases have a characteristic degeneracy
of entanglement levels. Furthermore, the phases obey a
Z8 group structure and each of the eight phases can be
generated by adding single chains together. All possible
phases and the addition rules are summarized in Table I.
If translational symmetry is also present, the number of
distinct phases increases to 16.

The symmetries we have focused on describe only one
of the 10 Altland-Zirnbauer classes37 of topological insu-
lators. The framework described here can also be used
to show how the phases in these other classes are mod-
ified by interactions. To analyze each of the classes of
topological insulators (and in both interpretations when
particle-hole symmetry is present), one only has to de-
termine the appropriate algebra of symmetries and then
determine the possible projective representations of this
algebra.

Interactions cause the meaning of the Altland-
Zirnbauer classes to bifurcate, however. At the mean-
field level, a superconductor has an emergent particle-
hole symmetry in its band structure. Thus, the classes
which have such a symmetry can be interpreted as de-
scribing either superconductors or systems that have a
true particle-hole symmetry (such as the Hubbard model
for fermions with spin on a bipartite lattice at half-
filling). When interactions are included, these two inter-
pretations are distinct. Thus, the class BDI, for exam-
ple, has particle-hole and time reversal symmetry. This
can be interpreted as describing superconductors. This
means that one symmetry, particle conservation, breaks
down, and only fermion parity Q is left. The only two
symmetries are T andQ, giving the problem treated here.
BDI has an alternative interpretation, according to which
it describes systems with a true particle-hole symmetry
C that reverses the sign of 〈ni〉 − n̄. (Here, ni is the oc-
cupation number of a site and n̄ is the mean occupation
number.) In this case, particle number N is conserved,
and besides this there are two other symmetries T and C.
These satisfy the algebra T 2 = C2 = 1, CN+NC = 2n̄L
where L is the length of the system. (Every other pair of
these symmetries commute.) The set of phases is differ-
ent for the two interpretations; particle number conser-
vation rules out Majorana Fermions. A complete classifi-
cation of systems in all Altland-Zirnbauer classes in one
dimension, following either of the two interpretations of
particle-hole symmetry mentioned above, would be an
interesting project for future work.

A generalization of these results to higher dimensional
systems is an interesting (and challenging) open prob-
lem. In some of the symmetry classes of topological
insulators and superconductors, strong arguments have
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Number of chains (µ, φ, κ) Degeneracy of segment

1 (π, 0, 0) 2

2 (0, π, π) 4

3 (π, π, π) 8

4 (0, 0, π) 4

5 (π, 0, π) 8

6 (0, π, 0) 4

7 (π, π, 0) 2

8 (0, 0, 0) 1

TABLE I: Degeneracies and addition table. All possible
phases of fermions are realized by simply taking copies of
some number of Majorana chains (see next section); the first
column is the number of chains. The next column gives the
parameters classifying a given state. The third column gives
the degeneracy of the Schmidt spectrum, counting both ends.

been given that the non–interacting classification does
not change when interactions are included. This is par-
ticularly clear when the topological invariant is related to
a quantized physical response, e.g., in the integer quan-
tum Hall effect12,13 and in 3D time–reversal invariant
topological insulators11. However, for other classes, the
situation is less clear. For example, the non–interacting
classification of 3D chiral superconductors is Z,9,10 simi-
lar to the one–dimensional case considered here. It would
be interesting to consider the effect of interactions on the
phase diagrams of such systems.
Note As we were writing this article, we learned that

a similar classification is being worked out by Fidkowski
and Kitaev.38 Our results are consistent with theirs.
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Appendix A: Low Energy Operators and the Ends of

the Chain

An intuitive argument, given above, suggests that low-
energy operators acting on the entanglement eigenstates
may be represented approximately by operators located
near the ends of the chain: in each Schmidt state |αβ〉S
the expectation values of the spin and other operators
have some particular spatial dependence near the ends of
the chain depending on α and β, but this decays exponen-
tially to the ground state away from the ends. Therefore
it should be possible to transform between these states by
using operators defined on just the ends. A special case
is the effective representations of symmetries in terms of
operators at the ends of the segments, which we used to

define the topological phases.
To see that these effective operators exist, one can use

a matrix product state representation39 of the wave func-
tion. (We focus here just on bosonic systems. For sys-
tems including fermions a similar argument can be devel-
oped using bosonization but the discussion of this general
result gets complicated by the classification of the phases
by µ. )
A basis for the low-energy operators can be constructed

as follows. For each fixed choice of α1 and α2 let
OA(α2, α1) be the operator that transforms α1 into α2.
We will now give an approximate representation for

OA(α1, α2) that gives the correct transformation of low
energy states of HS . Let the matrices Γm,Λ define the
bulk state (m varies over a basis for the physical Hilbert
space). The ground state wavefunction of a ring of length
N is given by

|ψ〉 =
∑

{mi}

tr(Γm1
ΛΓm2

. . .ΛΓmN
Λ)|m1m2 . . .mN 〉

(A1)
Γm,Λ can be brought into a canonical form, satisfying

∑

m ΓmΛΓ†
m =

∑

m Γ†
mΛΓm = 1, where Λ is a diagonal

matrix with non–negative entries.40,41 For a generic wave
function, Γm, Λ are infinite-dimensional.
Let us define the states |αβ〉1L of a segment of the

chain stretching from 1 to L, where L < N , as

|αβ〉1,L =
∑

{mi}

(Γm1
ΛΓm2

. . .ΛΓmL
)αβ |m1m2 . . .mL〉

(A2)
When L is large these states are nearly orthonormal,

that is |〈α′β′|αβ〉1,L − δα′αδβ′β| ∼ Ce−
L
ξ , where ξ is the

length scale for the decay and C is a constant dependend-
ing on the indices. In this limit, |αβ〉1L are the entangle-
ment eigenstates of the segment. On the other hand, if
the length of the chain is fixed and α, β, α′, β′ increase,
the orthonormality must eventually break down for high
enough α, β, α′, β′ (since the Hilbert space of a segment
of length L is finite). Indeed, C grows as a function of
α, α′, β, β′.
The ground state wavefunction (A1) can now be writ-

ten as

|ψ〉 =
∑

α,β

λαλβ |αβ〉1,L|αβ〉L+1,N . (A3)

This gives the Schmidt decomposition into states of the
environment |αβ〉L+1,N and states of the chain |αβ〉1,L,
with a Schmidt eigenvalue λαλβ [or, equivalently, an en-
tanglement energy E = Eα + Eβ = −2(lnλα + lnλβ)].
The Schmidt eigenstates become orthogonal to each
other in the limit N → ∞ and L→ ∞.
We can now give an “effective” expression for OA in

terms of local operators acting on sites 1, . . . , ℓ (near
the left edge of the segment [1, L]), valid for a low
entanglement-energy subspace with Eα < Ecut. Ecut is a
cutoff which depends on ℓ. The accuracy of our effective
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expression improves as ℓ becomes larger (provided that
N ≫ ℓ). Define

OA,eff
α2α1

=

χ
∑

γ=1

|α2γ〉1,ℓ〈α1γ|1,ℓ (A4)

where χ is a cutoff of the entanglement spectrum that
satisfies Eγ=1,...,χ < Ecut. OA,eff

α2α1
acts only on the ℓ first

sites of the segment [1, L].
We now apply OA,eff

α2α1
to the state Eq. (A2), with α ≤

χ. This state can be expanded
∑

γ′ |αγ′〉1ℓλγ |γ′β〉ℓ+1,N .
Using the approximate orthornormality of the states on
the segment from 1 to ℓ, we find that the operator in fact
transforms α1 into α2. Intuitively, the sum over γ, the
state of the internal end of the ℓ−site segment ensures
that this operator keeps the right type of entanglement
between the left and right side of the “cut” at ℓ. The

error of (A4) scales as F (χ)e−
ℓ
ξ , where F (χ) is a function

of χ. (F (χ) grows with χ, hence, to deal with a larger
range of “energies”, a larger value of ℓ must be used.
This is because, as the “energy” of a state increases, it
penetrates further into the bulk.)
Note that OA,eff

α2α1
does not transform high–

entanglement energy states correctly, that is states
such as |αβ〉1N with α > χ. This is because |α1γ〉 and
|αγ′〉 are orthonormal only if they are both low energy
states. This limitation is unavoidable: it is not possible
to find a perfect representation for an operator, such as
Q, in terms of just the ℓ sites near each end. One can
add an extra particle somewhere outside of the reach
of these sites, changing the value of Q but not of an
observable on the ends of the chain. The physical energy
of this state may not be much greater than the gap.
However, not being able to describe states like this is
not a problem when one is studying the ground state
of the system: its entanglement energy is large, which
means that it contributes negligibly to the value of any
observable in the ground state.

Appendix B: Factoring antiunitary operators

In the analysis of time–reversal symmetry, we defined
a parameter κ by factoring T into two operators UA and
UB, acting near the two opposite edges of the segment.
To determine how chains add to one another, it is nec-
essary to know the commutation and anticommutation
properties of these operators. We ignored a small detail,
however: since T is antiunitary, it cannot be factored
either as the product of two unitary or two antiunitary
operators. One solution is just to explicitly write how T
transforms the basis states as we did in Eqs. (11) and
(12). This becomes cumbersome after a while however,
and later in the text we have treated UA and UB as uni-
tary operators in Hilbert space, without keeping explicit
track of their indices. Here we will explain the meaning
of this.

We will first discuss the bosonic case. Eq. (11) gives
the action of T only on basis states. Taking a superpo-
sition gives a factorization of T that is correct for any
state:

T = UAUBK, (B1)

where UA and UB are unitary operators at the two ends
and K is defined by

K
∑

αβ

aαβ |αβ〉 =
∑

αβ

a∗αβ|αβ〉, (B2)

where aαβ are arbitrary coefficients. We can now de-
fine κ by (UAK)2 = eiκ1. Thus, UAK is an antiunitary
symmetry squaring to −1 in the nontrivial phase as in
Kramers’ theorem. Note that this equation is equivalent
to the definition given above, Eq. (13). This is because
KUAK−1 = UA∗ when the matrices are represented in
the basis |αβ〉. (Note that the complex conjugate of a
matrix depends on the basis being used, unlike the ad-
joint.)
We can argue physically that operators UA and UB

satisfying Eq. (B1) can always be found. Consider the
ratio TK−1 between T , which is represented by complex
conjugation in terms of the microscopic degrees of free-
dom, and K which describes complex conjugation in the
entanglement eigenstate basis. This operator is unitary.
Furthermore it acts independently on the two ends: one
may check that KOA,BK is an operator acting on end A
or B respectively, by expressing it in the basis of entan-
glement eigenstates.
The operator UAK used to define κ is non–local. It

does not commute with operators at end B, because it
takes complex conjugates of them. However, we can
still argue that κ is well-defined: Square Eq. (B1): 1 =
UAUBKUAUBK. Since K2 = 1, we can write this also
as 1 = UAUB(KUAK)(KUBK). KUAK is an oper-
ator which acts on end A, therefore it commutes with
UB. Hence 1 = [UA(KUAK)][UB(KUBK)]. Since the
two factors are local, each must be a pure phase, hence
(UAK)2 = eiκ1.
Now the operators UA and UB are not uniquely de-

fined because complex conjugation, K, is basis depen-
dent. Changing the basis of eigenstates in which Eq. (B2)
is imposed (e.g., multiplying the entanglement states by
phase factors) changes K. This does not change topolog-
ical properties like the value of κ however: the unitary
transformation that changes the basis can be carried out
continuously, starting from the identity. In this process,
κ cannot change because it can only be 0 or π.
For fermionic systems with µ = 0, one can decompose

T using Eq. (B1). When µ = π, the situation is more
complicated because the parity eigenvalue q cannot be
associated with either one of the edges. We have to make
sure thatK still maps operators at each end of the system
to other operators at that end. In particular, KQAK
must be a local operator at end A.
This condition is satisfied if K is defined to be com-

plex conjugation in the basis |αβq〉 provided that QA
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and QB are represented by either purely real or purely
imaginary matrices in that basis. One way to satisfy
this requirement is to first choose a basis for q = +1
and then to construct the states in the sector from them,
|αβ, q = −1〉 = QA|αβ, q = +1〉. Then QA is represented
by σx, acting in the q = ±1 basis. In this basis, each state
is an eigenstate of Q = σz . Last, QB = iQQA = σy.
Since QA is real and QB is imaginary, the two ends are
not mixed by applying K. (If the relative phases of the
basis states are changed, then simple complex conjuga-
tion would mix QA and QB into one another.) We have
taken the convention that QA is real and QB is imaginary
above.
Now let us show how to calculate κ when two

(µ, φ, κ) = (π, 0, 0) chains are combined. The factor-
ization T = UAUBK must be carried out in a basis of
states of the form |αβ〉, according to our conventions.
One basis for the states on the two chains together is
given by {|±〉1| ± 〉2} (where the sign represents the val-
ues of q1, q2. (We do not explicitly write the bosonic in-
dices α, β.). These states map to themselves under time
reversal. However, UA and UB cannot be the identity be-
cause we know they must be fermionic; this is the wrong
basis for defining K by simple complex conjugation.
Let us transform the states to a basis in which there

is no entanglement between the ends; we therefore use
states that are eigenvectors of the local operators QA =
−iQA1 QA2 and QB = iQB1 Q

B
2 , namely |qAqB〉. (The rel-

ative minus sign between QA and QB ensures that the
total parity is qAqB = q1q2.)
To construct the basis, first find an eigenfunction of

QA and QB with eigenvalues +1, (choose the phase ar-
bitrarily):

|+A +B〉 =
1√
2
(|+〉1|+〉2 − i|−〉1|−〉2) (B3)

Now generate the other basis states from this by applying
QA1 and QB1 :

| −A +B〉 = QA1 |+A +B〉 =
1√
2
(|−〉1|+〉2 − i|+〉1|−〉2)

|+A −B〉 = −iQB1 |+A +B〉 =
1√
2
(|−〉1|+〉2 + i|+〉1|−〉2)

| −A −B〉 = QA1 |+A −B〉 =
1√
2
(|+〉1|+〉2 + i|−〉1|−〉2)

(B4)

The phases are just conventions in the first two defini-
tions, and the phase in the third equation follows from
the independence of the ends: QA1 has to act on qA the
same way no matter what the value of qB is. Now it
is clear that T switches the fermion parity of each end
in this basis, since changing the sign of i exchanges the
states |qAqB〉 and | − qA,−qB〉.
Now we can define K to map each of these basis states

to itself. Clearly, T = Q2 because Q2 also exchanges the
same pairs of wave functions, or more precisely T = Q2K.
Hence UA = −iQA and UB = QB. One can check that
(UAK)2 = −1, so κ = π.
Note that, in spite of all this trouble, the value of κ in

a phase with µ = 0, φ = π does not have any physical
significance–the four-fold degeneracy of the spectrum is
already explained by the fact that φ = π. The reason
T changes fermion parity at the ends is that the two
ends can only be disentangled by a change of basis that
includes complex phases.

Appendix C: Parity of the ground state on a

periodic chain

The parity of the ground state on a periodic chain is
given by ei(θL+µ). This follows from a fact in Sec. V.
Consider two subsegments of the chain, one ending at X
and the other starting at X + 1. The ground state wave
function is an eigenfunction of the following:

e−i
µ
2QB(X)QA(X + 1)|ψ〉 = |ψ〉. (C1)

When µ = π, this relation describes the correlations be-
tween the Majorana degrees of freedom in adjacent seg-
ments of the chain.
We now suppose the periodic chain has length L and

break it at two places, between L′ and L′ + 1 and
between L and 1. The total fermion parity of the
ground state is the product of the parity on the two seg-
ments, (ei(θL

′−µ
2
)QA(1)QB(L′))(ei(θ(L−L

′)−µ
2
)QA(L′ +

1)QB(L)). Rearranging and using Eq. (C1), the ground
state parity comes out as ei(θL+µ). The extra minus sign
when µ = π comes from anticommuting the Q operators.
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Physical interactions in quantum many-body systems are typically local: Individual constituents interact mainly
with their few nearest neighbors. This locality of interactions is inherited by a decay of correlation functions,
but also reflected by scaling laws of a quite profound quantity: The entanglement entropy of ground states. This
entropy of the reduced state of a subregion often merely grows like the boundary area of the subregion, and not like
its volume, in sharp contrast with an expected extensive behavior. Such “area laws” for the entanglement entropy
and related quantities have received considerable attention in recent years. They emerge in several seemingly
unrelated fields, in the context of black hole physics, quantum information science, and quantum many-body
physics where they have important implications on the numerical simulation of lattice models.
In this Colloquium we review the current status of area laws in these fields. Center stage is taken by rigorous
results on lattice models in one and higher spatial dimensions. The differences and similarities between bosonic
and fermionic models are stressed, area laws are related to the velocity of information propagation in quantum
lattice models, and disordered systems, non-equilibrium situations, and topological entanglement entropies are
discussed. These questions are considered in classical and quantum systems, in their ground and thermal states,
for a variety of correlation measures. A significant proportion of the article is devoted to the clear and quantitative
connection between the entanglement content of states and the possibility of their efficient numerical simulation.
We discuss matrix-product states, higher-dimensional analogues, and variational sets from entanglement renor-
malization and conclude by highlighting the implications of area laws on quantifying the effective degrees of
freedom that need to be considered in simulations of quantum states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In classical physics concepts of entropy quantify the extent
to which we are uncertain about the exact state of a physical
system at hand or, in other words, the amount of information
that is lacking to identify the microstate of a system from all
possibilities compatible with the macrostate of the system. If
we are not quite sure what microstate of a system to expect,
notions of entropy will reflect this lack of knowledge. Ran-
domness, after all, is always and necessarily related to igno-
rance about the state.

In quantum mechanics positive entropies may arise even
without an objective lack of information. To see this, let us
consider a quantum lattice systems (see e.g., Fig. 1) as an ex-
ample for a quantum many-body system where each of the
vertices i of the latticeL is associated with an individual quan-
tum system. This quantum many-body system is thought to
be in its non-degenerate pure ground state ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| at zero
temperature which has vanishing von-Neumann entropy

S(ρ) = −tr[ρ log2 ρ].

Let us now distinguish a region of this quantum lattice system,
denoting its sites with the set I and all other sites with O =
L\I . If we consider the reduced state ρI = trO[ρ] of the sites
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FIG. 1 A lattice L with a distinguished set I ⊂ L (shaded area).
Vertices depict the boundary ∂I of I with surface area s(I) = |∂I|.

of the region I , the state will not be pure in general and will
have a non-vanishing von-Neumann entropy S(ρI). 1

In contrast to thermal states this entropy does not originate
from a lack of knowledge about the microstate of the sys-
tem. Even at zero temperature we will encounter a non-zero
entropy! This entropy arises because of a very fundamental
property of quantum mechanics: Entanglement. This quite in-
triguing trait of quantum mechanics gives rise to correlations
even in situations where the randomness cannot be traced back
to a mere lack of knowledge. The mentioned quantity, the en-
tropy of a subregion is called entanglement entropy or geomet-
ric entropy and, in quantum information, entropy of entangle-
ment, which represents an operationally defined entanglement
measure for pure states (for recent reviews see refs.125,186).

In the context of quantum field theory, questions of scal-
ing of entanglement entropies in the size of I have some tra-
dition. Seminal work on the geometric entropy of the free
Klein-Gordon field23,207 and subsequent work on conformal
field theories36,43,118,122,226 was driven in part by the intriguing
suggested connection to the Bekenstein-Hawking black hole
entropy17,18,117.

In recent years, studies of properties of the entanglement
entropy in this sense have enjoyed a revival initiated in
refs.7,171,172,223. Importantly, this renewed activity is benefit-
ting from the new perspectives and ideas of quantum informa-
tion theory, and from the realisation of their significance for
the understanding of numerical methods and especially their
efficiency for describing quantum many-body physics. Quan-
tum information theory also provides novel conceptual and
mathematical techniques for determining properties of the ge-
ometric entropy analytically.

At the heart of these studies are questions like: What role do
genuine quantum correlations—entanglement—play in quan-
tum many-body systems? Typically, in such investigations,
one abstracts to a large extent from the microscopic specifics
of the system: Quite in the spirit of studies of critical phe-

1 Of interest are also other entropies, such as the Renyi entropies, Sα(ρ) =
(1 − α)−1 log2 tr[ρα] with α ≥ 0. For α ↘ 1 the usual von-Neumann
entropy is recovered. In particular in the context of simulatability, Renyi
entropies for arbitrary α play an important role.

nomena, one thinks less of very detailed properties, but is
rather interested in the scaling of the entanglement entropy
when the distinguished region grows in size. In fact, for quan-
tum chains, this scaling of entanglement as genuine quantum
correlations—a priori very different from the scaling of two-
point correlation functions—reflects to a large extent the crit-
ical behavior of the quantum many-body system, and shares
some relationship to conformal charges.

At first sight one might be tempted to think that the entropy
of a distinguished region I , will always possess an extensive
character. Such a behavior is referred to as a volume scaling
and is observed for thermal states. Intriguingly, for typical
ground states, however, this is not at all what one encounters:
Instead, one typically finds an area law, or an area law with
a small (often logarithmic) correction: This means that if one
distinguishes a region, the scaling of the entropy is merely
linear in the boundary area of the region. The entanglement
entropy is then said to fulfill an area law. It is the purpose of
this article to review studies on area laws and the scaling of
the entanglement entropy in a non-technical manner.

The main four motivations to approach this question
(known to the authors) are as follows:

• The holographic principle and black hole entropy:
The historical motivation to study the entanglement or
geometric entropy stems from considerations of black
hole physics: It has been suggested in the seminal work
of refs.23,207 that the area law of the geometric entropy
for a discrete version of a massless free scalar field—
then numerically found for an imaginary sphere in a ra-
dial symmetry—could be related to the physics of black
holes,118 in particular the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy
of a black hole which is proportional to its bound-
ary surface. It has been muted that the holographic
principle29—the conjecture that the information con-
tained in a volume of space can be represented by a the-
ory which lives in the boundary of that region—could
be related to the area law behavior of the entanglement
entropy in microscopic theories.

• Distribution of quantum correlations in quantum
many-body systems: Area laws also say something
quite profound on how quantum correlations are
distributed in ground states of local quantum many-
body systems. Interactions in quantum many-body
systems are typically local, which means that sys-
tems interact only over a short distance with a finite
number of neighbors. The emergence of an area
law then provides support for the intuition that short
ranged interactions require that quantum correlations
between a distinguished region and its exterior are
established via its boundary surface. That a strict
area law emerges is by no means obvious from
the decay of two-point correlators, as we will see.
Quantum phase transitions are governed by quantum
fluctuations at zero temperature, so it is more than
plausible to observe signatures of criticality on the
level of entanglement and quantum correlations. This
situation is now particularly clear in one-dimensional
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systems,4,7,13,36,38,44,46,69,72,73,83,85,92,111,132,134,138,146,147,223,225

but progress has also been made in higher-dimensional
systems,31,55,57,86,90,120,140,184,191,219,238 with rigorous
area laws specifically for quasi-free bosonic55,57,184 and
fermionic56,86,96,238 systems, as well as in disordered
systems190.

• Complexity of quantum many-body systems and
their simulation: One of the key motivations for study-
ing area laws stems from a quite practical context: The
numerical simulation of quantum many-body systems.
In fact, if there is little entanglement in a ground state
of a many-body systems, one might suspect on intuitive
grounds that one can describe this ground state with
relatively few parameters. More specifically, for one-
dimensional systems, one would expect numerical al-
gorithms like the powerful density-matrix renormaliza-
tion group method199,232 (DMRG) to perform well if the
ground state contains a small amount of entanglement.
This suspicion can in fact be made rigorous111,176,203,215

as it turns out that the scaling of entanglement speci-
fies how well a given state can be approximated by a
matrix-product state84,199 as generated in DMRG. It is
hence not the decay behavior of correlation functions as
such that matters here, but in fact the scaling of entan-
glement.

• Topological entanglement entropy: The topological
entanglement entropy is an indicator of topological
order,165,228,236 a new kind of order in quantum many-
body systems that cannot be described by local or-
der parameters108,140,148,165,175. Lattice models having
a non-vanishing topological entanglement entropy may
be seen as lattice instances of topological quantum field
theories. Here a global feature is detected by means of
the scaling of geometric entropies.

In this Colloquium we do not have sufficient space to give
an account of all known derivations of area laws for the entan-
glement entropy. However, we will try not to merely remain
at a superficial level and only state results, but will explain
a number of key techniques and arguments. When we label
main statements as “theorems” this is done to highlight their
special role, to make it easier to follow the line of reason-
ing. For details of arguments and proofs, often technically
involved, we refer the reader to the original work. The reason
for the technicality of proofs originates from the type of ques-
tion that is posed: To distinguish a region of a lattice breaks
the translational symmetry of the problem – even in a transla-
tionally invariant setting. While numerical studies are some-
times easier to come by, analytical argument can be techni-
cally involved, even for quasi-free models. In this article, we
discuss the study of entanglement entropy primarily (i) from
the viewpoint of quantum information theory, (ii) with an em-
phasis on rigorous and analytical results, and (iii) the implica-
tions on the efficiency of numerical simulation.

II. LOCAL HAMILTONIANS AND AREA LAWS

Throughout this article, we will consider quantum many-
body systems on a lattice. Such quantum lattice systems are
ubiquitous in the condensed matter context227 where they play
a key role in obtaining an understanding of material proper-
ties from a microscopic basis. Lattices systems are also of
considerable importance in the study of quantum field theo-
ries where a lattice provides a natural ultra-violet cut-off and
facilitates numerical simulations of quantum fields159. One
could think, e.g., of systems of strongly correlated electron
systems or lattice vibrations of a crystal lattice. With the ad-
vent of research on cold atoms in optical lattices, quantum
lattice systems can also be prepared in laboratory conditions
with an unprecedented degree of control22.

We will consider—at least in parts of this article—general
lattices. Each vertex of the lattice is associated with a quan-
tum system, such as a spin, a bosonic or a fermionic sys-
tem. It is convenient to think of this lattice as a simple graph
G = (L,E) with vertices L, and the edge set E labeling
neighborhood relations. G could be the graph representing
a one-dimensional chain with periodic boundary conditions,
and in fact a good proportion of this article will deal with
such quantum chains. For later purposes, it will be conve-
nient to think in terms of such a slightly more general picture,
however. The Hilbert space of the total many-body system is
then the tensor product

H =
⊗

j∈L
Hj

where Hj is the Hilbert space associated with the physical
system on lattice site j. On such a lattice, one has dist(j, k)
for j, k ∈ L as the natural graph theoretical distance which is
the length of the shortest path connecting j and k. For a cubic
lattice of dimension D with periodic boundary conditions, in
turn, dist(j, k) =

∑D
d=1 |jd − kd|, where the components of

j, k ∈ L are taken modulo the base length of the cubic lattice.
We will be concerned largely with local Hamiltonians on

lattices. This means that the physical system associated with
a specific lattice site will interact only with its neighbors and
not with all sites of the lattice. The total Hamiltonian can
hence be written as

H =
∑

X⊂L
HX ,

where HX has a compact support X , independent of the sys-
tem size, that is the number of lattice sites denoted by |L|.

The boundary surface area s(I) of a distinguished region
I of the lattice L can be defined in a very natural fashion on
such a graph as the cardinality of the set of boundary points

∂I = {i ∈ I : there is a j ∈ L\I with dist(i, j) = 1} , (1)

so s(I) = |∂I|, see Fig. 1. Throughout the article, unless de-
fined specifically otherwise, we will say that the entanglement
entropy satisfies an area law if

S(ρI) = O(s(I)).
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This means that the entropy of the reduced state ρI scales at
most as the boundary area of the region I .

Before we dive into the details of known results on area
laws in quantum many-body systems, let us appreciate how
unusual it is for a quantum state to satisfy an area law. In
fact, a quantum state picked at random will exhibit a very
different scaling behavior. If one has a lattice system with
d-dimensional constituents and divides it into a subsystem
I ⊂ L and the complement O = L\I , then one may consider
the expected entanglement entropy of I for the natural choice,
the unitarily invariant Haar measure. One finds89,174,206

E[S(ρI)] > |I| log2(d)− d|I|−|O|

2 log2(2)
.

That is, asymptotically, the typical entropy of a subsystem
is almost maximal, and hence linear in the number of con-
stituents |I|. Hence a “typical” quantum state will asymptot-
ically satisfy a volume law, and not an area law. As we will
see that area laws are common for ground states of quantum
many-body systems, we find that in this sense, ground states
are very non-generic. This fact is heavily exploited in numer-
ical approaches to study ground states of strongly correlated
many-body systems: One does not have to vary over all quan-
tum states in variational approaches, but merely over a much
smaller set of states that are good candidates of approximat-
ing ground states of local Hamiltonians well, that is states that
satisfy an area law.

III. ONE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS

Most known results on area laws refer to one-dimensional
chains such as harmonic or spin chains. This emphasis
is no surprise: After all, a number of physical ideas—like
the Jordan-Wigner transformation—as well as mathematical
methods—such as the theory of Toeplitz determinants and
Fisher-Hartwig techniques—are specifically tailored to one-
dimensional translationally invariant systems.

If we distinguish a contiguous set of quantum systems of
a chain, a block I = {1, . . . , n} the boundary of the block
consists of only one (two) site(s) for open (periodic) boundary
conditions. An area law then clearly means that the entropy is
upper bounded by a constant independent of the block size n
and the lattice size |L|, i.e.,

S(ρI) = O(1). (2)

We will see that in quantum chains, a very clear picture
emerges concerning the scaling of the entanglement entropy.
Whether an area law holds or not, will largely depend on
whether the system is at a quantum critical point or not. We
will summarize what is known in one-dimensional systems at
the end of the detailed discussion of quantum chains, starting
with bosonic harmonic chains.

A. Bosonic harmonic chain

Bosonic harmonic quantum systems, as well as fermionic
models and their quantum spin chain counterparts like the XY

model, play a seminal role in the study of quantum many-body
systems. Harmonic lattice systems model discrete versions of
Klein-Gordon fields, vibrational modes of crystal lattices or
of trapped ions and serve generally as lowest order approxi-
mations to anharmonic systems. The fact that they are inte-
grable renders even sophisticated questions like the scaling of
the geometric entropy in instances amenable to fully analyt-
ical study, even in higher spatial dimensions. In fact, in the
latter case these so-called quasi-free models are the only set-
tings that allow for rigorous analytical results so far. Hence,
they do form the central object of consideration to explore
what should be expected concerning general scaling laws.

The Hamiltonian for a harmonic lattice L is given by

H =
1

2

∑

i,j∈L

(
piPi,jpj + xiXi,jxj

)
, (3)

where X,P ∈ R|L|×|L| are real, symmetric and positive ma-
trices determining the coupling structure of the systems. The
canonical operators xi, pi satisfy the canonical commutation
relations [xj , pk] = iδj,k. In terms of the bosonic annihilation
operators bj = (xj + ipj)/

√
2 the Hamiltonian eq. (3) reads

H =
1

2

∑

i,j

(
b†iAi,jbj + biAi,jb

†
j + biBi,jbj + b†iBi,jb

†
j

)
, (4)

where A = (X + P )/2, B = (X − P )/2. Ground and ther-
mal states of the above Hamiltonian are fully characterized
by the second moments of the canonical operators, while first
moments vanish75 (entanglement properties of the state are in-
variant under changes of first moments anyway). The second
moments define the covariance matrix

Γi,j = 〈{ri, rj}〉 = 〈rirj〉+ 〈rjri〉, (5)

where r = (x1, . . . , x|L|, p1, . . . , p|L|) is the vector of canon-
ical operators. The covariance matrix of the ground state of
eq. (3) is given by Γ = Γx ⊕ Γp, where

Γp = X1/2
(
X1/2PX1/2

)−1/2
X1/2

and Γx = Γ−1
p , see refs.55,201. On the level of covari-

ance matrices unitary operations express themselves as sym-
plectic transformations S that preserve the commutation re-
lations σk,l = i[rk, rl], i.e., SσST = σ. Importantly,
Williamson’s Theorem states that for any strictly positive ma-
trix A ∈ R2N×2N there exist a symplectic transformation S
such that SAST = D, where D is a diagonal matrix with the
same spectrum as the positive square roots of (iσA)2. The
eigenvalues di of D are called the symplectic eigenvalues of
A.

Now, what is the entanglement content of the ground state?
To answer this we need to define entanglement measures and
compute them in terms of the properties of the covariance ma-
trix. The first of these is of course the entropy of entangle-
ment. Williamson’s theorem shows that any function of a state
that is unitarily invariant is fully determined by the symplectic
eigenvalues. Notably, the entropy of a Gaussian state ρ with
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symplectic eigenvalues d1, . . . , dN of the covariance matrix
of ρ is given by

S(ρ) =

N∑

j=1

(
dj + 1

2
log2

dj + 1

2
− dj − 1

2
log2

dj − 1

2

)
.

A key ingredient in the analytical work is another full en-
tanglement measure that was defined in quantum information
theory, the logarithmic negativity70,74,182,186,224,246. It is de-
fined as

EN (ρ, I) = log2 ‖ρΓI‖1,

where ‖A‖1 = tr[(A†A)1/2] is the trace norm and ρΓI is the
partial transpose of ρ with respect to the interior I . The
partial transpose w.r.t. the second subsystem is defined as
(|i〉〈k| ⊗ |j〉〈l|)Γ2 = |i〉〈k| ⊗ |l〉〈j| and extended by linear-
ity. On the level of covariance matrices the partial transpose is
partial time reversal, i.e. pi 7→ −pi if i ∈ I while xi remains
invariant. Then for ρ with covariance matrix Γ = Γx ⊕ Γp
we find that ρΓI has covariance matrix Γ′ = Γx ⊕ (FΓpF ),
where the diagonal matrix F has entries Fi,j = ±δi,j , de-
pending on whether a coordinate is in I or O: Then one finds
for a state with covariance matrix Γ = Γx⊕Γp the logarithmic
negativity7,53

EN (ρ, I) =
1

2

|L|∑

k=1

log2 max
{

1, λk
(
Γ−1
p FΓ−1

x F
)}
,

where the {λk} denote the eigenvalues. The logarithmic neg-
ativity has two key features. Mathematically, the importance
of EN (ρ, I) is due to

EN (ρ, I) ≥ S(ρI) (6)

which holds for all pure states ρ. This upper bound for the
entanglement entropy is simpler to compute as one does not
have to look at spectra of reductions ρI but of the full sys-
tem. This renders a study of area laws possible even in higher
dimensional systems. Secondly, in contrast to the entropy
of entanglement, the negativity is also an entanglement mea-
sure for mixed states, such as thermal states and provides
an upper bound on other important measures of mixed state
entanglement20,49,186,212.

All of the above holds for general lattices L but for the
moment we will focus on the one-dimensional setting, that
is L = {1, . . . , N} where N is even to allow us to consider
the symmetrically bisected chain I = {1, . . . , N/2} with pe-
riodic boundary conditions and P = 1. We concentrate on
the ground state and discuss thermal states later.2 It is worth
noting that in higher spatial dimension the natural analog of
this setting, the half-space, is of some importance as it allows
for a reduction of the problem in question to the 1-D case

2 We do not discuss the entanglement properties in excited states here as this
area has not been explored in detail so far60,208.

discussed here56. Furthermore, the scaling behavior of the en-
tanglement of the half-chain has direct consequences on the
availability of efficient representations of the state by means
of matrix-product states as will be discussed in some detail
later on in this article. For a general nearest-neighbor cou-
pling this means that X is the circulant matrix,

X = circ(a, b, 0, . . . , 0, b), (7)

as a consequence of translational invariance. b specifies the
coupling strength, a defines the on-site term, λmin(X) = a −
2|b|, i.e., positivity demands a > 2|b|, and the energy gap
above the ground state is given by ∆E = λ

1/2
min (XP ) = (a −

2|b|)1/2. For the logarithmic negativity of the symmetrically
bisected half-chain we find7:

Theorem 1 (Exact negativity of the half-chain) Consider a
Hamiltonian of a harmonic chain on L = {1, . . . , N} with
periodic boundary conditions, P = 1, and nearest-neighbor
interactions as in eq. (7). Then the entanglement entropy of
the symmetrically bisected chain and the logarithmic negativ-
ity satisfy

S(ρI) ≤ EN (ρ, I) =
1

4
log2

(
a+ 2|b|
a− 2|b|

)
=

1

2
log2

(‖X‖1/2
∆E

)

(8)
where ‖ · ‖ is the operator norm and ∆E = λ

1/2
min (X).

The quantity ‖X‖will later be related to the speed of sound
in the system. This expression for the block entanglement
quantified with respect to the negativity is exact and no ap-
proximation. This was to the knowledge of the authors a first
rigorous area law for a lattice system, complementing earlier
seminal work for fields43. Remarkably, this expression is en-
tirely independent of N , the system size. The most important
observation here is that an area law holds, which can be ex-
pressed in terms of the spectral gap in the system: Whenever
the system is non-critical in the sense that the energy gap ∆E
satisfies ∆E ≥ c > 0 with a system size independent con-
stant c, a one-dimensional area law will hold. The above link
of entanglement entropy and spectral gap in the system can
be established in much more generality and we will delay this
discussion to a later subsection.

The argument leading to Theorem 1 is involved, and for de-
tails we refer to ref.7. The interesting aspect of this proof is
that the spectrum of the half chain can not be obtained ana-
lytically, thus not allowing for a direct computation of the en-
tanglement content. Instead, it is the particular combination
of spectral values of the partial transpose entering EN (ρ, I)
itself that can be explicitly computed. The proof makes heavy
use of the symmetry of the problem, namely the invariance
under a flip of the two half chains.

This result suggested that the locality of the interaction in
the gapped model is inherited by the locality of entanglement,
a picture that was also later confirmed in more generality.
Note that the above bound is a particularly tight one, and that
it may well suggest what prefactor in terms of the energy gap
and speed of sound one might expect in general area laws, as
we will discuss later.
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Let us now consider an important model for which the en-
ergy gap vanishes in the thermodynamical limit N → ∞:
Taking a = m2 + 2N2, b = −N2, identifying lattice sites
by i = xN , and the canonical operators by xi = N−1/2φ(x),
pi = N−1/2π(x), one obtains the Klein-Gordon field Hamil-
tonian

H =
1

2

∫ 1

0

dx

(
π2(x) +

(
∂

∂x
φ(x)

)2

+m2φ2(x)

)
, (9)

in the field limit N → ∞. (For a detailed discussion of the
continuum limit for the Klein-Gordon field, see also ref.25.)
From the expression (8) for the entanglement, we immediately
obtain

EN (ρ, I) =
1

4
log2

(
1 +

4N2

m2

)
→N→∞

1

2
log2

(
2N

m

)
.

(10)
This is a striking difference to the area laws that we have ob-
served earlier, now the entanglement does not saturate but di-
verges with the length of the half-chain.3 The behavior ob-
served here will be mirrored by a similar logarithmic diver-
gence in critical quantum spin chains and fermionic systems.
This will be discussed in the following section.

B. Fermionic chain and the XY model

Following the initial work on bosonic models of ref.7 sim-
ilar questions were explored in fermionic systems and the as-
sociated spin models. The numerical studies in refs.147,223 pre-
sented a significant first step in this direction. Their key obser-
vation, later confirmed rigorously132,134,138 using techniques
that we will sketch in this section, is that the scaling of the en-
tanglement entropy as a function of the block size appears to
be related to the system being quantum critical or not. Again,
for a gapped system, away from a quantum critical point, the
entanglement entropy would saturate, i.e., an area law holds.
In turn in all cases when the system was critical, the numerical
study indicated that the entanglement entropy grows beyond
all bounds. More specifically, it grows logarithmically with
the block size. This behavior is also consistent with the be-
havior of geometric entropies in conformal field theory43,122

which applies to the critical points of the models discussed in
refs.93,143,147,223. The intriguing aspect here is that being crit-
ical or not is not only reflected by the scaling of expectation
values of two-point correlators, but in fact by the ground state
entanglement, so genuine quantum correlations.

This section defines the setting, introduces the basic con-
cepts required and outlines the rigorous results in more de-
tail. Fermionic quasi-free models, that is Hamiltonians that

3 Compare also the divergence of the entanglement entropy in collectively
interacting chains211.

are quadratic in fermionic operators fi and f†i ,

H =
1

2

∑

i,j∈L

(
f†i Ai,jfj − fiAi,jf†j + fiBi,jfj − f†i Bi,jf†j

)

(11)
may be treated by similar analytical techniques and follow
similar intuition to the bosonic case. In eq. (11), to ensure
Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian,AT = A andBT = −B must
hold for the matrices A and B defining the coupling. The role
of the canonical coordinates is taken by the Majorana oper-
ators xj = (f†j + fj)/

√
2 and pj = i(f†j − fj)/

√
2, while

the role of symplectic transformations is taken by orthogonal
transformations. The energy gap above the ground state is
given by the smallest non-zero singular value of A+B.

Note that, in contrast to the bosonic case, the ground state
is 2|L|−rank(A+B) =: q-fold degenerate. We define the ground
state expectation 〈·〉 = tr[·P0]/q, where P0 projects onto the
ground state sector. Then, as in the bosonic case, the ground
state is fully characterized by two-point correlations embodied
in the covariance matrix with entries

−iΓi,j = 〈[ri, rj ]〉 = 〈rirj〉 − 〈rjri〉,

where now r = (x1, . . . , x|L|, p1, . . . , p|L|) collects Majorana
operators. One then finds

Γ =

(
0 −V
V T 0

)
, V = |A+B|+(A+B), (12)

where ·+ indicates the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of
a matrix124, i.e., for a unique ground state one simply has V =
|A + B|−1(A + B). The entropy of a contiguous block I of
fermions in the ground state can be expressed in terms of the
singular values σk of the principle submatrix VI of V . One
finds S(ρI) =

∑
k f(σk), where

f(x) = −1− x
2

log2

(
1− x

2

)
− 1 + x

2
log2

(
1 + x

2

)
.

(13)
All the above holds for general lattices but for the moment we
will turn to a discussion of L = {1, . . . , N}.

We have started the discussion on the level of fermionic
operators to highlight the similarity to the bosonic case. It is
important to note however, that these fermionic models share
a close relationship to natural spin models in the 1-D setting.
This is revealed by the Jordan Wigner transformation which
relates fermionic operators with spin operators according to

σzi = 1− 2f†i fi,
σxi + iσyi

2
=

i−1∏

k=1

(1− 2f†kfk)fi, (14)

where σxi , σ
y
i , σ

z
i denote the Pauli operators associated with

site i ∈ L. The fermionic model eq. (11) is hence equivalent
to a spin model with short or long-range interactions.

The most important model of this kind is the XY model
with a transverse magnetic field, with nearest-neighbor in-
teraction, Ai,i = λ, Ai,j = −1/2 if dist(i, j) = 1, and
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Bi,j = −Bj,i = γ/2 for dist(i, j) = 1. This gives rise to

H = −1

2

∑

〈i,j〉

(
1 + γ

4
σxi σ

x
j +

1− γ
4

σyi σ
y
j

)
− λ

2

∑

i∈L
σzi ,

(15)
where 〈i, j〉 denotes summation over nearest neighbors, γ is
the anisotropy parameter, and λ an external magnetic field.4

Once again, translational invariance of the model means that
the spectrum can be readily computed by means of a discrete
Fourier transform. One obtains

Ek =
(
(λ− cos(2πk/N))2 + γ2 sin2(2πk/N)

)1/2
,

for k = 1, . . . , N . This is a well-known integrable
model11,154.

In the plane defined by (γ, λ) several critical lines can be
identified: Along the lines |λ| = 1 and on the line segment
γ = 0, |λ| ≤ 1, the system is critical, limN→∞∆E(N) =
0. For all other points in the (γ, λ) plane the exists a c > 0
independent of N such that ∆E ≥ c. The class of models
with γ = 1 are called Ising model. The most important case
subsequently is the isotropic case of the XY model, then often
referred to as XX model or isotropic XY model. This is the
case when γ = 0. The XX model is critical whenever |λ| ≤ 1.
The XX model is equivalent to the Bose-Hubbard model in the
limit of hard-core bosons, so the Bose-Hubbard model with
the additional constraint that each site can be occupied by at
most a single boson.

Let us assume that we have a non-degenerate ground state,
such that the entropy of entanglement S(ρI) really quantifies
the entanglement content. For the translation-invariant system
at hand, the entries Vi,j = Vi−j of V are given by

Vl =
1

|L|

|L|∑

k=1

gke
2πilk/|L|, gk = λk

(
A+B

|A+B|

)
. (16)

The entanglement properties of the model are encoded in the
numbers gk. For N = |L| → ∞, we can write

Vl =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

dφ g(φ)eilφ,

4 Note that the boundary conditions give rise to a (sometimes overlooked)
subtlety here. For open boundary conditions in the fermionic model, the
Jordan Wigner transformation relates the above fermionic model to the spin
model in eq. (15) with open boundary conditions. For periodic boundary
conditions, the term f†Nf1 is replaced by the operator (

∏N
j=1(2f†j fj −

1))f†Nf1. Hence, strictly speaking, the periodic fermionic model does not
truly correspond to the periodic XY model65. Importantly, the degeneracy
of ground states is affected by this. For a degenerate ground state, the
entanglement of formation20, the relative entropy of entanglement212, the
distillable entanglement20 or the logarithmic negativity of the ground state
sector are the appropriate entanglement quantifiers125,186, and no longer the
entropy of entanglement. Only in the case that for large subsystems n one
can almost certainly locally distinguish the finitely many different ground
states, the entropy of entanglement for each of the degenerate ground states
still gives the correct value for the entanglement of a subsystem.

for |l| ≤ N/2, where g : [0, 2π) → C is called the symbol
of V . Note that the Fermi surface is defined by the discon-
tinuities of the symbol. In order to evaluate the entropy of
a reduction S(ρI), we merely have to know the singular val-
ues of n × n-submatrices VI = Vn of V , see eq. (13). For
isotropic models, i.e., for B = 0, V then being symmetric,
the singular values are the absolute values of the eigenvalues.
In other words, in order to understand the correlation and en-
tanglement structure of sub-blocks of such systems, one has
to understand properties of matrices the entries of which are
of the form Ti,j = Ti−j . Such matrices are called Toeplitz
matrices. An n × n Toeplitz matrix is entirely defined by the
2n− 1 numbers Tl, l = 1− n, . . . , n− 1.

The spectral values λ1(Tn), . . . , λn(Tn) of Tn are just the
zeros of the characteristic polynomial

det(Tn − λ1) =

n∏

k=1

(λk(Tn)− λ),

so in order to grasp the asymptotic behavior of the spectrum of
Tn, it is sufficient to know the asymptotic behavior of this de-
terminant expression.5 The mathematical theory of determi-
nants of such Toeplitz matrices is very much developed. The
Fisher-Hartwig Theorem provides exactly the tools to study
the asymptotic behavior of Toeplitz determinants in terms of
the symbol. Crudely speaking, what matters are the zeros of
g and the jumps: Once g is written in what can be called a
normal form, one can “read off” the asymptotic behavior of
the sequence of Toeplitz determinants defined by this symbol.
Note that the matrices Vn − z1 take here the role of Tn. The
exact formulation of the Fisher-Hartwig Theorem is presented
in the appendix.

This machinery was used in refs.72,132,134,138 to evaluate the
asymptotic behavior of the block entropy for the critical XX
model and other isotropic models. In the first paper intro-
ducing this idea134, in fact, there is a single jump from 1 to
−1 in the symbol defining the Toeplitz matrices (and no ze-
ros), which gives rise to the prefactor of 1/3 of log2(n) in
the formula for the entanglement entropy in the XX model.
This prefactor—which emerges here rather as a consequence
of mathematical properties of the symbol—is related to the
conformal charge of the underlying conformal field theory.
In more general isotropic models, as has been pointed out
in ref.138, the number of jumps determines the prefactor in
the entanglement scaling. Hence in such quasi-free isotropic
fermionic models, the connection between criticality and a
logarithmic divergence is very transparent and clear: If there
is no Fermi surface at all, and hence no jump in the symbol,

5 Once this quantity is known, one can evaluate the entropy by means of

S(ρI) =

n∑
k=1

f(|λk|) = lim
ε→0

∮
dz

2πi
fε(z)

∂

∂z
log det(Vn − z1). (17)

Here, the integration path in the complex plane has been chosen to contain
all eigenvalues λk(Vn). The function fε is a continuation of f : We require
that limε→0 fε(z) = f(|z|), including the parameter ε such that fε is
analytic within the contour of integration.
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the system will be gapped and hence non-critical. Then, the
entropy will saturate to a constant.

In contrast, in case there is a Fermi surface, this will lead
to jumps in the symbol, and the system is critical. In any
such case one will find a logarithmically divergent entangle-
ment entropy. The prefactor is determined by the number of
jumps. So more physically speaking, what matters is the num-
ber of boundary points of the Fermi surface in the interval
[0, 2π). So—if one can say so in a simple one-dimensional
system—the “topology of the Fermi surface determines the
prefactor”. This aspect will later be discussed in more detail.
Refs.132,134,138 find the following:

Theorem 2 (Critical quasi-free fermionic chains)
Consider a family of quasi-free isotropic fermionic Hamil-
tonians with periodic boundary conditions as in eq. (11)
with B = 0. Then, the entanglement entropy of a block of
I = {1, . . . , n} continuous spins scales as

S(ρI) = ξ log2(n) +O(1).

ξ > 0 is a constant that can be related to the number of jumps
in the symbol (defined above). This applies, e.g., to the scaling
of the entanglement entropy in the XX spin model, for which

S(ρI) =
1

3
log2(n) +O(1).

The constant ξ is not to be mistaken for the conformal
charge which will be discussed later. These arguments cor-
respond to the isotropic model with B = 0, where the Fisher-
Hartwig machinery can be conveniently applied. In contrast,
the anisotropic case, albeit innocent-looking, is overburdened
with technicalities. Then, in order to compute the singular
values of submatrices of V as in eq. (12), it is no longer suffi-
cient to consider Toeplitz matrices, but block Toeplitz matrices
where the entries are conceived as 2×2 matrices. This setting
has been studied in detail in ref.132 in case of a non-critical
anisotropic system, finding again a saturation of the entangle-
ment entropy and in ref.133 where the prefactor of the area law
for the entanglement entropy in the gapped XX model was
computed rigorously. Ref.93 discusses also other Renyi en-
tropies in this model.

Using an idea that originates from the concept of single-
copy entanglement all these technicalities may be avoided and
we can prove that the entanglement entropy diverges at least
logarithmically in case of a critical (anisotropic) Ising model.
The Ω notation just means that there is asymptotically a lower
bound with this behavior.6

Theorem 3 (Divergence for the critical Ising model) The
entanglement entropy in the critical Ising model scales as

S(ρI) = Ω(log2 n). (18)

6 f(n) = Ω(g(n)) if ∃C > 0, n0 : ∀n > n0 : |Cg(n)| ≤ |f(n)|.

The starting point leading to this result from ref.72 is a lower
bound in the operator norm of ρI leading to

− log2 ||ρI ||∞ = − log2 det((1+ Vn)/2)

≥ −1

2
log2 |det(Vn)|. (19)

This makes a big difference: We now no longer need the
singular values of Vn (which would lead to an enormously
complicated block Toeplitz expression, for a case for which
the Fisher-Hartwig conjecture has not yet been proven).
Instead—as the absolute value of the determinant is just as
well the product of the absolute values of the eigenvalues as of
the singular values—we can use the ordinary Fisher-Hartwig
machinery to get an asymptotic handle on eigenvalues. For the
critical Ising model, we can again find an explicit factorization
of the Fisher-Hartwig-symbol, in terms of a function reflecting
a single discontinuity and an analytical function. Using again
a proven instance of the Fisher-Hartwig conjecture152—albeit
a different one than used in the case of an isotropic model—
one finds the bound as in eq. (18); for details see ref.72. The
entanglement in two blocks of the critical Ising model has
been studied in ref.81.

Another useful starting point to obtain bounds to entan-
glement entropies in fermionic systems is to make use of
quadratic bounds to the entropy function: Such quadratic
bounds immediately translate to a bound to the function f in
the expression of the entropy of a fermionic state in terms of
the covariance matrix as in eq. (13), as

(1− x2)1/2 ≥ f(x) ≥ 1− x2. (20)

This immediately translates to a bound of the form tr[(1 −
VIV

T
I )1/2] ≥ S(ρI) ≥ tr[1 − VIV TI ], where VI is the sub-

matrix of V associated with the interior I83. These bounds
have also been exploited in the higher-dimensional analysis in
ref.238.

A method to obtain area laws in particular for symmetri-
cally bisected quantum chains is the so-called method of cor-
ner transfer matrices. This method has first been used in ref.36

for the computation of the entanglement entropy, using ideas
going back to ref.177. The infinite sum of ref.36 could be per-
formed in ref.176, giving also rise to a formula for the entan-
glement entropy in the XX model. This idea has also applied
to further models in ref.231.

To conclude the discussion of critical quasi-free fermionic
models let us note that the correspondence of being critical
(gapped) and having a logarithmically divergent (saturating)
entanglement entropy holds true for local systems only. If
one allows for long-ranged interactions, then one can indeed
find gapped, non-critical models that exhibit a logarithmically
divergent entanglement entropy73:

Theorem 4 (Gapped model with long-range interactions)
There exist models with long-range interactions, the coupling
strength being bounded by r/dist(j, k) for some constant
r > 0, such that for some constant ξ > 0

S(ρI) = ξ log2(n) +O(1).
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Hence, being gapped—albeit having power-law
correlations—does not necessarily imply an area law. If
one allows for long-range interactions (and a fractal structure
of the Fermi-surface), one can show that one can even
approach arbitrarily well a volume law for the entanglement
entropy83,85. Interestingly, states that are defined by quantum
expanders can have exponentially decaying correlations and
still have large entanglement, as has been proven in refs.19,112.
These models give again rise to long-range Hamiltonians,
but they still very clearly demonstrate a strong distinction
between correlations and entanglement.

C. General gapped local spin models

We will now turn to the discussion of general 1-D gapped
spin models with local interactions, where each site supports
a d-dimensional quantum system. As it is stated rigorously
in the theorem below for such models an area law always
holds111. The proof is deeply rooted in the existence of Lieb-
Robinson bounds which have also been essential in the proof
of the exponential decay of correlation functions in gapped
local models115,161.7

As we allow for arbitrary d, it is sufficient to consider
Hamiltonians on the chain L = {1, . . . , N} that have inter-
actions only to nearest neighbors. Then

H =
∑

j∈L
Hj,j+1 (21)

whereHj,j+1 is supported on sites j and j+1. We also impose
a constraint of finite-interaction strength in that the operator
norm ‖Hi,i+1‖ ≤ J for some J > 0. Then ref.111 finds:

Theorem 5 (Area law for gapped spin chains) Consider a
local Hamiltonian H as in eq. (21) with finite interaction
strength. SupposeH has a unique ground state with a spectral
gap ∆E to the first excited state. Let us as before consider the
block I = {1, . . . , n}. Then,

S(ρI) ≤ Smax = c0ξ ln(6ξ) ln(d)26ξ ln(d), (22)

for some numerical constant c0 > 0 of order unity, and where
ξ = max(2v/∆E, ξC), v is the velocity of sound and ξC > 0
is of the order of unity.

The proof of this statement is quite intricate111 and well be-
yond the scope in this article. At its heart is the way locality
enters by virtue of the Lieb-Robinson Theorem. It is a state-
ment on the existence of a speed of sound in local Hamiltonian
systems with finite-dimensional constituents: Let us imagine

7 This result is compatible with an earlier result of an area law in 1-D gapped
quantum field theories, based on the c-theorem presented in ref.36. This
work also connected the role of the boundary points between regions I
and O with the cluster decomposition in quantum field theory. In gapless
system with open boundaries, the entropy is then half of the one in the
situation of having periodic boundary conditions.

we single out two disjoint sets X,Y from a lattice, and con-
sider observables A and B that have support only on X and
Y , respectively. Then [A,B] = 0. If we evolve A with time
under a local Hamiltonian H it is no longer exactly true that
A(t) and B commute: A(t) will be significantly supported on
more and more sites, “melting away”, and developing a long
tail in support. For short times or large distances between
sets X and Y , the commutator of A(t) and B will be very
small. How small exactly is governed by the Lieb-Robinson
Theorem111,115,153,161:

Theorem 6 (Lieb-Robinson-Theorem) Let H be as in eq.
(21) a local Hamiltonian with a finite interaction strength.
Then there exists a velocity of sound v > 0 and µ, c > 0 such
that for any two operators A and B with support on disjoint
sets X and Y we have that

‖[A(t), B]‖ ≤ c ‖A‖ ‖B‖ exp (−µ(dist(X,Y )− v|t|)) ,
(23)

where the distance between sets is taken to be dist(X,Y ) =
mini∈X,j∈Y (|i− j|), and where

A(t) = eiHtAe−iHt.

The velocity v is of order J .

This statement, natural as it may seem when viewed with
a reasonable physical intuition, is a rigorous, and profound
statement on how locality manifests itself in quantum lattice
systems. From this bound, the decay of correlation func-
tions in gapped models can be proven115,161, an area law as
above,111, the quantization of the Hall conducance for inter-
acting electrons116, as well as statements concerning propa-
gation of quantum information and correlations through local
dynamics31.8 Lieb-Robinson bounds also feature in the proof
of a higher-dimensional Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem110,162.

We will later, in Subsection IV.G, encounter another conse-
quence of the Lieb-Robinson theorem, namely that quenched
non-equilibrium systems generically satisfy area laws when
starting from a product state and undergoing time evolution
under a local Hamiltonian. This perspective receives a lot of
attention in the context of non-equilibrium dynamics of quan-
tum many-body systems. Here, the Lieb-Robinson is also the
basis for the functioning of numerical light cone methods to
study time evolution of quantum many-body systems Light-
Cone,MPS,NonMPS,NonMPS2, in which effectively, only
the essential part inside the causal cone is simulated.

D. Results from conformal field theory

In critical models the correlation length diverges and the
models become scale invariant and allow for a description in
terms of conformal field theories. According to the universal-
ity hypothesis, the microscopic details become irrelevant for a

8 The assumption that we have a spin system, meaning finite-dimensional
local constituents, is crucial here.
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number of key properties. These universal quantities then de-
pend only on basic properties like the symmetry of the system,
or the spatial dimension. Models from the same universality
class are characterized by the same fixed point Hamiltonian
under renormalization transformations, which is invariant un-
der general rotations. Conformal field theory then describes
such continuum models, which have the symmetry of the con-
formal group (including translations, rotations, and scalings).
The universality class is characterized by the central charge c,
a quantity that roughly quantifies the “degrees of freedom of
the theory”. For free bosons c = 1, whereas the Ising univer-
sality class has c = 1/2.

Once a model is known to be described by a conformal
field theory, powerful methods are available to compute uni-
versal properties, and entanglement entropies (or even the full
reduced spectra) of subsystems.9 This approach applies for
1+1-dimensional systems, that is with one spatial dimension.
In the seminal work ref.122 the entanglement entropy in 1 + 1-
dimensions has been calculated, see also refs.43,226. The work
refs.36,44 put this into a more general context, and also allow
for non-contiguous regions I . The local spectra of the reduc-
tions are discussed in refs.42,166,168. Block-block entanglement
is also discussed in ref.91,156. For a short non-technical review,
see ref.38.

Starting point of the computations is the observation that
powers of the reduced density matrix ρnI for any positive in-
teger n can be computed. The series tr[ρnI ] =

∑
j λj(ρI)

n

is absolute convergent and analytic for all Re(n) > 1. The
derivative exists, and hence one can make use of

S(ρI) = lim
n↘1
− 1

ln 2

∂

∂n
tr[ρnI ]

to compute the entanglement entropy. This procedure is typ-
ically referred to as “replica trick”. This leads in 1 + 1-
dimensions to the expression122

S(ρI) =
c

3
log2(l/a) +O(1), (24)

where c is as above the central charge, l is the length of a
single interval forming region I , a is an ultraviolet cutoff, cor-
responding to a lattice spacing, to avoid an ultraviolet diver-
gence, cp. eq. (10). The above constant C is hence nothing
but c/3. This divergence is also removed by using the mutual
information46, see Section V.B. The offset constant in eq. (24)
is non-universal. So the logarithmic divergence of the entan-
glement entropy in the length of the interval is recovered here.
From the expression given in ref.36 for ρnI , one also finds for
the Renyi entropies for α > 1

Sα(ρI) =
c

6
(1 + 1/α) log2(l/a) +O(1).

9 Conformal field theory provides—in this context specifically in 1 + 1-
dimensions—a powerful repertory of methods to compute quantities that
are otherwise inaccessible especially for non-integrable models. From a
mathematical physics perspective, it is the lack of a rigorous proof of the
relationship between the lattice model and the conformal field theory that
makes such a treatment, pedantically speaking, non-rigorous.

If one is close to the critical point, where the correlation length
ξ > 0 is large but finite, one can often still effectively describe
the system by a conformal field theory. One then obtains for
the entanglement entropy36 (compare also ref.105)

S(ρI)→
c

3
log2(ξ/a).

E. Disordered spin chains

Natural systems will generally exhibit a certain amount of
quenched disorder which means that the model parameters are
drawn randomly and the resulting correlation functions or en-
tanglement entropiesE[S(ρI)] have to be considered as being
averaged over the a priori distributions, with average E. The
critical behavior of quantum spin chains with “quenched” dis-
order is remarkably different from its counterpart in the corre-
sponding pure case, in several respects. Hence, it is only nat-
ural to ask whether the scaling of the entanglement entropy is
influenced by having some disorder in the model. This ques-
tion has first been posed in ref.189 for the spin-1/2 random
anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg model,

H =
∑

j∈L
Jj
(
σxj σ

x
j+1 + σyj σ

y
j+1 + σzjσ

z
j+1

)
,

with {Jj} drawn from a suitable continuous distribution. The
low energy properties of this model, along with the ran-
dom XX model, are described by what is called a random-
singlet phase145. Using a real-space renormalization group
approach189, the intuition can be developed that in this phase,
singlets form in a random fashion, distributed over all length
scales. The entanglement entropy of a sub-block is hence
obtained by effectively counting the singlets that cross the
boundary of the sub-block. This intuition is further developed
in ref.190. Within the framework of a real-space renormaliza-
tion group approach—it is shown that the averaged entangle-
ment entropy for a large class of disordered models scales like

E[S(ρI)] =
γ

3
log2(n) +O(1).

In this class one hence observes universal behavior in the scal-
ing of the averaged entanglement entropy. The intuition elabo-
rated on above is further corroborated by work on the random
anti-ferromagnetic XXZ chain126, described by a Hamiltonian

H =
∑

j∈L
Jj
(
σxj σ

x
j+1 + σyj σ

y
j+1 + ∆jσ

z
jσ

z
j+1

)
,

where {Jj} are positive, uncorrelated random variables
drawn from some probability distribution and the uncorrelated
anisotropy parameters {∆j} are also taken from a probability
distribution. In this work, the observation is further explored
that the scaling of the averaged entanglement entropy can be
universal, even if correlation amplitudes are not, in that they
would manifest themselves only in non-leading order terms in
the entanglement entropy. This intuition is also further cor-
roborated in refs.155,240, on the entanglement entropy in a 2-D
situation.
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From a fully rigorous perspective, the entanglement en-
tropy in the random Ising model—for which ref.189 finds a
scaling with the effective central charge of ln(

√
2)— has re-

cently been revisited with methods and ideas of percolation
theory100. This approach is more limited than the Fisher-
Hartwig techniques in terms of the class of models that can be
considered—the Ising model only—but is more powerful in
that also disordered systems with no translational invariance
can be considered.

Theorem 7 (Non-translationally invariant Ising model)
Consider the Ising model

H = −1

2

∑

j,k∈L,dist(j,k)=1

λj,kXjXk −
∑

j∈L
δjZj ,

where λj,k ≥ 0 and δj ≥ 0 are the spin-coupling and external
field intensities, respectively, which may depend on the lattice
site in a non-translationally invariant system. The total num-
ber of sites is N = 2m + n + 1, with {1, . . . , n} being the
distinguished region. Then there exist γ, α, C with properties
as in the subsequent footnote 10. If γ > 4 ln 2, then there exist
constants c1, c2 > 0 depending only on γ such that

S(ρI) ≤ c1 log2(n) + c2, (26)

for m ≥ 0, so the entanglement entropy is at most logarithmi-
cally divergent.

The general picture that emerges is that the entanglement
entropy scales as in the non-random case, but with a differ-
ent prefactor in the logarithmic divergence. This seems natu-
ral, as the disorder tends to “localize” excitations, and hence,
with faster decaying correlations one would expect less en-
tanglement to be present in the system. Yet, there are excep-
tions: Cases in which one does find a logarithmic divergence,
but with a larger prefactor compared to the non-random case.
This includes the random quantum Potts model with spin di-
mension d: Here, for the very large dimension of d > 41 one
finds a larger factor197. The exploration and complete classi-
fication of the role of disorder to entanglement properties of
ground states—including non-critical and higher-dimensional
models—remains an interesting challenge.

F. Matrix-product states

Matrix-product states (MPS) play a very central role in the
context of area laws for the entanglement entropy. They form

10 Let λ, δ ∈ (0,∞) and write θ = λ/δ. There exist constants α,C ∈
(0,∞)—depending on θ only— and a constant γ = γ(θ) satisfying 0 <
γ <∞ if θ < 1, such that, for all n ≥ 1,

‖ρnN − ρ
n
M‖ ≤ min{2, Cnαe−γN}, 2 ≤ N ≤M. (25)

Here ρnN denotes the reduced state of n sites in a system of total size N .
One may find such a γ satisfying γ →∞ as θ ↘ 0.

the class of states that is at the root of the workhorse of sim-
ulating strongly correlated quantum chains — DMRG. This
link will be elaborated upon in detail in Section VI. Here,
we focus on the entanglement and correlation properties of
MPS. In the original sense, MPS are states defined on quan-
tum chains consisting of N sites, each constituent being a d-
level system. There are several ways of defining and intro-
ducing MPS, the relationship of which may not be entirely
obvious. This is also the reason that it was left unnoticed for
some time that MPS— as being generated in DMRG—and
finitely correlated states84—as being considered in the math-
ematical physics literature—are up to translational invariance
essentially the same objects.

One way of looking at MPS is via a valence-bond picture:
For each of the constituents one introduces a virtual substruc-
ture consisting of two particles. Per site with Hilbert space
Cd, one associates a Hilbert space CD ⊗ CD for some D.
This D is sometimes referred to as the dimension of the cor-
relation space, or D called the auxiliary or virtual dimension.

A(N)A(2)A(1) · · ·

Two virtual particles
per physical site |!D!}

|!! =
!

i1,...,iN

tr
"
A

(1)
i1

· · ·A(N)
i1

#
|i1 · · · iN !|!! =

d!

i1,...,iN=1

tr[A(1)[i1] . . . A
(N)[iN ]]|i1, . . . , iN !

FIG. 2 The valence-bond picture underlying matrix-product states
as explained in the main text.

TheseD-dimensional virtual systems are thought to be pre-
pared to a maximally entangled state with each one particle of
each of the neighbors, arranged on a ring (see Fig. 2). In other
words, one starts from a pure state defined by the state vec-
tor |ψD〉⊗n, where we have defined the maximally entangled
state vector as

|ψD〉 =
1√
D

D∑

k=1

|k, k〉. (27)

Then, one applies a local linear map to each of the pairs of sys-
tems associated with every physical constituent in the center
of the chain,

A(k) =

d∑

j=1

D∑

a,b=1

A
(k)
a,b [j]|j〉〈a, b|, (28)

where k = 1, . . . , N . This procedure will prepare a certain
class of states: Indeed the MPS. We may conceive for each
site k ∈ L the collection of complex numbers A(k)

a,b [j] as the
elements of d matrices A(k)[1], . . . , A(k)[d]. For a quantum
spin chain with d = 2, we hence simply have two matrices
A(k)[1], A(k)[2] per site. This procedure of locally projecting
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to the physical dimension d gives rise to state vectors of the
form

|ψ〉 =

d∑

i1,...,iN=1

tr[A(1)[i1] . . . A(N)[iN ]]|i1, . . . , iN 〉. (29)

This is the most frequently used form of representing ma-
trix product states. For open boundary conditions in a chain
L = {1, . . . , N}, A(1)[i1] and A(N)[iN ] are row and column
vectors, respectively. MPS are described by only a number of
parameters polynomial in the system size, O(dND2), in con-
trast to the scaling of the dimension of the full Hilbert space
(Cd)⊗N , which is exponential in N .11

The particular construction of MPS immediately shows that
MPS satisfy an area law. In fact, it follows trivially from their
definition (see also fig. 2) that

S(ρI) ≤ 2 log2(D),

so the entanglement entropy is always bounded from above by
a constant in N . MPS have hence an in-built area law prop-
erty. As we have shown earlier the ground states of a variety
of Hamiltonians exhibit exactly such an area-scaling when the
system is non-critical but a logarithmic divergence when the
system is critical. This already suggests that MPS may be a
good description for ground states of non-critical systems but
that this description may become less efficient in critical sys-
tems. Indeed, it will be discussed and highlighted later in this
article that systems satisfying an area law can be economi-
cally represented as MPS so that MPS with a small auxiliary
dimension D can indeed typically approximate ground states
of local Hamiltonians.

G. Single-copy entanglement

The entanglement entropy—occupying center stage in this
article—quantifies entanglement in a very precise sense: For

11 If one allows D to (exponentially) grow with the system size, one
can easily show that actually every state vector from (Cd)⊗N can be
represented as a MPS of the form as in eq. (29). It is important to note
that MPS can not only be described with linearly many parameters in
the system size: One can also efficiently compute local properties from
them, which is a property not merely following from the small number of
parameters to define them. For expectation values of observables having a
non-trivial support on sites k, . . . , k + l ∈ L, we find 〈Sk . . . Sk+l〉 =

tr[E(1)
1

. . . E
(k−1)
1

E
(k)
Sk

. . . E
(k+l)
Sk+l

E
(k+l+1)
1

. . . E
(N)
1

], where the
transfer operators are defined as

E
(l)
S =

d∑
j,k=1

〈j|S|k〉
(
A(l)[k]⊗ (A(l)[j])∗

)
,

the star denoting complex conjugation. The decay of correlation functions
can also be studied: If all matrices are the same per site, A(k)[j] =: A[j]
for all j ∈ L, and similarly define E1, then one finds

〈SkSk+l〉 − 〈Sk〉〈Sk+l〉 = O(|λ2(E1)|l−1),

where λ2(E1) denotes the second to largest eigenvalue of the transfer op-
erator of the identity E1.

pure states it is the distillable entanglement125,186, so the rate
with which one can locally extract maximally entangled pairs
from a supply of identically prepared system. Specifically,
local refers here to a subsystem I of the system, but to a col-
lective operation on many identically prepared states. In a
quantum many-body system, needless to say, this means that
one performs operations that are local to all constituents in I
collectively in all specimens at hand.

When having the entanglement content in mind, one can
equally reasonably ask how much entanglement is contained
in a single spin chain. The concept of single-copy entangle-
ment grasps this notion of distilling entanglement from a sin-
gle specimen of a quantum spin chain with certainty.

If D is the largest integer such that one can determinis-
tically transform a state into the maximally entangled state
|ψD〉〈ψD| (see eq. (27)) by local operations and classical com-
munication (LOCC), i.e.

ρ 7→ |ψD〉〈ψD|, (30)

one assigns the value E1 = log2(D) to the state as its single-
copy entanglement. For pure states, such transformations on
the level of specimens are perfectly well understood135,163,220

and is linked to the well-established theory of majorization in
linear algebra124. For our present purposes, for a pure state
ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, we find that eq. (30) holds if and only if ‖ρI‖ ≤
1/D. Hence,

E1(ρI) = log2(b‖ρI‖−1c).

This, in turn, means that the single-copy entanglement can be
derived from the α-Renyi entropy of the reduction in the limit
of large α. A quite surprising insight is that in critical systems,
we do not only find a local spectrum leading to the logarith-
mic divergence of the entanglement entropy. But that there is
more structure to the spectrum, governing all of its Renyi en-
tropies. For example, for quasi-free models, we find that once
the entanglement entropy diverges, so does the single-copy
entanglement, with a prefactor that is asymptotically exactly
half the value of the entanglement entropy72,168.

Theorem 8 (Single-copy entanglement) Consider a family
of quasi-free fermionic Hamiltonians as in Theorem 2. Then,
whenever the entanglement entropy scales as

S(ρI) = ξ log2(n) +O(1),

for some constant ξ > 0, then the scaling of the single-copy
entanglement is found to be

E1(ρI) =
ξ

2
log2(n) +O(1).

This means that exactly half the entanglement can be dis-
tilled from a single critical chain than what is available as a
rate in the asymptotic setting168,179). This finding has also
been corroborated by the behavior of all critical models for
which the local spectra can be described by their conformal
field theory in quite some generality168. Ref.241 studies Renyi
entropies in boundary critical phenomena, and hence also ar-
rives at a relationship between the entanglement entropy and
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the single-copy entanglement. Ref.191 considers the entropy
loss along the renormalization group trajectory driven by the
mass term in free massive theories, and discusses also the
single-copy entanglement in such situations. Ref.139 studies
the situation of single-copy entanglement in the situation of
bipartite systems between blocks when there is a gap of a fi-
nite number of sites between the two blocks. Interestingly,
there are critical models in which the single-copy entangle-
ment still diverges in this sense.12

H. Summary of one-dimensional systems

In a nutshell, the situation in one-dimensional translation
invariant models is quite clear: If a system is local and gapped,
an area law always holds rigorously. In many specific mod-
els, prefactors can be computed. In contrast, if the interac-
tions may be long-ranged area laws may be violated. For crit-
ical lattice models for which one can directly evaluate the en-
tanglement entropy, a logarithmic divergence is encountered.
This picture is supported by the findings of conformal field
theory. The situation will be less transparent and more intri-
cate in higher-dimensional models. In any case, in the light
of the previous findings, one may be tempted to formulate the
following conjecture on the numerical bound on the right hand
side of the previously discussed area law:

Conjecture 1 (Area bound in one-dimension) There exists
a function f : R+ → R+—equipped with further suitable
properties—such that in any gapped one-dimensional model,
we have

S(ρI) ≤ f(v/∆E),

where ∆E is the spectral gap and v is the speed of sound as
used in the Lieb-Robinson bound.

Indeed, while most explicit studies do indicate a behavior
linear in ln(1/∆E) of the entanglement entropy—the above
mentioned quasi-free models—one can construct models99,130

for which one finds a dependence which is polynomial in
1/∆E.

IV. AREA LAWS IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS

For a chain, to satisfy an “area law” for the entanglement
entropy means simply that it saturates with increasing block
sizes. Needless to say, the notion of having entropic quan-
tities scaling like the boundary area of a subregion becomes
specifically relevant in case of higher dimensions: Then the

12 Note that the single copy entanglement still grasps bipartite entanglement
in a quantum many-body system. Identifying scaling laws for genuine
multi-particle entanglement is an interesting enterprise in its own right.
Notably, refs.26,167 consider the geometric entanglement (the logarithm of
the largest Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product with a pure product state) and
relate it to the conformal charge of the underlying model.

boundary of the region I is a non-trivial object. Now we are
in a position to approach the question: Given a ground state of
a quantum many-body system, does the entanglement entropy
of a subregion I fulfill an area law? This question has been
initiated in refs.23,207, where also a numerical answer has been
found.

The answer to this question for ground states is very much
developed in case of—once again—quasi-free bosonic or
fermionic models. Even in such systems, the rigorous an-
swer to this question will turn out to be technically quite
involved. The reason for these technicalities is essentially
rooted in the very fact that one distinguishes a subregion, thus,
e.g., breaking translational symmetry of translationally invari-
ant systems, and analytical methods are hard to come by. The
first rigorous higher-dimensional area law has been proven—
to the knowledge of the authors—in refs.184, with refinements
for arbitrary harmonic interactions in ref.55,57 so that for such
bosonic free models the problem can be considered solved in
all generality forming a “laboratory” of what one should ex-
pect in general systems.

For critical fermionic models12,56,86,96,151,238, quite intrigu-
ingly, one can find small violations of area laws: The area law
is then only satisfied up to a logarithmic correction. In this
section, we will discuss quasi-free models in great detail. Be-
yond such quasi-free models, no rigorous results are known
for states at zero temperature, with the exception of classes of
states that satisfy an area law by their very construction, and a
subsection will specifically be devoted to those.

The models discussed here, however, do provide a clear
intuition: Whenever one has a gapped and local model, and
hence a length scale provided by the correlation length, one
should reasonably expect an area law to hold. In cases where
the number of eigenstates with vanishing energy-density is not
exponential in the volume - a technical condition in its own
right - one can even prove an area law with at most a logarith-
mic correction from a sufficient decay of correlations158. The
converse is not true, as we will see later, and one can have
area laws even for critical systems in which the correlation
length does not provide a length scale. For systems at non-
zero temperatures, by contrast, the entropy of entanglement
neither forms a meaningful measure of entanglement nor for
quantum correlations. For appropriately defined measures of
correlations, however, one can restore an area law which holds
in generality for a large class of systems.

A. Quasi-free bosonic and fermionic models: Sufficient
conditions for an area law

We will follow the general description of ref.57, where we
think of the model being defined on a general lattice L speci-
fied by a general simple graph. We consider quadratic bosonic
Hamiltonians as in eq. (4) and quadratic fermionic Hamiltoni-
ans as in eq. (11). The key step is to relate correlation func-
tions to entropic quantities. As before in the case of a har-
monic chain, it is very involved to think of the entropy of en-
tanglement itself. What comes to our help, however, is again
that we can use the logarithmic negativity as an upper bound to
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the entanglement entropy (see eq. (6)). The logarithmic nega-
tivity is easier to treat analytically, as we can at all times refer
to the full system, and not to subsystems I . In fact, we find
that the logarithmic negativity can be bounded from above by
the L1-norm of a submatrix of the covariance matrix184. For
fermions in turn, the entropy may be bounded directly using
the bound in eq. (20).

Theorem 9 (Entropic bounds from matrix norms) The en-
tanglement entropy of ground states of quadratic bosonic
Hamiltonians as in eq. (4) satisfies

S(ρI) ≤ EN (ρ, I) ≤ 8‖Γx‖
∑

i∈I,j∈O
|〈pipj〉| .

The entanglement entropy of unique ground states of
quadratic fermionic Hamiltonians as in eq. (11) satisfies

S(ρI) ≤ 2
∑

i∈I,j∈O
|〈f†i fj〉+ 〈fifj〉|.

This is a key tool towards proving the main theorem: We
can reduce the evaluation of an entropic quantity to a counting
argument over terms that can be evaluated from two-point cor-
relators. Note that the use of the logarithmic negativity results
in an important simplification of the problem. This shows that
ideas from quantum information theory indeed help in find-
ing proofs of statements of the scaling of the entanglement
entropy.

We are now in the position to state the bound of the scaling
of the ground state entanglement in the boundary area s(I),
eq. (1), of the distinguished region I53,55,57. It is remarkable
that merely the decay of two-point correlations matter here,
and that even some critical models will give rise to an area law,
as long as the algebraic decay of correlations is sufficiently
strong.

Theorem 10 (Quadratic Hamiltonians on general lattices)
Let η = D + 1 + 2ε, ε > 0, and assume that the ground state
is unique and fulfills for i, j ∈ L, i 6= j, and some constant
K0

K0

distη(i, j)
≥
{
|〈pipj〉| for bosons,
|〈f†i fj〉+ 〈fifj〉| for fermions.

Then

S(ρI) ≤ K0cDζ(1 + ε)s(I)×
{
‖Γx‖ for bosons,
1 for fermions,

where ζ is the Riemann zeta function and the constant cD de-
pends only on the dimension of the lattice.

A general version of what one should expect to be true pro-
vides the connection to the spectral gap: For gapped models
the correlation functions decay exponentially with the graph
theoretical distance. One cannot apply the Lieb-Robinson
Theorem to prove this, unfortunately, as the involved opera-
tors are unbounded. Hence, a technique that is applicable to
describe clustering of correlations in such models had to be

developed. The ideas of the proof go back to ref.21, general-
ized to arbitrary lattices in ref.53,57. Key ideas of the proof are
polynomial approximations in the sense of Bernstein’s Theo-
rem. For a thorough discussion of clustering of correlations
in translation-invariant harmonic systems, see ref.201. For
general lattices and gapped quadratic bosonic and fermionic
Hamiltonians, one finds that two-point correlation functions
decay exponentially. Together with the above theorem this
leads to an area law whenever the model is gapped:

Corollary 1 (Area law for gapped quasi-free models) The
entanglement entropy of ground states of local gapped models
of the type of eq. (4) for bosons and of eq. (11) for fermions
for arbitrary lattices G = (L,E) and arbitrary regions I
satisfies for a suitable constant ξ > 0

S(ρI) ≤ ξs(I).

B. Logarithmic correction to an area law: Critical
fermions

What can we say about situations in which the previous suf-
ficient conditions are not satisfied? Specifically, how is the
scaling of the entanglement entropy modified in case of criti-
cal fermionic models? This is the question that will feature in
this subsection. Following the bosonic result in refs.57,184, the
entanglement entropy in fermionic models was first studied
in ref.238 for cubic lattices. Here, the quadratic bound in eq.
(20) plays an important role, to relate bounds to the entropy
to feasible expressions of the covariance matrix of the ground
state. Here, not quite an area law, but only one up to a loga-
rithmic correction is found. The results can be summarized as
follows:

Theorem 11 (Violation of area laws for critical fermions)
For a cubic sublattice I = {1, . . . , n}×D and an isotropic
quasi-free model as in eq. (11) with a Fermi sea of non-zero
measure and a finite non-zero surface there exist constants
c0, c1 > 0 such that the ground state fulfils

c0n
D−1 ln(n) ≤ S(ρI) ≤ c1nD−1 ln2(n).

The stated lower bound makes use of the assumption that the
Fermi surface is finite (and of a technical assumption that the
sets representing the states cannot have nontrivial irrelevant
directions); assumptions both of which can be removed86.

This fermionic quasi-free case already exhibits a quite com-
plex phase diagram12,151. At the same time, ref.96 formulated a
similar result, based on a conjecture on the validity of Fisher-
Hartig-type scaling result for higher dimensional equivalents
of Toeplitz matrices, as was further numerically corroborated
in ref.12. A logarithmic divergence is not directly inconsistent
with the picture suggested in a conformal field theory setting,
as relativistic conformal field theories do not have a Fermi
surface195. It is still intriguing that critical fermions do not
satisfy an area law, but have logarithmic corrections. In this
sense, critical fermionic models could be said to be “more
strongly entangled” than critical bosonic models.
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C. Difference between critical fermions and bosons: Half
spaces

The scaling of block entropies for bosons and fermions
in higher spatial dimensions hence exhibit remarkable differ-
ences. Let us consider the case of a cubic lattice of nD sites
with periodic boundary conditions and I = {1, . . . ,m} ×
{1, . . . , n}×D−1 (w.l.o.g. we distinguish the first spatial di-
mension). Then one may transform the Hamiltonian to a sys-
tem of mutually uncoupled one-dimensional chains using a
unitary discrete Fourier transform. After this decoupling pro-
cedure the entanglement between I and O is given by a sum
of the entanglement between the sites I ′ = {1, . . . ,m} and
O′ = {m+ 1, . . . , n} of the nD−1 individual chains

S(ρI)

s(I)
=

1

nD−1

nD−1∑

i=1

S(ρiI′).

We start with a discussion of fermions and focus on the
isotropic setting (B = 0 in eq. (11)). After taking the limit
n → ∞, the asymptotic behavior in m of the entanglement
S(ρiI′) can then be read off Theorem 2 to yield the following
statement (for technical details see ref.56):

Theorem 12 (Prefactor for fermionic half spaces)
Asymptotically, the entanglement entropy of fermionic
isotropic models of half spaces satisfies

lim
n→∞

S(ρI)

s(I)
=

log2(m)

6

∞∑

s=1

svs +O(1).

Here,

vs =

∣∣{φ ∈ [0, 2π)D−1
∣∣σ(φ) = s

}∣∣
(2π)D−1

is the integral over individual chains φ with s discontinuities
σ(φ) in their symbol.

Hence, one encounters a logarithmic divergence inm of the
entanglement entropy and the pre-factor depends on the topol-
ogy of the Fermi-surface: The symbols exhibit discontinuities
on the Fermi-surface. If the Fermi surface is of measure zero
(i.e., the set of solutions to λφ = 0, φ ∈ [0, 2π)D, is count-
able, as, e.g., in the critical bosonic case discussed below), we
have vs = 0 and the system obeys the area law.

For the bosons, we discuss the important case of m = n/2
for the Klein-Gordon Hamiltonian as in eq. (9). After the
transformation to uncoupled chains, one finds Hamiltonians
for the individual chains that correspond to a nearest-neighbor
coupling matrix X of the form as in Theorem 1, which yields

EN (ρ, I)

s(I)
=

∫
dϕ

4(2π)D−1
log2

(
D −∑D−1

d=1 cos(ϕd) + 1

D −∑D−1
d=1 cos(ϕd)− 1

)

in the limit n → ∞. This expression is independent of the
massm and finite: ForD = 2, it evaluates to log2(3+2

√
2)/4

and similarly for D > 2. Hence, despite being critical, the

system obeys an area law, in contrast to the fermionic case
(form = n/2 the entanglement for a critical fermionic system
would diverge in n).

Hence, in quasi-free critical models, it matters whether a
system is bosonic or fermionic when it comes to the question
whether or not an area law holds. The above results confirm
the numerical analysis of ref.207 for critical bosonic theories,
and of ref.151 for two-dimensional fermionic systems. Mo-
tivated by these findings, ref.66 numerically studies the non-
leading order terms of an area law in nodal fermionic systems:
It is found that in non-critical regimes, the leading subarea
term is a negative constant, whereas in critical models one
encounters a logarithmic additive term. A lesson from these
higher-dimensional considerations is that the simple relation-
ship between criticality and a violation of an area law is hence
no longer valid for local lattice models in D > 1.

D. Entanglement in bosonic thermal states

In this subsection, we briefly discuss area laws for notions
of entanglement in Gibbs states,

ρβ =
exp(−βH)

tr[exp(−βH)]

for some inverse temperature β > 0. The second moments
matrix, the covariance matrix, is then found to be Γ = Γx ⊕
Γp

55

Γx = X−1/2
(
X1/2PX1/2

)1/2
(1+G)X−1/2,

Γp = X1/2
(
X1/2PX1/2

)−1/2
(1+G)X1/2,

G = 2
(

exp
[
β
(
X1/2PX1/2

)1/2]− 1
)−1

.

Using the the methods of refs.21,55 one again finds the suitable
decay of correlations, which can be translated into an area law
for the entanglement content. Here, the result—taken from
refs.55,57—is stated in terms of the logarithmic negativity.

Theorem 13 (Entanglement in thermal bosonic states)
The logarithmic negativity of thermal states of quadratic
finite-ranged bosonic Hamiltonians as in eq. (4) for
[X,P ] = 0 satisfies EN (ρ, I) ≤ ξs(I) for a suitable constant
ξ > 0.

Since the logarithmic negativity is an upper bound to
the entanglement of formation and hence the distillable
entanglement125,186 this implies an area law for these quanti-
ties as well. It is important to stress that the entropy of a sub-
region as such no longer reasonably quantifies entanglement
between that subregion and the rest of the lattice: Even classi-
cally correlated separable states will in general have a positive
entropy of the reduced state. The latter quantity is then indeed
extensive and fulfills a volume law, unlike the entanglement
content. Area laws in thermal states have further been studied
in detail in ref.5, where an emphasis has been put on identi-
fying regions where the states become separable. Refs.48,87

investigate thermal bound entanglement—entanglement that
is not distillable—in bosonic quadratic and spin systems.
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E. Results from conformal field theory

In systems with more than one spatial dimension, the sit-
uation is more intricate, and there is no general expression
known for entanglement entropies in d + 1-dimensional con-
formal field theories. For interesting steps into a description of
systems with two spatial dimensions in the framework of con-
formal field theory see refs.90,195. For a class of critical mod-
els in two spatial dimensions (including the quantum dimer
model), it is found that S(ρI) = 2fs(L/a) + cg ln(L/a) +
O(1), where L is the length of the boundary area, fs is an
area law prefactor that is interpreted as a boundary free en-
ergy, and g is a coefficient that depends on the geometric prop-
erties of the partition into I and O. That is, in addition to a
non-universal area law, one finds a universal logarithmically
divergent correction. For a further discussion of steps towards
a full theory of entanglement entropies in d + 1-dimensional
conformal field theories, see refs.90,195.

F. States satisfying area laws by construction: Projected
entangled pair states, graph states, and entanglement
renormalization

In this section, we will discuss classes of states that have
the area law already built into their very construction. In
this sense, they grasp the entanglement structure of local
higher-dimensional models. These are projected entangled
pair states, so matrix-product states in higher dimensions, and
states from entanglement renormalization. They are designed
to be variational states well-approximating true ground states
of local many-body systems: As was already true for matrix
product states, they form a complete set of variational states.
Yet, typically, for a much smaller, polynomial or constant,
number of variational parameters, they often deliver a very
good approximation. In projected entangled pair states, local-
ity is respected in just the same way as for MPS. Entangle-
ment renormalization, in turn, is based on a scale-invariant
tree structure, intercepted by disentangling steps, which in
higher dimensions nevertheless leads to an area law for the
entanglement entropy.

Projected entangled pair states (PEPS) can be thought of
as being prepared as MPS in higher dimensional cubic lat-
tices L = {1, . . . , N}×D, or in fact to any lattice defined
by any undirected simple graph G = (L,E). In this va-
lence bond construction, one again associates a physical space
with Hilbert space Cd with each of the vertices L of G.
Then, one places a maximally entangled pair of dimension
D × D (see eq. (27)) for some positive integer D between
any two vertices that are connected by an edge e ∈ E. For
a cubic lattice, one hence starts from a cubic grid of maxi-
mally entangled state vectors. Then, one applies a linear map
P (k) : CD ⊗ · · · ⊗CD → Cd to each physical site, as

P (k) =

d∑

j=1

D∑

i1,...,i|S1(k)|

A
(k)
j,i1,...,iek

|j〉〈i1, . . . , i|S1(k)||.

Here, |S1(k)| is the vertex degree of the vertex k ∈ L. The

resulting state vector as such hence becomes

|ψ〉 =

d∑

i1,ı2,...,i|L|=1

C[{A(k)
il
}l]|i1, i2, . . . , i|L|〉,

where C denotes a contraction of all higher-order tensors with
respect to the edgesE of the graph. This amounts to a summa-
tion over all indices associated with connected vertices. The
objects A(k) are hence tensors of an order that corresponds
to the vertex degree of the lattice (a second order tensor—a
matrix—for a one-dimensional chain, a three order tensor in
hexagonal lattices, a fourth order tensor in cubic lattices with
D = 2, and so on). This construction is the natural equivalent
of the valence bond construction for matrix-product states as
explained in eq. (28). This ansatz as such is the one of ten-
sor product states that is due to ref.157 which in turn is gen-
eralizing earlier work on AKLT-type valence bond states in
two dimensions in refs.121,164. The generated class of states
is referred to as projected entangled pair states213, reflect-
ing the preparation procedure. PEPS states are sometimes
also in higher dimensions simply referred to as matrix prod-
uct states113. This ansatz has proven to provide a powerful
and rich class of states. Importantly, ref.213 provides a first
simulation method based on PEPS.13

This class of states is complete, in that any state of a given
finite lattice can be arbitrarily well approximated by such a
state if D is sufficiently large. Clearly, to compute local ob-
servables in such an ansatz, one has to contract this instance
of a tensor network which in 2-D is actually computationally
hard.14 It is however possible to provide approximation tech-
niques, related to the DMRG approach, that allow for the con-
traction of the tensor network and then for the computation of
the expectation values of local observables131,160,216,219.

A particularly simple yet important subset of the projected
entangled pair states is constituted by the so-called graph
states119,120,198: They are instances of stabilizer states8,98

which can be thought of as being prepared in the follow-
ing fashion: On any graph G = (L,E), one associates
each vertex with a C2-spin. This spin is prepared in |+〉 =
(|0〉+ |1〉)/21/2. Then, one applies a phase gate

U = |0, 0〉〈0, 0|+ |0, 1〉〈0, 1|+ |1, 0〉〈1, 0| − |1, 1〉〈1, 1|

to each pair of vertices that are connected by an edge. This
phase gate corresponds to an Ising interaction. Clearly, this
construction makes sense for any simple graph, and this is
a subset of the above projected entangled pair states. Graph

13 Note that 1-D MPS based on a suitable order of the constituents do not
form a good approximation for 2-D models. This is essentially rooted in
the observation that one should expect an area law for the entanglement
entropy in gapped 2-D models. For an important early discussion of spectra
of subsystems in 2-D integrable models see ref.50 and, for a more recent
discussion of the implication on DMRG, ref.213.

14 In fact, it is known that the exact contraction of such a tensor network is
contained in the complexity class #P-complete202. Clearly, this means that
no algorithm is known with polynomial running time.
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states readily satisfy an area law by construction106,120 as one
merely needs to count the edges over the boundary of a dis-
tinguished region to obtains the entanglement entropy, then
obviously linear in the boundary area.15

Graph states may be generalized to weighted graph
states6,119,183 where the edges may carry a different weight,
and in turn generalize to the ansatz of a renormalization al-
gorithm with graph enhancement (RAGE),127 being a strict
superset of matrix-product states and weighted graph states,
one that can nevertheless be efficiently contracted. As the
graph defining the (weighted)-graph state does not need to
have the same structure as the graph of the physical system
whose quantum state we would like to describe, (weighted)-
graph states may describe volume scaling on the level of the
physical system. This makes them particularly suitable for
simulation of time evolution, where no area law can be ex-
pected to hold.

Yet a different class of many-body states with applica-
tions in the simulation of quantum spin systems is given
by the states generated by entanglement renormalization
(MERA)222. This is a class of states the construction of which
is inspired by a renormalization scheme. Consider a tree ten-
sor network with the physical sites at the end. This can be
efficiently contracted. Yet, when decimating, say, two spins
of one layer to a single “superspin” in the next layer in a sin-
gle step of a renormalization procedure , one loses information
information about the state. The idea of a MERA ansatz is to
allow for disentangling unitaries, effectively removing entan-
glement from a state, before doing a renormalization step.

More specifically, consider a cubic lattice L =
{1, . . . , N}×D in some dimension D, embodying ND sites.
Each site j ∈ L is associated with a physical system with
Hilbert space Cd. The MERA is essentially a unitary ten-
sor network of depth O(ln(N)), preparing |ψ〉 from |0〉⊗N . It
consists of layers of isometries —performing the renormaliza-
tion step—and disentanglers, which minimize the entangle-
ment in each step before the next renormalization step. This
renormalization step may be labeled with a fictitous time pa-
rameter. Each of the unitary disentanglers U ∈ U(dm) in the

15 The other side of the coin of the difficulty of actually contracting tensor
networks, even if they correspond to states that approximate ground states
satisfying area laws well, is that such states can have computational power
for quantum computing. Indeed, certain graph states or cluster states—
as they are called for a cubic lattice—are universal resources for quantum
computing: Quantum computing can be done by merely applying local
measurements onto single sites of such a cluster states, without the need of
additional unitary control. This computational model—known as one-way
computing188—can also be understood as a teleportation scheme in virtual
qubits214. The tensor networks that occur when performing Pauli measure-
ments can still be efficiently contracted, but not under arbitrary measure-
ments, leading to universal computation. The program of using general
projected entangled pair states in quantum computing based on measure-
ments only has been pursued in refs.101,102, giving rise to a wealth of new
measurement-based quantum computational models. This also highlights
how the disadvantage of having no classical efficient description can be
made an advantage: One can at each instance of the computation not effi-
ciently compute the outcome, but on a physical system realizing this model
one could efficiently simulate any quantum computer.

disentangling layer has a finite support on m sites. In the sim-
plest possible realization of a MERA this would be m = 2.
The unitaries can be taken to be different in each layer, and
also different from each other within the layer. Unlike PEPS,
they do not give rise to strictly translationally invariant states,
even if all unitaries are taken to be identical in each layer.

Such a procedure can be defined for cubic lattices of any
dimension D. In D = 1, one does in fact not observe an
area law, but typically a logarithmic divergence of the entan-
glement entropy, quite like in critical spin systems. Indeed,
the MERA ansatz as a scale invariant ansatz is expected to
be suitable to approximate critical systems well, and numer-
ical simulations based on the MERA ansatz corroborate this
intuition63,79,80,192. A precise connection between homoge-
neous instances of a MERA ansatz and conformal field the-
ory is established in refs.97,180. In more than one dimension,
D > 1, MERA satisfy again an area law, as a moment of
thought reveals: On encounters asymptotically linearly many
unitaries over a boundary that have entangling power, ren-
dering the computation of an upper bound to the entangle-
ment entropy a combinatorial problem. Despite this observa-
tion, first numerical work on fermionic instances of a MERA
ansatz appear to deliver promising results for strongly corre-
lated systems14,51,52,181.

Theorem 14 (Area laws for PEPS, graph states, and MERA)
For any finite dimension D of the virtual systems, the entan-
glement entropy of a projected entangled pair state satisfies
S(ρI) ≤ s(I)D, where as before s(I) denotes the surface
area of I on a graph. Hence, also graph states with a fixed
vertex degree satisfy area laws. A family of states from
entanglement renormalization will also satisfies an area law
for cubic lattices with D ≥ 2, and a logarithmic divergence
in D = 1.

Interestingly, based on a PEPS description, one can con-
struct critical models that still satisfy an area law inD = 2219,
resembling the situation for critical quasi-free bosonic sys-
tems. The validity of an area law follows trivially from con-
struction, so the technical part in the argument amounts to
showing that a model is critical. In ref.219 this is shown by em-
ploying a quantum-classical-correspondence: Take a classi-
cal two-body spin Hamiltonian of the form H(σ1, . . . , σN ) =∑

dist(i,j)=1 h(σi, σj), σi = 1, . . . , d. This Hamiltonian will
have at some inverse temperature β > 0 a partition function
Z =

∑
σ e
−βH(σ). From this classical partition function,

a quantum state can be constructed by using the Boltzmann
weights as superposition coefficients,

|ψH,β〉 =
1

Z1/2

∑

σ1,...,σN

e−βH(σ1,...,σN )/2|σ1, . . . , σN 〉.

This state vector has the properties that for diagonal observ-
ables, it gives rise to the same expectation values and corre-
lation functions as the corresponding classical model does, it
has a simple representation as a PEPS for D = d, and it is—
as any PEPS—the ground state of a local Hamiltonian. The
classical model can then be chosen such that the appropriate
decay of correlation functions follows. This construction de-
livers critical spin models that nevertheless satisfy an area law.
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G. Quenches and non-equilibrium dynamics

A physical setting that receives a lot of attention in
the recent literature is the one of non-equilibrium dy-
namics of quantum many-body systems. A specif-
ically interesting setting is the one of a sudden
quench15,37,39–41,54,58,64,73,76–78,82,114,142,185,194,205,245: Here,
the initial condition is the non-degenerate ground state of
some local Hamiltonian H , with state vector |ψ〉. Then,
one suddenly (locally) alters the system parameters to a new
Hamiltonian V . Since |ψ〉 will typically no longer be an
eigenvalue of H , one arrives at a non-equilibrium situation:
The state vector’s time evolution is simply given by

|ψ(t)〉 = e−itV |ψ〉.

Studies of instances of such complex non-equilibrium many-
body dynamics and questions of the dynamics of quantum
phase transitions are enjoying a renaissance recently, not the
least due to the advent of the high degree of control over quan-
tum lattice systems with cold atoms in optical lattices.16

For finite times, infinite quenched systems satisfy an area
law in the entanglement entropy31,37,73 (strictly speaking
whenever one considers time evolution under local finite-
dimensional Hamiltonians starting from product states). For
finite systems this holds true for times that are sufficiently
small compared to the system size over the speed of sound.
The intuition is that when suddenly switching to a new Hamil-
tonian, local excitations will be created. These excitations will
propagate through the lattice, but—except from an exponen-
tially suppressed tail—at most with the Lieb-Robinson veloc-
ity of Theorem 631,73,114,115. This is yet again a consequence
for the approximate locality in quantum lattice systems, re-
minding of the situation in relativity and implies that correla-
tions can only slowly build up, resulting in an area theorem.
In turn, such a quench does in general give rise to a linear
increase in the entanglement entropy, a statement that is prov-
ably correct, and has been encountered in numerous numerical
studies on quenched non-equilibrium systems15,31,37,54,73,205.
In fact, finite subsystems can locally relax in time, to appear
as if they were in a thermal state54. These results may be sum-
marized in the following statement.

Theorem 15 (Area laws in non-equilibrium systems) Let
|ψ〉 be a product initial state vector, and H a local Hamilto-
nian. Then, for any time t > 0 there exist constants c0, c1 > 0
such that for any subset I the entanglement entropy of the
time evolved reduction ρI of ρ(t) = e−itH |ψ〉〈ψ|eitH satisfies

S(ρI(t)) ≤ c0s(I) + c1. (31)

Specifically, this is true for any local Hamiltonian on a cu-
bic lattice in dimension D. This means that for any constant
time, the entanglement entropy satisfies what is called an area

16 The interesting situation of locally perturbing the state and hence gener-
ating a non-equilibrium situation has also been considered in refs.40,77,78,
where an area law is always expected to hold.

law. In turn, there are product initial state vectors |ψ〉 of
one-dimensional spin chains, local HamiltoniansH , and con-
stants c2, c3, c4, L0, s0, t0 > 0 such that

S(ρI(t)) ≥ c2t+ c3,

for L ≥ L0 and s ≥ s0 and t0 ≤ t ≤ c4s, for I = {1, . . . , s}.

That is, for any fixed time t, one encounters an area law for
the entanglement entropy, but the prefactor can grow linearly
in time. In fact, by a suitable choice of blocks, one can show
that a lower bound grows linearly in time! This fact is respon-
sible for the hardness of simulating time evolution of quantum
many-body systems using instances of the DMRG approach:
to represent such states faithfully, exponential resources are
then required. Similar bounds give rise to statements on the
minimal time needed in order to prepare states with topologi-
cal order using local Hamiltonians31.

There is an interesting localization effect of entanglement
under quenched disorder, linking to the previous discussion
on ground state entanglement in disordered systems. Whereas
one obtains from Lieb-Robinson bound the estimate in time

S(ρI(t)) ≤ c0|t|+ c1

for suitable constants c0, c1 > 0, in the disordered one-
dimensional XY spin chain this bound is replaced by the
tighter bound

S(ρI(t)) ≤ c0 ln(N |t|) + c1,

again for appropriate constants35. This means that due to
quenched disorder, the growth of entanglement is merely log-
arithmic in time, not linear. There is an intuitive explanation
for this: The linear sound cone provided by the Lieb-Robinson
bounds is replaced by a logarithmically growing or even a
constant one, leading to a suppressed entanglement propaga-
tion. A similar behavior is observed under time-dependent
fluctuating disorder34.

H. Topological entanglement entropy

The topological entanglement entropy is a quantity that is
constructed in a fashion that enables it to characterize quan-
tum many-body states that exhibit topological order, a con-
cept introduced in refs.228,229 (see also refs.230,236). On both
sides of a critical point in a system undergoing a quantum
phase transition, the quantum many-body system may have
a different kind of quantum order; but this order is not nec-
essarily one that is characterized by a local order parameter:
In systems of, say, two spatial dimensions, topological order
may occur. Topological order manifests itself in a degeneracy
of the ground state manifold that depends on the topology of
the entire system and the quasi-particle excitations then show
an exotic type of anyonic quasi-particle statistics. These are
features that make topologically ordered systems interesting
for quantum computation, when exactly this degeneracy can
be exploited in order to achieve a quantum memory robust
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against local fluctuations. They even allow in theory for ro-
bust instances of quantum computation, then referred to as
topological quantum computation94,141.

The topological entanglement entropy is now designed
as an instrument to detect such topological order. In-
troduced in refs.140,148, it received significant attention
recently1,95,107,108,137,149,175. The details of the relationship be-
tween positive topological entanglement entropy and topolog-
ical quantum order are discussed in ref.165.

In ref.140 a disc in the plane I is considered with boundary
length L. This disk is thought to be much larger than the cor-
relation length, and it is hence assumed that an “area law” in
the above sense holds. The entanglement entropy of ρI will
then have the form

S(ρI) = αL− γ +O(1), (32)

where the last term vanishes in the limit L → ∞. The pref-
actor α is non-universal and ultraviolet divergent. However,
γ > 0 is an additive constant which is universal and character-
izes a global feature of the entanglement in the ground state.
This quantity is referred to as topological entanglement en-
tropy in ref.140. To avoid ambiguities when distinguishing the
constant term from the linear one in eq. (32), ref.140 makes use
of the following construction: The plane is divided into four
regions, each of them being large compared to the correlation
length. A, B and C are arranged as neighboring each other
in three identical subparts of a disk. D is the exterior of the
disk. The respective reductions to the parts are denoted as ρA
and ρAB to regions A and jointly A and B, respectively. The
topological entropy STopo is then defined as

STopo = S(ρA) + S(ρB) + S(ρC) (33)
− S(ρAB)− S(ρBC)− S(ρAC) + S(ρABC).

This is a linear combination of entropies of reductions, con-
structed specifically in a way such that the dependencies on
the length of the respective boundaries of regions cancel. It
is not directly meant as an information theoretical quantity,
although the differences of entropies resembling a mutual in-
formation expression. Also, slightly different definitions with
similar properties are conceivable, and indeed, the indepen-
dent proposal of ref.148 makes use of an alternative combina-
tion of entropies. The important aspect here is the above men-
tioned cancellation of the boundary term. Taking the behavior
as in eq. (32) for granted, one indeed finds

STopo = −γ.

From the way STopo is constructed it is a topological invari-
ant, and depends only on a universal quantity (unaltered under
smooth deformations, as long as one stays away from critical
points), and on the fashion how the regions are located with
respect to each other, but not on their specific geometry (again
assuming that the correlation length is much smaller the re-
gions and does not matter). Interestingly, topological order is
hence a global property that is detected by the entanglement
entropy. This construction can also readily be used in numer-
ical studies. The explicit computation how the entanglement

entropy detects the presence of topological order in an actu-
ally time-dependent model undergoing a quantum phase tran-
sition from a spin-polarized to a topologically ordered phase
has been systematically explored in ref.107, further strength-
ening the findings of ref.140.

Since its proposal, this and related quantities have been
considered in a number of contexts. A natural candidate to
explore this concept is the toric code state of ref.141: Con-
sider for this a square lattice I = {1, . . . , n}×2 with periodic
boundary conditions, and place the physical two-dimensional
quantum spins on the vertices of this lattice.17 This lattice is
tiled into two sublattices of different color, red and white. Ev-
ery white p and red plaquette s is then associated with one of
the commuting operators

As =
∏

j∈∂s

σzj , Bp =
∏

j∈∂p

σxj , (34)

respectively, with non-trivial support on four spins each,
where as before σxi , σ

y
i , σ

z
i denote the Pauli operators sup-

ported on i. The Hamiltonian of the system—a local
Hamiltonian—is then taken to be

H = −
∑

s

As −
∑

p

Bp.

This is a gapped and frustration-free Hamiltonian. It is also
straightforward to verify that for any closed path g the oper-
ator

∏
j∈g σ

z
j commutes with all operators in eq. (34). The

ground state manifold depends on the topology of the lattice
and is in the chosen case four-fold degenerate. The topolog-
ical entanglement entropy, evaluated for this toric code state,
gives γ = ln(2). The ground states can readily be cast into a
PEPS language, as has been done in ref.219. An analysis how
topological order can be grasped in a language of entangle-
ment renormalization or MERA has been performed in ref.1:
Indeed, the topological degrees of freedom can then be dis-
tilled to the top of the tensor network.

An equally important explicit and closely related model is
the loop model on a honeycomb lattice of ref.141. Ground
states of more general string-net lattice models can also
often be expressed in terms of remarkably simple tensor
networks33,103,104. Entanglement entropies of topological
color codes24 have been studied in ref.137. Equivalents of
the topological entanglement entropy for finite temperature—
where the very robustness can be probed—have been consid-
ered and introduced in refs.47,129: Notably, for Gibbs states
it still makes sense to consider quantities of the type as in
eq. (33), only with the respective entropies being replaced by
mutual informations grasping correlations instead of entan-
glement, as discussed in detail in Section V. It is found that
the interplay between thermal effects, topological order and
the size of the lattice indeed give rise to well-defined scaling
relations.

17 Equivalently, one can place the physical spins on the edges and formulate
the operators {As} and {Bp} as being non-trivially supported on the re-
spective four spins associated with vertices and plaquettes.
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The study of entanglement entropies in fractional quan-
tum Hall states in a spherical geometry has been initiated in
ref.108; in ref.243 Abelian Laughlin states as well as Moore-
Read states have been considered, where also rigorous upper
bounds for particle entanglement entropies have been derived.
Particle partitioning entanglement in itinerant many-particle
systems has been studied in ref.244. The MPS representation
of the Laughlin wave function has been derived in ref.128. The
tolopogical entanglement of integer quantum Hall states has
been computed in ref.193. Topological entanglement Renyi
entropies have been considered in ref.88. Similar quantities in
Chern-Simons theories—the best understood topological field
theories—have been identified in ref.67. The suggestion that
the full spectrum of H in ρI = e−H should be considered
to detect topological order has been proposed in ref.149. As
being certified by this list of recent developments, studies of
entanglement entropies as indicators of topological order are
still under rapid development.

I. Relationship to black hole entropy

As mentioned before, one of the particularly intriguing mo-
tivations for the study of area laws of the entanglement en-
tropy is the suspected relationship to the area-dependence
of the black hole entropy. The Bekenstein-Hawking area
law10,17,117 suggests that black hole carries an entropy that is
proportional to its horizon area A,

SBH =
kc3A
4G~

.

Hence, according to this relationship, the (thermodynamical)
entropy of a black hole is just a quarter of its area measured in
Planck units29, i.e., when k = c = G = ~ = 1. For the sum of
this black hole entropy and the matter entropy SMatter a second
law of thermodynamics is proposed to hold. Such a general-
ized second law of thermodynamics led to the suggestion that
one would have a “spherical entropy bound” for matter: In
asymptotically flat spacetime, any weakly gravitating matter
system would satisfy SMatter ≤ 2πkEr/(~c), interestingly not
containing G. E denotes the total mass energy of the system,
whereas r stands for the smallest radius of a sphere that con-
tains the matter system at hand. The range in which one can
expect the validity of such a law is discussed in ref.29.

The linear relationship between the boundary area and
the (thermodynamical) entropy—formally, the two equations
look identical —suggests that one may expect a close rela-
tionship between these area laws: On the on hand, for the
(von-Neumann) entanglement entropy of a subregion of a free
quantum field in flat space time, on the other hand for the
black hole entropy. This intriguing connection was first sug-
gested and explored in refs.23,207 and extended in refs.43,122,226.
Indeed, there are physical arguments that make the reduc-
tion of the situation of having a scalar field in a static spheri-
cally symmetric space-time to a scalar field in flat space time
plausible61. The exact status of the relationship between these
quantities (or to what extent they are related by originating

from a common cause—the general locality of interactions) is
still subject to debate.18

This relationship has even been employed to take steps in
computing the entanglement entropy in higher-dimensional
conformal field theories: The AdS/CFT correspondence—
relating a d + 2-dimensional anti de Sitter (AdS) space to
a d + 1-dimensional conformal field theory (CFT)3,237—has
been made use of to study the Bekenstein formula in the AdS
context195,196, see also ref.46. In this way, the above formula
is used as a tool to compute the geometric entropy in a plau-
sible fashion in situations where the exact computation is not
known to be possible using the tools of conformal field theory.

The holographic principle—dating back to work in
refs.123,209—goes even further, and suggests that generally, all
information that is contained in a volume of space can be rep-
resented by information that resides on the boundary of that
region. For an extensive review, see ref.29.

V. AREA LAWS FOR CLASSICAL SYSTEMS AND FOR
TOTAL CORRELATIONS

A. Classical harmonic systems

Throughout this article, we have been concerned with quan-
tum systems on a lattice. What if we have classical systems
on a lattice, could one still expect an area law to hold? Ob-
viously, the concept of entanglement is no longer meaningful.
Also, the Shannon entropy of, say, the marginal distribution of
a distinguished region I would not quantify correlations in a
reasonable fashion. What is worse, in case of harmonic classi-
cal systems on a lattice, when thinking in terms of phase space
cells, this quantity is burdened with the usual Gibbs para-
dox. However, it does make perfect sense to talk about classi-
cal correlations in classical systems, the appropriate quantity
grasping such correlations being the mutual information:

Given a probability distribution p on the lattice L, one can
quantify the correlations between the marginals with respect
to a distinguished region I and its complement O by means
of the mutual information. It tells us how much information
can be obtained on O from measurements in I , and equally
on I by measurements in O. This quantity enjoyes a number
of very natural properties. The mutual information is always
positive—there can be no negative correlations—and will van-
ish exactly if the probability distribution factorizes, in which
case one can not learn anything about O from I . Given the
marginals pI and pO of the probability distribution p on I and
O, respectively, the mutual information is defined as

I(I : O) = S(pI) + S(pO)− S(p), (35)

18 For a short general review on this connection see e.g., ref.61, for a calcula-
tion of the one-loop correction to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in the
presence of matter fields and its relationship to the geometric entropy see
ref.210, and for an entanglement-based view of the Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy law see refs.32,195.
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where here S(p) = −∑j pj log2(pj) is the standard informa-
tion theoretical Shannon entropy. It is noteworthy that the mu-
tual information does not suffer from the Gibbs paradoxon as
will be shown below. How does the mutual information scale
with the size of a region in case of a harmonic coupled classi-
cal system? The subsequent statement clarifies this situation:
Consider a classical harmonic lattice system, with Hamilto-
nian

H =
1

2

(∑

j∈L
p2
j +

∑

j,k∈L

xjVj,kxk

)
, (36)

where now x = (x1, . . . , xN ) and p = (p1, . . . , pN ) are
the vectors of classical position and momentum variables
of classical oscillators arranged on a cubic lattice L =
{1, . . . , N}×D. The phase space coordinates are then ξ =
(x, p). The matrix V ∈ R|L|×|L| with a finite-ranged interac-
tion defines the interaction.

The state of the system is defined by the phase space den-
sity, so a classical distribution ρ : RN

D → R+. For any
non-zero inverse temperature β > 0, this phase space distri-
bution is nothing but

ρβ(ξ) =
1

Z
e−βH(ξ), Z =

∫
dξe−βH(ξ).

To define the mutual information, following the standard pro-
cedure, we split the phase space into cubic cells each with a
volume h2ND , with h > 0 being some constant. From the
phase space space density, we can then identify a discrete
probability distribution, from an average of the phase space
density over these cells, pj =

∫
Cell dξρ(ξ) for j ∈ L. The dis-

crete classical entropy is then defined as the Shannon entropy
of this probability distribution as

SC(h) = −
∑

j∈L
pj log2(pj).

We now come back to the situation of having a lattice sys-
tem with an interior I and an exterior O. The respective
discrete classical entropies are defined as SI(h) and SO(h).
Obviously, the values of these entropies will depend on the
choice of h, and in the limit h → 0, they will diverge, log-
arithmically in h. This is a familiar observation in classi-
cal statistical physics, the divergence being resolved in the
third law of thermodynamics. Here, we are, however, inter-
ested in classical correlations, as being quantified in terms
of the mutual information which in the limit of h → 0
is well-defined. Hence we can define the classical mutual
information of a harmonic lattice system as I(I : O) =
limh→0 (SI(h) + SO(h)− SC(h)). We are now in the posi-
tion to state the area theorem for classical harmonic systems57:

Theorem 16 (Correlations in classical harmonic systems)
Consider a harmonic lattice system with Hamiltonian as in
eq. (36) on a general lattice G = (L,E). Then the classical
mutual information I(I : O) of the Gibbs state at some
inverse temperature β > 0 satisfies an area law,

I(I : O) = O(s(I)).

The interesting aspect of this proof57 is that it relates this
question of the classical mutual information to a quantity that
arises in the quantum case in case where the coupling matrix
Vx is replaced by V 2

x , and is hence a simple corollary of ear-
lier results on quantum systems, now with a coupling that is
replaced by the squared coupling matrix. Hence, a “quantum
proof” can be applied to establish a statement on classical lat-
tice systems. The lesson to learn is that whenever one has
local interactions—even in classical systems—one should not
be too surprised if this manifests itself in an area law in the
correlations.

B. Classical correlations quantum spin models

The situation is even simpler for finite-dimensional con-
stituents. Indeed, quite in contrast to the overburdening tech-
nicalities that render the question of area laws in higher-
dimensional quantum systems at zero temperature so difficult,
the situation can here be clarified with hardly any mathemat-
ics at all: An elegant, but simple argument shows that total
correlations in quantum (and classical) systems at non-zero
temperatures always satisfy an area law. This is a statement
on correlations—not entanglement, in contrast to the discus-
sion of Subsection IV.D— in thermal states ρβ = e−βH/Z for
some β > 0 for classical or quantum systems239. The relevant
quantity grasping correlations is again the mutual information

I(I : O) = S(ρI) + S(ρO)− S(ρ), (37)

where S stands either for the von-Neumann quantum entropy,
or for the Shannon entropy of the probability distribution. The
classical variant was first discussed in ref.57, the quantum ver-
sion in refs.45,46. Ref.45 introduces this quantity to avoid di-
vergencies of the entanglement entropy in quantum field the-
ory: In a similar fashion as above, regulators will in fact can-
cel each other, and the familiar ultraviolet divergence in the
quantum field limit disappears.

Interestingly, a general statement on the scaling of corre-
lations at non-zero temperature in terms of eq. (37) can be
derived which holds for any spin model with local dimension
d (see page 295 of ref.30 and the subsequent ref.239):

Theorem 17 (Classical correlations at non-zero temperature)
Consider a classical or a quantum system with finite local
dimension d defined on a translation-invariant lattice
G = (L,E). Consider the Gibbs state at some inverse
temperature β > 0 of a local Hamiltonian H with two-site
interactions. In the classical case, where each of the lattice
sites corresponds to a spin with configuration space Zd,

I(I : O) ≤ |s(I)| log(d). (38)

For a quantum system with local Hilbert spaces Cd, the mu-
tual information satisfies the area law

I(I : O) ≤ β‖h‖ |s(I)|, (39)

where ‖h‖ is the largest eigenvalue of all Hamiltonians across
the boundary of I and O.
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This statement is valid in remarkable generality, given the
simplicity of the argument. We will focus on quantum systems
in the following. One can write the Hamiltonian H having
two-site interactions as H = HI +H∂ +HO, where HI and
HO collect all interaction terms within the regions, whereas
H∂ stands for terms connecting the two regions. The Gibbs
state ρβ for some inverse temperature β > 0 minimizes the
free energy F (ρ) = tr[Hρ]− S(ρ)/β. Clearly, therefore,

F (ρβ) ≤ F (ρI ⊗ ρO),

from which I(I : O) ≤ βtr[H∂(ρI⊗ρO−ρβ)] is obtained. As
the right hand side depends only on terms coupling the inside
to the outside, i.e surface terms, eq. (39) follows straightfor-
wardly. A naive limit β → ∞ will not yield an area law for
zero temperature, as the right hand side of eq. (39) then clearly
diverges, but for any finite temperature, one obtains a bound.

VI. CONNECTION TO SIMULATABILITY

There is an intimate connection between area laws for the
entanglement entropy and questions of the simulatability of
quantum many-body systems. The fact that there is “little en-
tanglement” in a system that satisfies an area law is at the core
of the functioning of so powerful numerical techniques as the
density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) methods. To
describe the large research field of numerical simulation us-
ing DMRG-type methods would be beyond the scope of the
present review. Instead, we will concentrate on the direct rela-
tionship between the “effective degrees of freedom” that must
be considered when classically describing quantum systems.

A. Numerical simulations with the density-matrix
renormalization group method

This connection is particularly clear in one-dimensional
systems, that is for quantum spin chains. Indeed, one can say
that the fact that ground states of gapped systems satisfy an
area law—and to a lesser extent that critical systems merely
have a logarithmic divergence of the entanglement entropy—
is responsible for the success of the density-matrix renormal-
ization approach. Matrix-product states also satisfy a one-
dimensional area law. As MPS are underlying the DMRG
approach this suggest that the entanglement content of a state
and the best possible performance of a DMRG approach can
be intimately linked.

Historically, DMRG was born out of an idea of renormal-
ization, where one iteratively identifies the relevant degrees
of freedom, grasping the essential physics of the problem,
when going from one step of the procedure to the next one.
This general idea goes back to the real-space renormaliza-
tion group approach, presented in ref.235 in the mid 1970ies.
This approach was particularly successful in the numerical as-
sessment of the Kondo problem, whereas for other problems,
results were not quite what was hoped for. The birth of the
DMRG approach as such was related to a clear analysis of the
strengths and weaknesses of the real-space renormalization

group approach to study the low-energy properties of quantum
many-body systems234. Ref.232 is seen as the manuscript in
which the DMRG method has actually been introduced. Since
then, this method has seen a standard method in the numeri-
cal study of strongly correlated quantum many-body systems.
For a recent review, see ref.199.

Initially, the formulation of DMRG was based on the above
renormalization idea. However, in the following years it be-
came clear that DMRG generates matrix-product states, an in-
sight that has been reported in ref.173 for the thermodynami-
cal limit of DMRG, and in ref.68 for finite-size DMRG meth-
ods with the latter placing a particular emphasis on exploit-
ing a rotational symmetry in variational approaches. Ref.178

gives a relatively early exhaustive overview over variational
ansatzes with matrix-product states and the relationship with
the DMRG idea. Ref.173 already hinted at the possibility for
treating period boundary conditions in the MPS picture but
chose translation invariant matrices. Ref.218 relaxed this con-
straint to demonstrate that a suitable formulation significantly
outperforms standard DMRG for periodic boundary condi-
tions in terms of memory requirements.

Hence, DMRG—in its several variants—can be seen as a
variational method, where the optimization problem

minimize 〈ψ|H|ψ〉, (40)
subject to |ψ〉 ∈ (Cd)⊗N ,

impractical already because of its exponentially large feasible
set, is replaced by a variant of an optimization problem over a
polynomially large set

minimize 〈ψ|H|ψ〉, (41)
subject to |ψ〉 ∈ (Cd)⊗N is an MPS vector of dimension D.

In this variant, or—more accurately—in each of these variants
one does not attempt in one go to identify the global optimum,
but rather effectively iteratively solves for the local matrices
involved. Such an iteration will then certainly converge (albeit
strictly speaking not necessarily to the global minimum).19

B. Approximation of states with matrix-product states

Any such method, can then only be as good as the best
possible MPS can approximate the true ground state at hand.
This, in fact, is related to the entanglement content, in that it
matters whether or not the true ground state satisfies an area
law or not. In the light of previous discussions, this connec-
tion is not that surprising any more: After all MPS satisfy an
area law for the entanglement entropy. Hence, one aims at ap-
proximating ground states with states that have in this sense
little entanglement, and those states can be well approximated
by MPS that satisfy an area law in the first place.

This connection has been hinted at already in the first work
on DMRG232, where the spectrum of the half chain has been

19 For mixed state simulations, see refs.62,217.
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considered and put into relationship with the “truncation er-
ror” in DMRG. This is a key figure of merit of the quality of
an approximation in a step, so unity minus the weight of those
terms being kept in a step of the iteration.

This connection between the decay of spectral values of
half chains, the more rapid the decay the better can DMRG
perform, has been made more precise and fleshed out in
ref.177. In ref.147 the relationship to criticality in this con-
text has been emphasized. Ref.191 is a short review on this
question. In more recent quantitative approaches, the optimal
approximation that can possibly be obtained by a MPS of a
given D is considered. Let us denote with HN = (Cd)⊗N

the Hilbert space of a quantum chain of length N . MPS are
considered as defined in eq. (29) for open boundary condi-
tions. Given a family {|ψN 〉}N of state vectors, it is said
that it can be approximated efficiently by MPS if for ev-
ery δ > 0 there exists a sequence |ψN,D(N)〉 of MPS with
D(N) = O(polyδ(N)) such that

‖ |ψN 〉〈ψN | − |ψN,D(N)〉〈ψN,D(N)| ‖1 ≤ δ,

where ‖.‖1 denotes the usual trace-norm. In contrast, it is said
that this sequence cannot be approximated efficiently by MPS
if there exists some δ > 0 such that no sequence of MPS with
D(N) growing polynomially can approximate |ψ〉〈ψ| up to a
small error δ in trace-norm203:

Theorem 18 (Approximatability with MPS) Consider
sequences of state vectors {|ψN 〉}N ∈ HN of a quantum
chain of length N , and denote as before the reduced state of
a block I = {1, . . . , n} of length n with ρI . If the sequence
of ρI satisfies an area law for a Renyi entropy Sα for α < 1,

Sα(ρI) = O(1),

then the sequence {|ψN 〉}N is efficiently approximable by
MPS. In contrast, if the von-Neumann entropy S1(ρI) =
Ω(n), so grows at least linearly with the block size, then it
cannot be approximated efficiently by MPS. This means that
states satisfying a volume law cannot be approximated. The
same holds true if any Renyi entropy Sα for some α > 1 grows
at least as Sα(ρI) = Ω(nκ) for some κ < 1. Otherwise, the
connection is undetermined, in that examples both for approx-
imable and inapproximable states can be found.

This statement clarifies the connection between the entan-
glement content and the possibility of describing states with
matrix-product states. The validity of an area law implies that
there is sufficiently little entanglement in the state such that
an economical description in terms of matrix-product states is
possible. The enormous success of DMRG is related to the
fact that gapped systems satisfy an area law. Even if the sys-
tem is critical, the logarithmic divergence still allows for a
relatively economical description in terms of matrix-product
states. The fact that Renyi-entropies for α smaller than or
larger than unity feature here may be seen rather as a technical
detail. The general message is clear: The area-like entangle-
ment scaling, with or without small corrections, allows for an
efficient approximation in D for matrix-product states.

To reiterate the point made in Subsection IV.G: Quenched,
non-equilibrium systems can indeed fall exactly into the cate-
gory of having an effectively linearly growing block entropy,
so are characterized by a volume law for the entanglement en-
tropy. More precisely, we face the interesting situation that
while for each time, we have an area law in n, the constant in
the upper bound grows in time such that for a suitable choice
for the sub-block, one arrives effectively at a volume law, as
made precise in Theorem 15. This has severe practical impli-
cations: For small times, t-DMRG58,59,142,199,221,233, the time-
dependent version of DMRG, can very accurately keep track
of the dynamics of the system. This is a variant in which one
essentially makes a Lie-Trotter approximation of the time evo-
lution operator, and then approximates in each time step the
resulting state vector by an MPS, going back to ref.221. The
functioning of this algorithm can essentially be traced back to
the observation that an arbitrarily good approximation to the
propagator can be established with polynomial computational
resources in the system size169. In time, however, one will
eventually encounter typically an exponential increase in the
number of degrees of freedom to be kept in order to faithfully
describe the state. This eventually limits the time up to which
one can numerically simulate time evolution using a variant of
DMRG. The increase in the entanglement content also even-
tually limits classical simulations of quantum adiabatic al-
gorithms based on MPS, which nevertheless perform often
impressively well (for a careful numerical analysis, see, e.g.,
ref.9). It is interesting to note, however, that this complexity
does not necessarily translate in the difficulty of following the
time-evolution of specific observables when evolving them in
the Heisenberg picture using t-DMRG. Then, in some cases
the Heisenberg time evolution can be carried out exactly for
finite bond dimension and arbitrary long times109,187,242.

There are numerical simulation methods that allow for the
simulation of certain quantum states that do not satisfy an area
law. MERA already allows for a logarithmic divergence of the
entanglement entropy in one-dimensional systems. Weighted
graphs state based approaches6 and its 1-D variant, the renor-
malization algorithm with graph enhancement127 can cope
with instances of volume laws for the entanglement entropy,
the latter in 1-D the former in arbitrary spatial dimensions.
Early work on the simulation of a particular kind of discrete
time evolution, namely the application of random unitary cir-
cuits, suggests that this may be a promising approach for the
“efficient simulation of quantum many-body systems beyond
area laws”.

We end this subsection with a note rather from the com-
puter science than from the physics perspective: The fact that
a true ground state is well-approximated by an MPS does,
strictly speaking, not necessarily mean that DMRG will also
efficiently find this best approximation. In practice, DMRG
works well, and it typically produces good and reasonable re-
sults. It is remarkable how well this approximation is found
in the iterative scheme as being pursued by any DMRG al-
gorithm: After all, the full problem eq. (41) is a non-convex
polynomial global optimization problem of very high order
(〈ψ|H|ψ〉 is of degree N2 in D). Still, by local variations
and sweeping one achieves very good results. The ultimate
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reason for this impressive performance is yet to be ultimately
understood.

Having said that, the worst case complexity of the problem
of finding the best approximation can be computationally dif-
ficult in the sense of computer science. In fact, the class of
problem of keeping some matrices fixed and varying over a
finite subset has in worst case instances that are NP-hard71.
In non-translation invariant settings, one even finds that if one
could efficiently identify the best possible MPS approxima-
tion, one could solve efficiently NP-hard problems200. Even
more strongly put, the problem of approximating the ground
state energy of a system composed of a chain of quantum sys-
tems is QMA-complete2.

This should be seen as a warning sign: The functioning of
variational algorithms such as DMRG is essentially based on
heuristics, and in worst case one can encounter hard problems.
The energy landscape is then so rugged that one gets stuck in
local optima. Still, while it is important to acknowledge that
DMRG is strictly speaking not certifiable, it is still true that
it works very well in practice and is one of the pillars of the
numerical assessment of strongly correlated systems in 1-D.

C. Implications on higher-dimensional simulations

For higher dimensional systems, tensor-product states or
PEPS, as well as those of MERA, satisfy area laws, as has
been discussed in Subsection IV.F. This fact suggests that
when minimizing 〈ψ|H|ψ〉 for an N × N -lattice subject to
|ψ〉 ∈ (Cd)⊗N

2

being a PEPS or MERA described by polyno-
mially many real parameters, one encounters a good approxi-
mation whenever the system at hand already satisfies an area
law. In the light of the fact that even critical two-dimensional
systems can satisfy an area law, this would mean that they can
be well-described by PEPS or MERA described by relatively
few parameters. Numerical work in case of PEPS indicates
that this is indeed the case131,160,213,216, even in the thermody-
namical limit of an infinite system136 or for fermions14,144,150.

A rigorous result similar to Theorem 18, yet, is still lacking
for PEPS or MERA. The intuition developed so far, however,
is in one way or the other quite certainly right: Whenever an
area law is satisfied, PEPS with small bond dimension should
give rise to a reasonably good approximation. Here, subtle
aspects are rather connected to the fact that the exact contrac-
tion of the tensor networks of PEPS, and hence the compu-
tation of expectation values, is inefficient, and that approx-
imate contractions have to be employed. Suitable subsets,
such as the class of string states, can always be efficiently
contracted, giving rise to very promising variational sets in
higher-dimensional systems204. The method in ref.170 also
gives rise to certifiable approximations of 2-D ground states
for a class of models, exploiting quasi-adiabatic evolutions.

As before, one has to distinguish the variational set as
such from the computational method of varying over this set.
Usually, one has to find practical and heuristically suitable
methods of solving a global optimization problem over many
variables. Several strategies may be followed when varying
over suitable sets to simulate higher-dimensional strongly cor-

related systems: One may use local variations such as in
DMRG, imaginary time evolution, or flow methods63, mak-
ing use of gradient flow and optimal control ideas to vary over
the manifold of unitary gates that describe the variational set
of states at hand. For MERA, the same intuition should hold
true. Here, first approaches implemented have been focused
on one-dimensional systems63,79,192, but the ideas are also ap-
plicable in higher dimensions14,52,80.

VII. PERSPECTIVES

In this Colloquium, we have presented the state of affairs in
the study of area laws for entanglement entropies. As has been
pointed out above, this research field is presently enjoying a
lot of attention, for a number of reasons and motivations. Yet,
needless to say, there are numerous open questions that are
to be studied, of which we mention a few to highlight further
perspectives:

• Can one prove that gapped higher-dimensional general
local lattice models always satisfy an area law?

• In higher dimensional systems, critical systems can
both satisfy and violate an area law. What are further
conditions to ensure that critical systems satisfy an area
law? What is the exact role of the Fermi surface in the
study of area laws in fermionic critical models?

• Can one compute scaling laws for the mutual informa-
tion for quasi-free systems?

• For what 1-D models beyond quasi-free and conformal
settings can one find rigorous expressions for the entan-
glement entropy?

• Under what precise conditions do quenched disordered
local models lead to having “less entanglement”?

• What are the further perspectives of using conformal
methods for systems with more than one spatial dimen-
sion?

• Can the link between the Bekenstein formula in the AdS
context and the scaling of geometric entropies in con-
formal field theories be sharpened?

• To what extent is having a positive topological entropy
and encountering topological order one to one?

• How can the relationship between satisfying an area law
and the efficient approximation of ground states with
PEPS be rigorously established?

• What efficiently describable states satisfy an area law,
such that one can still efficiently compute local proper-
ties?

• Are there further instances for 1-D systems satisfying
an area law that allow for certifiable approximations in
terms of matrix-product states?
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These questions only touch upon the various perspectives that
open up in this context. The quantitative study of a research
area that could be called “Hamiltonian complexity”20 is just
beginning to emerge. The puzzle of how complex quantum
many-body systems are, and how many effective degrees of
freedom are exploited by nature, is still one of the intriguing
topics in the study of interacting quantum systems.
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IX. APPENDIX: FISHER-HARTWIG THEOREM

In this appendix we briefly present an important techni-
cal result concerning the asymptotic behavior of Toeplitz
matrices28.

Lemma 1 (Fisher-Hartwig) Consider a sequence of n × n
Toeplitz matrices {Tn}n with entries (Tn)i,j = (Tn)i−j ,

(Tn)l =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

dφ g(φ)e−ilφ,

generated by g : [0, 2π)→ C. Let g be of the form

g(φ) = b(φ)

R∏

r=1

tβr (φ− φr)uαr (φ− φr),

with tβ(φ) = e−iβ(π−φ), uα = (2 − 2 cos(φ))α, Re(α) >
−1/2, and b : [0, 2π) → C a smooth non-vanishing function
with winding number zero. Then16,27,152, for |Re(αr)| < 1/2
and |Re(βr)| < 1/2 or R = 1, α = 0 |Re(β)| < 5/2, the
asymptotic behavior of the determinant of Tn is given by

lim
n→∞

det(Tn)

EGnn
∑R

r=1(α2
r−β2

r)
= 1

20 This term has been coined by B.M. Terhal.

where E = O(1) in n and

G = exp

(
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

dφ ln(b(φ))

)
.
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Thermalization and its mechanism for generic isolated quantum systems∗
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Time dynamics of isolated many-body quantum systems has long been an elusive subject. Very recently,
however, meaningful experimental studies of the problem have finally become possible [1, 2], stimulating the-
oretical interest as well [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Progress in this field is perhaps most urgently needed in the foundations
of quantum statistical mechanics. This is so because in generic isolated systems, one expects [8, 9] nonequi-
librium dynamics on its own to result in thermalization: a relaxation to states where the values of macroscopic
quantities are stationary, universal with respect to widely differing initial conditions, and predictable through the
time-tested recipe of statistical mechanics. However, it is not obvious what feature of many-body quantum me-
chanics makes quantum thermalization possible, in a sense analogous to that in which dynamical chaos makes
classical thermalization possible [10]. For example, dynamical chaos itself cannot occur in an isolated quantum
system, where time evolution is linear and the spectrum is discrete [11]. Underscoring that new rules could
apply in this case, some recent studies even suggested that statistical mechanics may give wrong predictions
for the outcomes of relaxation in such systems [4, 5]. Here wedemonstrate that an isolated generic quantum
many-body system does in fact relax to a state well-described by the standard statistical mechanical prescription.
Moreover, we show that time evolution itself plays a merely auxiliary role in relaxation and that thermalization
happens instead at the level of individual eigenstates, as first proposed by J. M. Deutsch [12] and M. Srednicki
[13]. A striking consequence of thiseigenstate thermalization scenario, confirmed below for our system, is that
the knowledge of asingle many-body eigenstate suffices to compute thermal averages—any eigenstate in the
microcanonical energy window will do, as they all give the same result.

If we pierce an inflated balloon inside a vacuum chamber,
very soon we find the released air uniformly filling the en-
closure and the air molecules attaining the Maxwell velocity
distribution whose width depends only on their total number
and energy. Different balloon shapes, placements, or piercing
points all lead to the same spatial and velocity distributions.
Classical physics explains thisthermodynamical universality
as follows [10]: almost all particle trajectories quickly begin
looking alike, even if their initial points are very different, be-
cause nonlinear equations drive them to explore ergodically
the constant-energy manifold, covering it uniformly with re-
spect to precisely the microcanonical measure. However, if
the system possesses further conserved quantitiesfunctionally
independent from the Hamiltonian and each other, then time
evolution is confined to a highly restricted hypersurface ofthe
energy manifold. Hence, microcanonical predictions fail and
the system does not thermalize.

On the other hand, in isolated quantum systems not only is
dynamical chaos absent due to the linearity of time evolution
and the discreteness of spectra [11], but it is also not clearun-
der what conditions conserved quantities provide independent
constraints on relaxation dynamics. To begin with, any opera-
tor commuting with a generic and thus nondegenerate Hamil-
tonian is functionally dependent on it [14], implying that the
conservation of energy is the only independent constrain. On
the other hand, even when operators are functionally depen-
dent, their expectation values—considered as functionalsof
states—generally are not: for example, two states may have

∗Published in Nature452, 854-858 (17 April 2008); 10.1038/nature06838.
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v452/n7189/abs/nature06838.html

the same mean energies but different mean square-energies.
For nondegenerate Hamiltonians a maximal set of constants
of motion with functionally independent expectation values is
as large as the dimension of the Hilbert space; examples in-
clude the projectorŝPα = |Ψα〉〈Ψα| to the energy eigenstates
[14] and the integer powers of the Hamiltonian [5].

The current numerical and analytic evidence from inte-
grable systems suggests that there exists a minimal set of in-
dependent constraints whose size is much smaller than the di-
mension of the Hilbert space but may still be much greater
than one. In our previous work [3] (with V. Yurovsky) we
showed that an integrable isolated one-dimensional systemof
lattice hard-core bosons relaxes to an equilibrium character-
ized not by the usual but by ageneralized Gibbs ensemble. In-
stead of just the energy, the Gibbs exponent contained a linear
combination of conserved quantities—the occupations of the
eigenstates of the corresponding Jordan-Wigner fermions—
whose number was still only a tiny fraction of the dimension
of the Hilbert space. Yet this ensemble works, while the usual
one does not, for a wide variety of initial conditions [15] as
well as for a fermionic system [16]; it also explains a re-
cent experimental result, the absence of thermalization inthe
Tonks-Girardeau gas [1]. Thus, while at least some constraints
beyond the conservation of energy must be kept, it turns out
one needs only a relatively limited number of additional con-
served quantities with functionally independent expectation
values; adding still further ones is redundant.

Since it is not clear which sets of conserved quantities—
and some are always present—constrain relaxation and which
do not, it becomes even more urgent to determine whether
isolated generic quantum systems relax to the usual thermal
state. The theoretical attention to this question has in fact
been increasing recently, because of the high levels of iso-
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FIG. 1: Relaxation dynamics. a, Two-dimensional lattice on which
five hard-core bosons propagate in time. The bosons are initially
prepared in the ground state of the sub-lattice in the lower-right cor-
ner and released through the indicated link.b, The corresponding
relaxation dynamics of the marginal momentum distributioncenter
[n(kx = 0)] compared with the predictions of the three ensembles.
In the microcanonical case, we averaged over all eigenstates whose
energies lie within a narrow window (see Supplementary Discussion)
[E0 − ∆E,E0 + ∆E], whereE0 ≡ 〈ψ(0)| bH |ψ(0)〉 = −5.06J ,
∆E = 0.1J , andJ is the hopping parameter. The canonical en-
semble temperature iskBT = 1.87J , wherekB is the Boltzmann
constant, so that the ensemble prediction for the energy isE0. c, Full
momentum distribution function in the initial state, afterrelaxation,
and in the different ensembles. Hered is the lattice constant and
Lx = 5 the lattice width.

lation [1, 2, 17] and control [18, 19] possible in experiments
with ultracold quantum gases. However, despite numerous
studies of specific models there is not yet consensus on how
or even if relaxation to the usual thermal values occurs for
nonintegrable systems [7]. Common wisdom says that it does
[8, 9], but some recent numerical results suggest otherwise,
either under certain conditions [4] or in general [5].

In order to study relaxation of an isolated quantum sys-
tems, we considered the time evolution of five hard-core
bosons with additional weak nearest-neighbor repulsions,on
a 21-site two-dimensional lattice, initially confined to a por-
tion of the lattice and prepared in their ground state there.
Figure 1a shows the exact geometry (see also Supplemen-

tary Discussion); the relaxation dynamics begins when the
confinement is lifted. Expanding the initial state wave-
function in the eigenstate basis of the final HamiltonianĤ
as |ψ(0)〉 =

∑
α Cα|Ψα〉, the many-body wavefunction

evolves as|ψ(t)〉 = e−i bHt|ψ(0)〉 =
∑

α Cαe
−iEαt|Ψα〉,

where theEα’s are the eigenstate energies. Thus obtaining
numerically-exact results for all times required the full di-
agonalization of the 20,349-dimensional Hamiltonian. The
quantum-mechanical mean of any observableÂ evolves as

〈Â(t)〉 ≡ 〈ψ(t)|Â|ψ(t)〉 =
∑

α, β

C⋆
αCβe

i(Eα−Eβ)tAαβ , (1)

with Aαβ = 〈Ψα′ |Â|Ψα〉. The long-time average of〈Â(t)〉 is
then

〈Â〉 =
∑

α

|Cα|2Aαα . (2)

Note that if the system relaxes at all, it must be to this value.
We find it convenient to think of Eq. (2) as stating the pre-
diction of a “diagonal ensemble,”|Cα|2 corresponding to the
weight |Ψα〉 has in the ensemble. In fact, this ensemble is
precisely the generalized Gibbs ensemble introduced in Ref.
[3] if as integrals of motion one takes all the projection opera-
torsP̂α = |Ψα〉〈Ψα|. Using these as constraints on relaxation

dynamics, the theory giveŝρc = exp
(
−∑D

α=1 λαP̂α

)
, with

λα = − ln(|Cα|2), andD the dimension of the Hilbert space.
(Notice, however, that for the integrable system treated inRef.
[3], the generalized Gibbs ensemble was defined using a dif-
ferent,minimal set of independent integrals of motion, whose
number was equal to the number of lattice sitesN ≪ D.)

Now if the quantum-mechanical mean of an observable be-
haves thermally it should settle to the prediction of an appro-
priate statistical-mechanical ensemble. For our numerical ex-
periments we chose to monitor the marginal momentum dis-
tribution along the horizontal axisn(kx) and its central com-
ponentn(kx = 0) (see Supplementary Discussion). Figures
1b and 1c demonstrate that both relax to their microcanonical
predictions. The diagonal ensemble predictions are indistinct
from these, but the canonical ones, although quite close, are
not. This is an indication of the relevance of finite size effects,
which may be the origin of some of the apparent deviations
from thermodynamics seen in the recent numerical studies of
Refs. [4] and [5].

The statement that the diagonal and microcanonical ensem-
bles give the same predictions for the relaxed value ofÂ reads

∑

α

|Cα|2Aαα = 〈A〉microcan.(E0)

def.
=

1

NE0, ∆E

∑

α
|E0−Eα|<∆E

Aαα , (3)

whereE0 is the mean energy of the initial state,∆E is the
half-width of an appropriately chosen (see Supplementary
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FIG. 2: Thermalization in classical vs quantum mechanics. a, In
classical mechanics, time evolution constructs the thermal state from
an initial state that generally bears no resemblance to the former.
b, In quantum mechanics, according to the eigenstate thermaliza-
tion hypothesis, every eigenstate of the Hamiltonian always implic-
itly contains a thermal state. The coherence between the eigenstates
initially hides it, but time dynamics reveals it through dephasing.

Discussion) energy window centered atE0, and the normal-
izationNE0, ∆E is the number of energy eigenstates with en-
ergies in the window[E0 − ∆E, E0 + ∆E]. Thermodynam-
ical universality is evident in this equality: while the left hand
side depends on the details of the initial conditions through
the set of coefficientsCα, the right hand side depends only on
the total energy, which is the same for many different initial
conditions. Three mechanisms suggest themselves as possi-
ble explanations of this universality (assuming the initial state
is sufficiently narrow in energy, as is normally the case—see
Supplementary Discussion):

(i) Even for eigenstates close in energy, there are large
eigenstate-to-eigenstate fluctuations of both the eigenstate ex-
pectation valuesAαα and of the eigenstate occupation num-
bers|Cα|2. However, for physically interesting initial condi-
tions, the fluctuations in the two quantities are uncorrelated.
A given initial state then performs an unbiased sampling of
the distribution of the eigenstate expectation valuesAαα, re-
sulting in Eq. (3).

(ii) For physically interesting initial conditions, the eigen-
state occupation numbers|Cα|2 practically do not fluctuate at
all between eigenstates that are close in energy. Again, Eq.
(3) immediately follows.

(iii) The eigenstate expectation valuesAαα practically do
not fluctuate at all between eigenstates that are close in energy.
In that case Eq. (3) holds for literallyall initial states narrow
in energy.

J. M. Deutsch and M. Srednicki have independently pro-
posed the scenario (iii), dubbed the

Eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH)
[Deutsch[12] (1991), Srednicki[13] (1994)].
The expectation value〈Ψα|Â|Ψα〉 of a few-body

observablêA in an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian|Ψα〉,
with energyEα, of a large interacting many-body
system equals the thermal (microcanonical in our case)
average〈A〉microcan.(Eα) of Â at the mean energyEα:

〈Ψα|Â|Ψα〉 = 〈A〉microcan.(Eα). (4)

The ETH suggests that classical and quantum thermal states
have very different natures, as depicted in Fig. 2. While at
present there are no general theoretical arguments supporting
the ETH, some results do exist for restricted classes of sys-
tems. To begin with, Deutsch [12] showed that the ETH holds
in the case of an integrable Hamiltonian weakly perturbed
by a single matrix taken from a random Gaussian ensemble.
Next, nuclear shell model calculations have shown that indi-
vidual wavefunctions reproduce thermodynamic predictions
[20]. Then there are rigorous proofs that some particular
quantum systems, whose classical counterparts are chaotic,
satisfy the ETH in the semiclassical limit [21, 22, 23, 24].
More generally, for low density billiards in the semiclassical
regime, the ETH follows from Berry’s conjecture [13, 25],
which in turn is believed to hold in semiclassical classically-
chaotic systems [26]. Finally, at the other end of the chaos-
integrability continuum, in systems solvable by Bethe ansatz,
observables are smooth functions of the integrals of motion.
This allows the construction of single energy eigenstates that
reproduce thermal predictions [27].

In Figs. 3a-c we demonstrate that the ETHis in fact the
mechanism responsible for thermal behavior in our noninte-
grable system. Fig. 3c additionally shows that scenario (ii)
mentioned above plays no role, because the fluctuations in the
eigenstate occupation numbers|Cα|2 are large. Thermal be-
havior also requires that both the diagonal and the chosen ther-
mal ensemble have sufficiently narrow energy distributions
ρ(E) [ = probability distribution× the density of states], so
that in the energy region where the energy distributionsρ(E)
are appreciable, the derivative of the curve eigenstate expecta-
tion valueAαα vs the energy (heren(kx = 0) vs the energy)
does not change much; see Supplementary Discussion. As
shown in Fig. 3b, this holds for the microcanonical and diago-
nal ensembles but not for the canonical ensemble, explaining
the failure of the latter to describe the relaxation in Fig. 1.
Note that the fluctuations of the eigenstate occupation num-
bers|Cα|2 in Fig. 3b are lowered by the averaging involved
in the computation of the density of states (compare with Fig.
3c).

To strengthen the case for the ETH, we tested another ob-
servable. We chose it with the following consideration in
mind: in our system interactions are local in space, and mo-
mentum distribution is a global, approximately spatially addi-
tive property. Thus one might wonder if the ETH for momen-
tum distribution arises through some spatial averaging mech-
anism (we thank the anonymous referee 2 for bringing this
point to our attention). It does not: for our final test of the ETH
we chose an observable that is manifestly local in space, the
expectation value of the occupation of the central site of the
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lattice. We again found that the ETH holds true (3% relative
standard deviation of eigenstate-to-eigenstate fluctuations).

On the other hand, Figs. 3d-f show how the ETHfails
for an isolated one-dimensionalintegrable system. The lat-
ter consists of five hard-core bosons initially prepared in their
ground state in an 8-site chain, one of the ends of which we

then link to one of the ends of an adjoining (empty) 13-site
chain to trigger relaxation dynamics. As Fig. 3e shows,n(kx)
as a function of energy is a broad cloud of points, meaning
that the ETH is not valid; Fig. 3f shows that scenario (ii) does
not hold either.

FIG. 3: Eigenstate thermalization hypothesis. a, In our nonintegrable system, the momentum distributionn(kx) for two typical eigenstates
with energies close toE0 is identical to the microcanonical result, in accordance with the ETH.b, Upper panel:n(kx = 0) eigenstate
expectation values as a function of the eigenstate energy resemble a smooth curve. Lower panel: the energy distributionρ(E) of the three
ensembles considered in this work.c, Detailed view ofn(kx = 0) (left labels) and|Cα|

2 (right labels) for 20 eigenstates aroundE0. d, In the
integrable system,n(kx) for two eigenstates with energies close toE0 and for the microcanonical and diagonal ensembles are very different
from each other, i.e., the ETH fails.e, Upper panel:n(kx = 0) eigenstate expectation value considered as a function of the eigenstate energy
gives a thick cloud of points rather than resembling a smoothcurve. Lower panel: energy distributions in the integrablesystem are similar to
the nonintegrable ones depicted inb. f, Correlation betweenn(kx = 0) and |Cα|

2 for 20 eigenstates aroundE0. It explains why ind the
microcanonical prediction forn(kx = 0) is larger than the diagonal one.

Nevertheless, one may still wonder if in this case scenario
(i) might hold—if the averages over the diagonal and the
microcanonical energy distributions shown in Fig. 3e might
agree. Figure 3d shows that this does not happen. This is so
because, as shown in Fig. 3f, the values ofn(kx = 0) for
the most-occupied states in the diagonal ensemble (the largest
values of eigenstate occupation numbers|Cα|2) are always
smaller than the microcanonical prediction, and those of the
least-occupied states, always larger. Hence, the usual thermal
predictions fail because the correlations between the values
of n(kx = 0) and |Cα|2 preclude unbiased sampling of the
latter by the former. These correlations have their origin in
the nontrivial integrals of motion that make the system inte-

grable and that enter thegeneralized Gibbs ensemble, which
was introduced in Ref. [3] as appropriate for formulating sta-
tistical mechanics of isolated integrable systems. In the non-
integrable case shown in Fig. 3c,n(kx = 0) is so narrowly
distributed that it does not matter whether or not it is corre-
lated with |Cα|2 (we have in fact seen no correlations in the
nonintegrable case).

The thermalization mechanism outlined thus far explains
why long-time averages converge to their thermal predictions.
A striking aspect of Fig. 1b, however, is that the time fluc-
tuations are so small that after relaxation the thermal predic-
tion works well at every instant of time. Looking at Eq. (1),
one might think this is so because the contribution of the off-
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FIG. 4: Temporal vs quantum fluctuations. a, Matrix elements of
the observable of interest,n(kx = 0), as a function of state indices;
the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are indexed in the order of dimin-
ishing overlap with the initial state. The dominance of the diagonal
matrix elements is apparent.b, The same time evolution as in Fig. 1b
with the error bars showing the quantum fluctuationsn(kx = 0)±∆

with ∆ = [〈bn2(kx = 0)〉 − 〈bn(kx = 0)〉2]1/2, which are clearly
much larger than the temporal fluctuations ofn(kx = 0).

diagonal terms gets attenuated by temporal dephasing, which
results from the generic incommensurability of the frequen-
cies of the oscillating exponentials. However, this attenuation
only scales as the root of the number of dephasing terms, and
is exactly compensated by their larger number: if the number
of eigenstates that have a significant overlap with the initial
state isNstates, then typicalCα ∼ 1/

√
Nstates, and the sum

over off-diagonal terms in Eq. (1) finally does not scale down
with Nstates:

∑

α, β
α6=β

ei(Eα−Eβ)t

Nstates
Aαβ ∼

√
N2

states

Nstates
Atypical

αβ ∼ Atypical
αβ (5)

Hence, were the magnitude of the diagonal and off-diagonal
terms comparable, their contributions would be comparable
as well, and time fluctuations of the average would be of the
order of the average. However, this is not the case and thus

Atypical
αβ

α6=β

≪ Atypical
αα . (6)

Figure 4a confirms this inequality for the matrix elements of
the momentum distribution in our system. We should mention
that there is ana priori argument—admittedly in part depen-
dent on certain hypotheses about chaos in quantum billiards—
in support of this inequality for the case when the mean value
of Â in an energy eigenstate is comparable to the quantum
fluctuation ofÂ in that state [28].

On the other hand, the thermalization we see appears to
be working a bittoo well: in a system as small as ours, one
would expect measurement-to-measurementfluctuations to be
much larger than what Fig. 1b suggests. Indeed, as we show
in Figure 4b, the fluctuations that one would actually measure
would be dominated by the quantum fluctuations of the time-
dependent state. The rather large size of the quantum fluctu-

ations relative to the thermal mean value is of course particu-
lar to small systems; however, the dominance of the quantum
fluctuations over the temporal fluctuations of quantum expec-
tation values is not and is actually expected for generic sys-
tems in the thermodynamic limit [29].

We have demonstrated that, in contrast to the integrable
case, the nonequilibrium dynamics of a generic isolated quan-
tum system does lead to standard thermalization. We verified
that this happens through the eigenstate thermalization mech-
anism, a scenario J. M. Deutsch [12] demonstrated for the case
of an integrable quantum Hamiltonian weakly perturbed by a
single matrix taken from a random Gaussian ensemble and M.
Srednicki [13] compellingly defended for the case of rarefied
semiclassical quantum billiards, and which both authors con-
jectured to be valid in general. Our results, when combined
with the others we mentioned [12, 13, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27], constitute strong evidence that eigenstate thermaliza-
tion indeed generally underlies thermal relaxation in isolated
quantum systems. Therefore, to understand the existence of
universal thermal time-asymptotic states, one should study
operator expectation values in individual eigenstates. This is
a problem that is linear, time-independent, and conceptually
far simpler than any arising in the research—currently domi-
nating the field—on the nonlinear dynamics of semiclassical
systems. Among the fundamental open problems of statistical
mechanics that could benefit from the linear time-independent
perspective are the nature of irreversibility, the existence of a
KAM-like threshold [30] in quantum systems, and the role of
conserved quantities in the approach to equilibrium. Finally,
having a clear conceptual picture for the origins of thermaliza-
tion may make it possible to engineer new, “unthermalizable”
states of matter [12], with further applications in quantumin-
formation and precision measurement.

We thank A. C. Cassidy, K. Jacobs, A. P. Young, and E.
J. Heller for helpful comments. We acknowledge financial
support from the National Science Foundation and the Office
of Naval Research. We are grateful to the USC HPCC center
where our numerical computations were performed.

SUPPLEMENTARY DISCUSSION

1. The Hamiltonian and the numerical calculations.

In a system of units where~ = 1 the Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ = −J
∑

〈i,j〉

(
b̂†i b̂j + h.c.

)
+ U

∑

〈i,j〉

n̂in̂j (7)

where 〈i, j〉 indicates that the sums run over all nearest-
neighbor pairs of sites,J is the hopping parameter, andU
the nearest-neighbor repulsion parameter that we always set
to 0.1J . The hard-core boson creation (b̂†i ) and annihilation
(b̂j) operators commute on different sites,[b̂i, b̂

†
j] = [b̂i, b̂j] =

[b̂†i , b̂
†
j ] = 0 for all i andj 6= i, while the hard-core condi-

tion imposes the canonical anticommutation relations on the
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same site,{b̂i, b̂†i} = 1, and(b̂i)
2 = (b̂†i )

2 = 0 for all i. Here
n̂i = b̂†i b̂i is the density operator.

An exact study of the nonequilibrium dynamics forall time
scales requires a full diagonalization of the many-body Hamil-
tonian (7). We are able to fully diagonalize—essentially to
machine precision—matrices of dimensionD ∼ 20, 000, and
so we considerN = 5 hard-core bosons on a5 × 5 lattice
with four sites missing (D = 20, 349); see Fig. 5. All the
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are used for the time evolution

|ψ(t)〉 = exp [−iĤt]|ψ(0)〉 =
∑

α

Cα exp [−iEαt]|Ψα〉 ,

where|ψ(t)〉 is the time-evolving state,|ψ(0)〉 the initial state,
|Ψα〉 the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian with the energiesEα,
andCα = 〈Ψα|ψ(0)〉. Our initial state is the ground state of
the five bosons when they are confined to the lower part of the
lattice (the colored part in Fig. 5. The time evolution begins
with the opening of the link shown in Fig. 5, which allows the
bosons to expand over the whole lattice. The position of the
missing sites was chosen so that we only open a single link
to start the relaxation dynamics. The motivation for this will
become apparent in the last paragraph below.

Initial

FIG. 5: The lattice for the dynamics. Two-dimensional lattice on
which the particles propagate in time. The initial state is the ground
state of 5 hard-core bosons confined to the sub-lattice in thelower
right-hand corner, and the time evolution starts after the opening of
the link indicated by the door symbol.

As the principal observables of interest we chose the
marginal momentum distribution along the horizontal axis
n(kx) =

∑
ky
n(kx, ky) and in particular its central com-

ponentn(kx = 0), quantities readily measurable in actual
experiments with ultracold quantum gases [19]. Here the
full two-dimensional momentum distribution isn(kx, ky) =

1/L2
∑

i,j e
−i2πk(ri−rj)/L〈b̂†i b̂j〉, whereL = Lx = Ly = 5

are the linear sizes of the lattice. The positionr i = (ix d , iy d)
involves the lattice constantd.

2. The microcanonical ensemble in a small system.

To compute the microcanonical ensemble predictions,
we have averaged over all eigenstates whose energies lie

within a narrow window [E0 − ∆E,E0 + ∆E], with
E0 ≡ 〈ψ(0)|Ĥ |ψ(0)〉 = 〈ψ(t)|Ĥ |ψ(t)〉 = −5.06J . Since
our systems are small there is generally no meaning to the
limit ∆E → 0, because small enough windows may fail
to contain even a single eigenstate. Instead, one should
show that the microcanonical predictions are robust with
respect to the choice of the width of the energy window. In
Fig. 6 we demonstrate this robustness in a neighborhood of
∆E = 0.1J , a value that seems to be an appropriate choice
given the data presented in the inset of the same figure.
There we show the dependence on∆E of the predictions
for n(kx = 0) given by the “left-averaged” and the “right-
averaged” microcanonical ensembles, by which we mean that
the microcanonical windows are chosen as[E0 − ∆E,E0]
and[E0, E0+∆E], respectively. We see that for∆E . 0.1J ,
the two microcanonical predictions are almost independent
of the value of∆E. The main panel in Fig. 6 shows that the
microcanonical values ofn(kx) for ∆E = 0.05J and for
∆E = 0.1J are indistinguishable.

-2 -1 0 1 2

k
x
[2π/(L

x
d)]

0

0.5

1

1.5

n(
k x)

∆E=0.05J
∆E=0.1J

0.01 0.1 1∆E
1.5

1.55

1.6

1.65

1.7

n(
k x=

0)

Eα<E
0

Eα>E
0

FIG. 6: Microcanonical ensemble. Microcanonical momentum
distribution function for two different values of∆E. Inset: Mi-
crocanonical predictions forn(kx = 0) calculated using the left
([E0−∆E,E0]) and the right ([E0, E0+∆E]) averages as functions
of ∆E.

3. Eigenstate thermalization and the width of the energy
distribution.

The eigenstate thermalization alone is not sufficient to en-
sure an agreement between the predictions of the diagonal
and thermal ensembles. As discussed in Ref. [13], it is also
necessary that both distributions be sufficiently narrow. More
specifically, one must require for both ensembles

(∆E)2 |A′′(E)/A(E)| ≪ 1, (8)

where∆E is the width of the energy distribution in the en-
semble, andA(E) is the dependence of the expectation value
of the observableAαα = 〈Ψα|Â|Ψα〉 on the energyEα of the
Hamiltonian-operator eigenstate|Ψα〉. Note that because of
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eigenstate thermalization,A(E) is a smooth function of en-
ergy. For the thermodynamical ensembles the condition (8) is
always satisfied in the thermodynamic limit. We now show
that it is also satisfied for the diagonal ensemble in the ther-
modynamic limit.

If one considers an observablea that is the intensive coun-
terpart ofA, all conclusions obtained fora can be extended
to the original observableA via trivial rescaling. For exam-
ple, for our principal observable of interest,n(kx), the corre-
sponding intensive variable is the momentum densityξ(px)
normalized as

∫
dpx ξ(px) = 1. Notice that in this case

ξ(px) = n(kx)Lxd/(2πN).
Fora, the condition in (8) reduces to

(∆ǫ)2|a′′(ǫ)/a(ǫ)| ≪ 1, (9)

whereǫ ≡ E/N . For sufficiently large systems the depen-
dence ofa on ǫ is independent of the system size. Hence, in
order to justify the validity of (9) it is sufficient to prove that
the width of the distribution of the energy per particle in the
diagonal ensemble converges to zero for large linear sizesL
of the system:

∆ǫ
L→∞−→ 0 . (10)

Suppose that initially our system is prepared in an eigen-
state|Ψ0〉 of a HamiltonianĤ0 and that at timet = 0 the
Hamiltonian is suddenly changed tôH :

Ĥ0 → Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ŵ ,

whereŴ is the difference between the new and the old Hamil-
tonians. Within this scenario, the energy width

∆E =

√√√√∑

α

E2
α|Cα|2 −

(
∑

α

Eα|Cα|2
)2

of the diagonal ensemble becomes equal to the variance of the
new energy in the state|Ψ0〉:

∆E = ∆H ≡
√
〈Ψ0|Ĥ2|Ψ0〉 − 〈Ψ0|Ĥ |Ψ0〉2 .

It is now straightforward to show that the variance ofĤ equals
the variance of̂W :

∆H = ∆W.

In order to deduce how∆W scales in the thermodynamic
limit, we assume that̂W is a sum of local operatorŝw(j) over
some region of the latticeσ (a single point, a straight line, the
whole lattice, etc.):

Ŵ =
∑

j∈σ

ŵ(j).

Hereŵ(j) is a polynomial of creation and annihilation oper-
ators localized at the pointsj + ∆j, where|∆j| is limited

from the above by a finite number that does not scale with the
system size. The mean square ofŴ can be written as

〈Ψ0|Ŵ 2|Ψ0〉 = 〈Ψ0|Ŵ |Ψ0〉2

+
∑

j1,j2∈σ

[〈Ψ0|ŵ(j1)ŵ(j2)|Ψ0〉

− 〈Ψ0|ŵ(j1)|Ψ0〉〈Ψ0|ŵ(j2)|Ψ0〉] . (11)

In the absence of long-range correlations the expression in
brackets tends to zero for large distances betweenj1 andj2.
Therefore, the whole second term on the right-hand-side of
(11) scales asLdσ , wheredσ is the dimensionality of the sub-
latticeσ andL is the linear size of the lattice. The variance of
Ŵ scales the same way:

(∆W )2
L→∞∝ Ldσ .

Retracing our steps, we arrive at the conclusion that the energy
width ∆ǫ indeed tends to zero in the thermodynamic limit:

∆ǫ
L→∞∝ 1

LdL−dσ/2
,

wheredL ≥ dσ is the dimensionality of the whole lattice.
Note that for the two-dimensional lattice considered in this

paper the role of̂W is played by the hopping energy of the
“door” link. An analysis similar to the one above shows that
increasing the number of “door” links will lead to an increase
in the width∆ǫ, proportional to the square root of the number
of “door” links. This is why in our 2D experiment, we have
chosen the position of the missing sites to be the one in Fig. 5,
so that only a single link is opened during the time evolution.
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We consider many-body quantum systems that exhibit quantum chaos,
in the sense that the observables of interest act on energy eigenstates
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many-body systems typically exhibit certain dynamical properties that are studied under
the subject headings of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. These properties include
the following:

1) Given an arbitrary initial state, the system almost always evolves towards an identifi-
able condition known as thermal equilibrium, and then remains in this condition at almost
all subsequent times.

2) When the system is in thermal equilibrium, observables of interest take on values that
depend only on the nature of the system and its total energy, but not on any other details
of the specific state of the system.

3) When the system is in thermal equilibrium, the measured value of an observable of
interest at any particular time fluctuates about its equilibrium value, with fluctuations whose
amplitude is suppressed by a factor of N−1/2, where N is the number of degrees of freedom.

4) During the approach to thermal equilibrium, the values of observables of interest
are governed by equations that are not time reversal invariant. These equations typically
depend on the values of other observables, possibly at different times. The information about
the system that is included in these equations is not sufficient to reconstruct the complete
physical state of the system.

5) Often (but not always), these equations are markovian; that is, they depend only
on the values of the observables in question, and their first time derivatives, at any given
moment.

There is a vast literature on the derivation of these properties from an underlying de-
terministic, time reversal invariant dynamics, classical or quantum. In this paper (closely
related earlier work includes [1–16]), we explore to what extent these properties can be de-
duced as consequences of quantum chaos. This means that we will assume that the energy
eigenvalues and (more importantly) the matrix elements of typical observables have certain
properties. These properties are believed (and, in some cases, rigorously proven) to hold for
a canonically quantized system whose classical phase space is fully chaotic at the energies of
interest, and they are likely to hold at least approximately for a broader array of systems.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we state our basic assumptions, and
briefly discuss their origins in quantum chaos theory. Some previous work that is directly
relevant is summarized in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 present new results concerning the
approach to thermal equilibrium. Section 6 discusses the main conclusions.

II. QUANTUM CHAOS

We assume that the quantum system of interest is bounded and isolated, with N degrees
of freedom, where N ≫ 1. Since the system is bounded, the energy eigenvalues are discrete,
and since it is isolated, its time evolution is governed by the Schrodinger equation. Let Eα

denote the energy eigenvalue corresponding to the energy eigenstate |α〉; the state of the
system at any time t is then given by

|ψt〉 =
∑

α

cα e
−iEαt |α〉 . (2.1)
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We emphasize that |α〉 is an eigenstate of the full, many-body hamiltonian. The cα’s specify
the state at any one time (say, t = 0), and we assume the usual normalization

〈ψt|ψt〉 =
∑

α

|cα|
2 = 1 . (2.2)

Note that we have set h̄ = 1 to simplify the notation. We will, however, point out how
various quantities scale with h̄ when this information is useful.

We now make two key assumptions about the system.
Our first assumption is not strictly necessary, but it will simplify some of the subsequent

analysis. We assume that if any two sums of equal numbers of energy eigenvalues are equal,

Eα1
+ . . .+ Eαn

= Eβ1
+ . . .+ Eβn

, (2.3)

then {β1, . . . , βn} is a permutation of {α1, . . . , αn}; that is, the corresponding eigenstates
are the same for both sides. In particular, Eα = Eβ implies that |α〉 = |β〉, so that all the
energy eigenvalues are nondegenerate. This assumption is expected to hold in general for
a quantized chaotic system in which all unitary symmetries (such as invariance under any
discrete or continuous reflection or rotation) have been removed by suitable changes (such
as by putting the system in an irregularly shaped box). In this case, the energy eigenvalues
have the same statistical properties as the eigenvalues of gaussian random matrices [17]. The
system may or may not be invariant under the anti-unitary transformation of time reversal;
we will assume that it is, because one of the most interesting aspects of thermodynamics is
the appearance of an “arrow of time” even when the underlying dynamics is time reversal
invariant.

Our second assumption is the crucial one. Let A be a hermitian operator corresponding to
an observable of interest that is a smooth, h̄-independent function of the classical coordinates
and momenta. We assume that the matrix elements of A in the energy eigenstate basis take
the form [18,6]

Aαβ = A(E)δαβ + e−S(E)/2f(E, ω)Rαβ . (2.4)

All the factors in this formula need explanation.
First, for notational convenience we have defined

E ≡ 1
2
(Eα + Eβ) and ω ≡ Eα −Eβ . (2.5)

S(E) is the thermodynamic entropy at energy E, given by

eS(E) ≡ E
∑

α

δε(E − Eα) , (2.6)

where δε(x) is a Dirac delta function that has been smeared just enough to render S(E)
monotonic. A(E) and f(E, ω) are smooth functions of their arguments whose physical
implications will be the main focus of this paper. Finally, Rαβ is a numerical factor that
varies erratically with α and β. It is helpful to think of the real and imaginary parts of Rαβ

as random variables, each with zero mean and unit variance. Without loss of generality,
we can take f(E, ω) to be real, positive, and an even function of ω; then hermiticity of A
implies Rβα = R∗

αβ . Also, in many cases of physical interest, Rαβ is purely real.
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Eq. (2.4) is semiclassical in nature; the factor of e−S(E)/2 scales like h̄(N−1)/2. Thus the
validity of eq. (2.4) requires h̄ to be “small,” which in practice means that the energy E must
be “large.” The appropriate definitions of “small” and “large” are a key problem of quantum
chaos theory. For systems with few degrees of freedom, it is now well established [19] that a
necessary condition for quantum chaos is δ ≪ h̄/τTh, where δ ∼ e−SE is the mean spacing
between energy eigenvalues near E, and τTh is the Thouless time [20] (roughly speaking,
the time scale by which all diffusive classical processes have saturated). For many-body
systems in general, less is known. Studies of nonlinearly coupled oscillators [7,14] and of
fermions with pseudo-random single-particle energies and two-body matrix elements [11,15]
both suggest a threshold energy for quantum chaos that goes to zero in the thermodynamic
limit like N−ν , with 0 < ν ≤ 1. We may therefore hope that eq. (2.4) will enjoy a wide
range of validity.

An important feature of eq. (2.4) is that the general structure that it describes is pre-
served under multiplication [6]. Thus, for example, the matrix elements of any power of A
are given by

(An)αβ = An(E)δαβ + e−S(E)/2fn(E, ω)R
(n)
αβ , (2.7)

where An(E), fn(E, ω), and R
(n)
αβ can be expressed in terms of A(E), f(E, ω), and Rαβ . The

precise relationship will not be needed, however; the key point is the generic character of
eq. (2.4).

Finally, the function A(E) can be related to a standard expression in statistical mechan-
ics: the equilibrium value of A, as given by the canonical thermal average

〈A〉T ≡
Tr e−H/TA

Tr e−H/T
. (2.8)

Here T is the temperature, and we have set Boltzmann’s constant to one. To see the relation
between 〈A〉T and A(E), we use eqs. (2.4) and (2.6) in eq. (2.8) to get

〈A〉T =

∫∞
0

dE
E
eS(E)−E/TA(E)

∫∞
0

dE
E
eS(E)−E/T

+O(e−S/2) . (2.9)

When N is large, the entropy is extensive: S(E,N) = Ns(E/N) + O(logN). In this case
the integrals in eq. (2.9) can be evaluated by steepest descent. We see that their ratio
is A(E) + O(N−1), where E is now fixed in terms of T by the steepest-descent condition
∂S/∂E = 1/T ; this also implies E = 〈H〉T . Turning around eq. (2.9) then gives us the
expression for A(E) that we want [6],

A(E) = 〈A〉T +O(N−1) +O(e−S/2) . (2.10)

We will always assume that N is large enough to make the indicated corrections negligible.
Note also that eq. (2.10) is consistent with, but not identical to, Shnirelman’s theorem

[21]. This theorem essentially states that A(E) is given by the classical, microcanonical
average of A, up to corrections which are expected to be O(h̄1/2). Eq. (2.10), on the other
hand, already includes corrections up to O(h̄(N−2)/2), but has in addition corrections of
O(N−1).
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III. THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM

The expectation value of an observable A in the state specified by eq. (2.1) is given by

At ≡ 〈ψt|A|ψt〉

=
∑

αβ

c∗αcβ e
i(Eα−Eβ)tAαβ . (3.1)

We will take At as the main object of study. It is not obvious that this is the right thing to do,
since short-time measurements do not generally yield quantum expectation values. However,
our main goal is to compare with the results of conventional nonequilibrium statistical
mechanics, in which time-dependent expectation values are the basic ingredients (see, e.g.,
[22–24], and Section V, below). A detailed discussion of the quantum measurement problem
would be needed to address this issue properly, but this is beyond the scope of the present
paper.

If we now take the infinite time average of At, we find

A ≡ lim
τ→∞

1

τ

∫ τ

0
dt At

=
∑

α

|cα|
2Aαα , (3.2)

where the last line requires nondegeneracy of the energy eigenvalues. It also requires that
the averaging time τ be much larger than the Heisenberg time τH ≡ 2πh̄/δ ∼ eS. This time
scale is much too large to be physically relevant, and thus the infinite time average must
be regarded as a purely theoretical device. Nevertheless, if the system comes to thermal
equilibrium, then At should be near its equilibrium value 〈A〉T most of the time, and thus
we should have A = 〈A〉T .

To check whether or not this is the case, we first substitute eq. (2.4) into eq. (3.2) to get

A =
∑

α

|cα|
2A(Eα) +O(e−S/2) . (3.3)

We now make a mild assumption about the state |ψt〉. We assume that the expectation
value of the total energy

E ≡
∑

α

|cα|
2Eα (3.4)

has a quantum uncertainty

∆ ≡
[∑

α

|cα|
2 (Eα −E)2

]1/2

(3.5)

that is small, in the sense that ∆2|A′′(E)/A(E)| ≪ 1. This is a natural assumption when
N is large, since states of physical interest typically have ∆ ∼ N−1/2E. If we now expand
A(Eα) in eq. (3.3) in powers of Eα − E, we get A = A(E) + O(∆2); combining this with
eq. (2.10), we find
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A = 〈A〉T +O(∆2) +O(N−1) +O(e−S/2) . (3.6)

Thus we have shown that the infinite time average of At is indeed equal to its equilibrium
value at the appropriate temperature. Note that this key property follows entirely from
the matrix element structure of eq. (2.4), and does not depend on the details of the initial
quantum state.

We now turn to an examination of the fluctuations of At about its equilibrium value A.
The mean squared amplitude of the these fluctuations is

(At − A )2 = lim
τ→∞

1

τ

∫ τ

0
dt (At − A )2

=
∑

α,β 6=α

|cα|
2 |cβ|

2 |Aαβ |
2

= O(e−S) . (3.7)

We see that the fluctuations of At about A are very small. This tells us that, whatever the
initial value A0 happens to be, At must eventually approach its equilibrium value, and then
remain near it most of the time.

On the other hand, eq. (3.7) is too small to represent the expected thermal fluctuations
of A. To find them, we must look at what are usually called quantum fluctuations. The
mean squared amplitude of the quantum fluctuations is

〈ψt|(A−A )2|ψt〉 = (A2)t − A 2

= 〈A2〉T − 〈A〉2T
+O(∆2) +O(N−1) +O(e−S/2) . (3.8)

In the last line, we have used the fact that the matrix elements of A2 have the same general
structure as the matrix elements of A, as shown in eq. (2.7), and that this structure implies
that the infinite time average is the same as the thermal average, as shown in eq. (3.6).
Eq. (3.8) tells us that the quantum fluctuations in A have the right magnitude to be identified
as thermal fluctuations [6].

Note, however, that 〈A2〉T −〈A〉2T is itself expected to be O(N−1) for typical observables
of interest (see, e.g., [25]), and so the first two correction terms on the right-hand side of
eq. (3.8) are not necessarily smaller than the leading term. This is not a point of concern,
however; we used the canonical ensemble to define thermal averaging, and the result would
in general change by a factor of order one if we were to use instead the grand canonical or
microcanonical ensemble. Since the exact size of the thermal fluctuations in any particular
observable depends on the choice of ensemble, our claimed identification of quantum fluc-
tuations as thermal fluctuations can be meaningful only up to a numerical factor. This is
what is established in eq. (3.8).

Another point of interest is the nature of the classical limit. Recalling that e−S ∼ h̄N−1,

we see that eq. (3.7) predicts that (At − A )2 vanishes in the classical limit. This is in
fact a reasonable result if the classical system is chaotic. To see why, first note that the
classical limit of a generic quantum state (to the extent that such a thing exists at all)
is a probability density on phase space. Then the time dependent expectation value At

is given (in the classical limit) by At =
∫
d2NX Utρ(X)A(X), where X is a point in phase
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space, ρ(X) is the probability density associated with the quantum state at t = 0, and
Ut is the Frobenius-Perron evolution operator for phase-space densities. When suitably
regulated and renormalized, this formally unitary operator acquires eigenvalues (known as
Ruelle resonances) inside the unit circle that are associated with irreversible decay to the
ergodic distribution [26]. If both A(X) and ρ(X) are smooth functions, At approaches a

fixed limit as t→ ∞, and (At − A )2 vanishes. The mean squared amplitude of the classical
thermal fluctuations is then given by the infinite time average of

∫
d2NX Utρ(X)[A(X)−A ]2,

which is the classical limit of the quantum expression 〈ψt|(A−A )2|ψt〉.

IV. APPROACHING EQUILIBRIUM

We now turn to our main topic, the approach to thermal equilibrium. Suppose we have
an initial state |ψ0〉 =

∑
α cα|α〉 such that the initial expectation value A0 = 〈ψ0|A|ψ0〉 of

an observable A is far from its equilibrium value A = 〈A〉T . What, then, is the behavior of
At = 〈ψt|A|ψt〉 at later times?

It is obvious that the answer depends on the details of the initial state. Without knowing
them, we can only make a probabilistic analysis. There are two basic methods for doing
so. One is to introduce a probability distribution for the initial state itself, and to average
relevant quantities over it. The issue then becomes the justification of the procedure (e.g.,
maximum entropy) for choosing this particular distribution. The second method, which we
will adopt, is to fix the initial state, and then study the values of interesting observables as
functions of time. We treat the observation time as a uniformly distributed random variable,
thus inducing a probability distribution for each observable. We then attempt to determine
to what extent these probability distributions depend on the initial state. Ideally, there
would be no dependence at all, thus rendering the choice of the initial state irrelevant.

The moments of the probability distribution for At (which is induced by assuming a
uniform probability distribution for t) are given by the infinite time averages

(At)
n = lim

τ→∞

1

τ

∫ τ

0
dt (At)

n . (4.1)

Again we note that we are using the infinite time average simply as a mathematical tool; in
this context, the fact that astronomically long averaging times are necessary is not relevant.
By using eq. (3.1), and the nondegeneracy assumption discussed after eq. (2.3), we can
express these moments as products of traces of powers of the matrix

Ãαβ ≡ c∗αAαβcβ . (4.2)

It will simplify the notation considerably if we first shift the operator A by a constant, so
that the infinite time average of At is zero. This entails no loss of generality, and so from
here on we will take

A = Tr Ã = 0 . (4.3)

The first few moments (At)
n can then be expressed as
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(At)2 = Tr Ã2 ,

(At)3 = 2 Tr Ã3 ,

(At)4 = 3(Tr Ã2)2 + 6 Tr Ã4 ,

(At)5 = 20 Tr Ã2 Tr Ã3 + 24 Tr Ã5 ,

(At)6 = 15(Tr Ã2)3 + 90 Tr Ã2 Tr Ã4 + 40(Tr Ã3)2 + 120 Tr Ã6 . (4.4)

Determining these coefficients is a straightforward but tedious combinatoric problem; it
involves counting the number of different ways that the time-dependent phases can cancel
against each other, and so survive the infinite time average. Generalizing from eq. (4.4),
the coefficient of a term of the form

∏
i(Tr Ãmi)pi in the expansion of (At)

n is given by
n!/(

∏
i pi!m

pi

i ), where n =
∑

imipi.
We now wish to estimate the magnitude of Tr Ãm for different values of m. Necessary

inputs include the quantum uncertainty ∆ in the total energy E, given by eq. (3.5); the
energy bandwidth W of the matrix Aαβ near energy E, given by

W ≡

∫ +∞
−∞ dω |f(E, ω)|2

|f(E, 0)|2
, (4.5)

where f(E, ω) is defined in eq. (2.4); the typical size a of the quantum/thermal fluctuations
in A, given by

a2 ≡ (A2)t =
∑

α

|cα|
2 (A2)αα =

∑

αβ

|cα|
2 |Aαβ|

2 ; (4.6)

and the inverse participation ratio

I ≡
1

∑
α |cα|

4
, (4.7)

which counts the effective number of different energy levels that are present in the quantum
state of the system. Also, I−1 can be regarded as the average value of |cα|

2. Given I, it is
helpful to define an effective level spacing between the participating energy eigenstates,

δeff ≡
∆

I
. (4.8)

In general, δeff must be greater than or equal to the actual level spacing δ ∼ e−SE.
Before proceeding to evaluate Tr Ãm, we must order the various energy scales. We expect

that “typical” states of physical interest will have δeff ∼ δ and ∆ ∼ N−1/2E ∼ N1/2T , since
these are properties of a thermal density matrix. We also expect that W will be independent
of N . To see why, we turn to the formula for At, eq. (3.1). From it, we can see that the time
scale for the initial evolution of At is either h̄/W or h̄/∆, whichever is larger. (Before this
time, no relative phases have changed significantly.) For an observable A of interest, this
time scale should be finite and nonzero in the thermodynamic limit, and hence independent
of N . Since we expect ∆ ∼ N1/2T , it must be W that is independent of N . We therefore
conclude that

δeff ≪W ≪ ∆ ≪ E (4.9)
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is the regime of interest.
With these considerations in place, we note that we can regard Ã as a banded random

matrix of overall size (∆/δeff)× (∆/δeff ) and bandwidth W/δeff . Within the band of nonzero
matrix elements, the magnitude of a typical entry is

Ãtyp ∼ I−1(W/δ)−1/2a . (4.10)

This comes from eq. (4.6), whose last equality demonstrates that a typical value of |Aαβ|
2

is (W/δ)−1a2; the extra factor of I−1 in eq. (4.10) comes from the cα’s in eq. (4.2). We can
now estimate Tr Ãm for even m ≡ 2k as

Tr Ã2k ∼
(

∆

δeff

)(
W

δeff

)k (
Ãtyp

)2k

∼
(

∆

δeff

)(
δeff
∆

)2k (
δ

δeff

)k

a2k . (4.11)

For odd m ≡ 2k + 1, the expected value of Tr Ã2k+1 can be positive or negative; a root-
mean-square estimate of its magnitude is

Tr Ã2k+1 ∼
(

∆

δeff

)1/2 (W
δeff

)k (
Ãtyp

)2k+1

∼
(

∆

W

)1/2
(
δeff
∆

)2k+1 (
δ

δeff

)(2k+1)/2

a2k+1 . (4.12)

However, this estimate should be regarded as less trustworthy than eq. (4.11).
Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) imply that the probability distribution for At has the form

P (At) ∝ exp

[
−
(

∆

δeff

)
F+

(
At

(δ/δeff)1/2a

)
−
(

∆

W

)1/2

F−

(
At

(δ/δeff)1/2a

)]
, (4.13)

where F+(x) and F−(x) are even and odd functions (respectively) whose Taylor expansions
involve purely numerical coefficients. Eq. (4.13) can be verified by via a Feynman-diagram
expansion for the moments; the quadratic term from F+ provides the propagator, and the
remaining terms (in both F+ and F−) give the vertex coefficients.

For At <∼ (δ/δeff)1/2a, we can neglect F− and all but the quadratic term in F+; we then
have

P (At) ∝ exp

[
−
ξ2
2

(
∆

δ

)(
At

a

)2
]
, (4.14)

where F+(x) = 1
2
ξ2x

2 + O(x4), and ξ2 is a number of order one. Thus, for sufficiently
small values of At, its probability distribution (as induced by a uniform distribution for t)
is gaussian, and independent of the details of the initial state; only the energy width ∆ of
this state is relevant. Furthermore, we see again that the fluctuations of At about its infinite
time average (which is zero, by construction) are suppressed by a factor of (δ/∆)1/2 ∼ e−S/2.

For At >∼ (δ/δeff)1/2a, the nonuniversal behavior of the functions F± becomes relevant.
Initial states that are “typical” according to most any reasonable criterion would all have
δeff ∼ δ. In this case the nonuniversal corrections are important for At >∼ a.
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So far, our analysis has not addressed our original question: given the initial value A0,
what is the behavior of At at later times? To answer this question, we must compute the
conditional probability P (At|A0) to find the value At at time t, given the value A0 at time
zero. By the usual rules of probability theory, this conditional probability can be expressed
as

P (At|A0) =
P (At, A0)

P (A0)
, (4.15)

where P (At, A0) is the joint probability for the observable A to have the expectation values
At at time t and A0 at time zero. This joint probability is induced by assuming a uniform
distribution for the initial time; hence the moments of P (At, A0) are given by (At+t′)

n(At′)
m,

where the time averaging is done with respect to t′, with t held fixed. To compute these
moments, we need an expansion analogous to eq. (4.4). Let us focus on the universal regime.
In this case, the dominant terms in the expansion, as in eq. (4.4), are those with the largest
number of traces. Keeping only these terms results in a gaussian distribution. As always
for a gaussian distribution, it is completely determined by its second moments,

At+t′At′ =
∑

αβ

|Ãαβ |
2 ei(Eα−Eβ)t ,

(At+t′)2 = (At′)2 =
∑

αβ

|Ãαβ|
2 . (4.16)

To streamline the notation a little we define a correlation function

C(t) ≡ At+t′At′

/
(At′)2 . (4.17)

Note that, by construction, C(0) = 1.
These considerations lead to

P (At, A0) ∝ exp

[
−
ξ2
2

(
∆

δ

)
(At)

2 + (A0)
2 − 2C(t)AtA0

[1 − C(t)]2a2

]
, (4.18)

which has the correct second moments. Then, eqs. (4.14), (4.15), and (4.18) give us the
conditional probability

P (At|A0) ∝ exp

[
−
ξ2
2

(
∆

δ

)
[At − C(t)A0]

2

[1 − C(t)]2a2

]
(4.19)

in the universal regime. Recalling that ∆/δ ∼ eS, eq. (4.19) shows us that it is overwhelm-
ingly likely that we will find At = C(t)A0. In the next section, we will see that the correlation
function C(t) does not depend on the quantum state of the system. Thus, for all practical
purposes, At is fully determined just by the initial value A0; no other information about the
state of the system is needed.

For A0 >∼ (δ/δeff)1/2a, the nonuniversal corrections can become important. We then
expect a formula for P (At|A0) that is similar to eq. (4.13). Because the large prefactor of
∆/δ ∼ eS should still be present, we still expect to get an effectively deterministic equation
for At as a function of t and A0, although it will no longer take the simple form At = C(t)A0.

Returning to the universal regime, we need to study the properties of C(t). This we do
in the next section.
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V. LINEAR RESPONSE

Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) imply that the correlation function C(t) is real, even, and has a
maximum magnitude of one. Also, it is quasiperiodic on the scale of the Heisenberg time
τH = 2πh̄/δ ∼ eS. However, this time scale is much too long to be of physical interest, and
so we can justifiably ignore the quasiperiodicity of C(t). Then, also using eqs. (2.4) and
(4.2), we get

C(t) ∝
∑

αβ

|cα|
2 |cβ|

2 |Aαβ|
2 ei(Eα−Eβ)t

∝
∫ +∞

−∞
dω |f(E, ω)|2 eiωt . (5.1)

The last line shows that C(t) does not depend on the initial state, and that the bandwidth
W of f(E, ω) sets the time scale for C(t).

Eq. (5.1) can be compared with the results obtained through more standard methods.
For example [22], we can give A a nonzero expectation value at t = 0 by supposing that,
for t < 0, the system’s hamiltonian was perturbed to H + λA, where λ is a constant. For
t ≤ 0, we assume that the quantum state of the system is described by a thermal density
matrix ρ0 ∼ e−(H+λA)/T . For t ≥ 0, this state is evolved forward in time with the original
hamiltonian H , so that ρt = e−iHtρ0e

iHt; the time-dependent expectation value of A is then
At ≡ Tr ρtA. To leading order in λ, this procedure results in At = CKubo(t)A0, where

CKubo(t) ∝
∫ 1/T

0
dµ 〈AH(−iµ)AH(t)〉T . (5.2)

Here AH(t) ≡ eiHtAe−iHt is the operator A in the Heisenberg picture, and the angle brackets
denote canonical thermal averaging as in eq. (2.8). Eq. (5.2) can be written in terms of the
matrix elements Aαβ as

CKubo(t) ∝
∑

αβ

e−Eα/T − e−Eβ/T

Eβ −Eα

|Aαβ|
2 ei(Eα−Eβ)t

∝
∫ +∞

−∞
dω

sinh(ω/2T )

ω
|f(E, ω)|2 eiωt . (5.3)

This is not the same as eq. (5.1). Suppose, however, that the bandwidth W of f(E, ω) is
smaller than the temperature T , and that the falloff of f(E, ω) for ω ≫ W is fast enough
to make the integral in eq. (5.3) converge. Then the factor of sinh(ω/2T )/ω will be approx-
imately constant over the relevant range of ω, and so we will get

CKubo(t) = C(t) +O(W 2/T 2) . (5.4)

In this case, eq. (4.19) may be viewed as a verification of Onsager’s postulate [27] that a
random fluctuation (in the value of some quantity) will dissipate in the same way as an
initial value that is produced by an applied force.

Let us now consider the circumstances under which the time evolution will be markovian.
In the linear regime, and for t > 0, a markovian equation has the form (d/dt)At = −ΓAt,
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where the parameter Γ must be real and positive. Given At = C(t)A0, this implies C(t) =
exp(−Γ|t|). From eq. (5.1), we see that this corresponds to |f(E, ω)|2 ∝ 1/(ω2 + Γ2), and
hence W ∼ Γ. However, 1/(ω2 + Γ2) does not fall off fast enough at large ω for convergence
of the integral in eq. (5.3), and so we expect some additional suppression of |f(E, ω)|2 when
ω is greater than the temperature T . If it happens that Γ is much less than T , then the
time evolution will still be approximately markovian, but with “memory” effects on time
scales less than h̄/T . This is consistent with other analyses [28,24], which find that the
time evolution of expectation values is always non-markovian on time scales less than h̄/T ,
essentially because of the energy-time uncertainty principle. The overall conclusion is that
markovian time evolution is associated with an isolated pole in |f(E, ω)|2 at ω = ±iΓ, with
Γ ≪ T . However, this structure for |f(E, ω)|2 is not required by any general principles, and
so non-markovian behavior on all time scales is an open possibility.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our major result is eq. (4.19), which gives the probability to find that an observable
A has a quantum expectation value of At at time t, given that its expectation value is A0

at time zero (and assuming that A has been shifted, if necessary, so that the infinite time
average of At is zero). This probability is computed for a particular quantum state |ψt〉, but
with the zero of time treated as a uniformly distributed random variable.

To understand the essential features of eq. (4.19), it is helpful to rewrite it more schemat-
ically as

P (At|A0) ∝ exp
{
−O(eS) [At − C(t)A0]

2 /a2
}
. (6.1)

Here At ≡ 〈ψt|A|ψt〉 is the time-dependent quantum expectation value of A; a2 is the mean
squared amplitude of the quantum fluctuations (which are also to be identified as thermal
fluctuations) in A; S is the thermodynamic entropy at energy E = 〈ψt|H|ψt〉; and C(t)
is the correlation function (normalized to one at t = 0) given in eq. (5.1), which, under
favorable circumstances, is the same as the Kubo correlation function CKubo(t) given in
eq. (5.3). The range of validity of eq. (6.1) is A0 <∼ (δ/δeff)1/2a, where δ ∼ e−SE is the mean
energy-level spacing near E, and δeff ≥ δ is the mean level spacing for those eigenstates that
participate significantly in |ψt〉. Maximum participation (such as would be predicted by a
thermal density matrix) corresponds to δeff ∼ δ.

Eq. (6.1) implies an effectively deterministic evolution equation for At, given only A0 as
input: At = C(t)A0. The probability that this equation is not satisfied is O(e−S). Since
C(t) is an even function of time, the effective evolution equation is invariant under time
reversal. However, C(t) ≤ C(0) for all t, and C(t) decays to zero if the bandwidth W ,
defined in eq. (4.5), is finite. (There will be quasiperiodic resurgences of C(t) on the scale
of the Heisenberg time τH = 2πh̄/δ ∼ eS, but this is much too long to be relevant.) Thus
a nonzero initial value A0 is overwhelmingly likely to evolve, both forwards and backwards
in time, towards the equilibrium value of zero. This is of course entirely consistent with the
heuristic picture of statistical mechanics originally proposed by Boltzmann.

If the envelope function |f(E, ω)|2, defined in eq. (2.4), has an isolated pole at ω = ±iΓ,
then the time evolution will be approximately markovian, with C(t) ≃ exp(−Γ|t|). This is
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consistent with C(t) ≃ CKubo(t) only if Γ ≪ T , where T is the temperature corresponding
to a thermodynamic energy of E. There will still be non-markovian “memory” effects on
time scales less than h̄/T , which is consistent with the results of other analyses [28,24].

To get eq. (6.1) [or, more precisely, (4.19)], we had to make a fairly strong assumption
about the quantum matrix elements of A, eq. (2.4). However, this equation is well grounded
in quantum chaos theory, and is likely to be at least approximately valid under a fairly wide
range of circumstances.

Naturally it would be useful to extend our results to the nonlinear regime, and naturally
this is very much harder to do. Still we hope to return to this question in future work. A
combination of our methods (which easily demonstrate the ubiquity of thermal equilibrium)
with projection-operator methods (which easily generate equations for expectation values,
assuming appropriately forced thermal density matrices as the starting point [23,24]) might
be a fruitful approach.
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